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INTERSECTION COHOMOLOGY OF ORTHOGONAL SHIMURA

VARIETIES
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Abstract. The orthogonal Shimura varieties are associated to special orthogonal groups
over Q of signature (n, 2) at infinity. In this work we prove a version of Morel’s formula for
the Frobenius-Hecke traces on the intersection cohomology of their Baily-Borel compactifi-
cations, for almost all primes of good reduction. We then stabilize the formula, in terms of
Kottwitz’s simplified expression for the geometric side of the Arthur-Selberg trace formula
for test functions that are stable cuspidal at infinity.
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Introduction

0.1. Motivation. Initiated by the work of Eichler, Shimura, Kuga, Sato, and Ihara, among
others, the problem of determining the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of Shimura varieties in
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terms of automorphic L-functions has received continual study, and it has been one of the
central problems in the Langlands program. The so-called Langlands-Kottwitz method to
tackle this problem seeks to express Frobenius-Hecke traces on the cohomology of Shimura
varieties in terms of the stable Arthur-Selberg trace formula. Kottwitz [Kot90] formulates
this conjectural expression precisely, and it is this conjecture that we confirm for orthogonal
Shimura varieties in this work.

Before the more precise discussion, we mention that there are at least two main motivations
for studying the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of Shimura varieties. Firstly, the structures of
these functions, or more generally the structures of the étale cohomology of Shimura varieties,
reflect the reciprocity between automorphic representations and Galois representations (or
more generally motives) predicted by Langlands. Understanding of such structures would
serve as a key step in establishing cases of global Langlands correspondences. Secondly, it
is conjectured in general that Hasse-Weil zeta functions of algebraic varieties over number
fields should satisfy good analytic properties, such as meromorphic extension and functional
equation. The only known way to prove this conjecture is to relate the zeta function in
question to automorphic L-functions. Apart from essentially zero dimensional examples, the
only known cases fall into the categories of either abelian varieties or Shimura varieties.

To calculate the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of general Shimura varieties, the original method
used by Eichler and Shimura in the one dimensional case, that of congruence relations, turns
out to be insufficient for generalization. Langlands [Lan77][Lan79a][Lan79b] and Kottwitz
[Kot90][Kot92] have developed the strategy of comparing the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace
formula for Shimura varieties and the stable Arthur-Selberg trace formula. In the following
we recall the precise conjectures of Kottwitz [Kot90].

0.2. Precise conjectures. Let (G,X) be a Shimura datum of reflex field E. For a neat
open compact subgroup K ⊂ G(Af ), we obtain the canonical model

ShK = ShK(G,X),

which is a smooth quasi-projective algebraic variety over E. Consider the Baily-Borel com-
pactification (also known as minimal compactification)

ShK = ShK(G,X)

of ShK(G,X). This is a normal projective variety over E containing ShK as an open subva-
riety. Let

IH∗ = IH∗(ShK)

be (the formal alternating direct sum of) the (étale) intersection cohomology of ShK×Spec Ē
with coefficients in an automorphic λ-adic sheaf. More precisely,

IH∗ = H∗ét(ShK × Spec Ē, (j!∗(FKλ V[n]))[−n]),

where j : ShK ↪→ ShK is the open embedding and FKλ V is the λ-adic automorphic sheaf on
ShK associated to an algebraic representation V of GQ̄. In this introduction we may assume
for simplicity that V is trivial and λ = l is a rational prime, so that FKλ V = Ql. Let p 6= l be
a hyperspecial prime for K, in the sense that K = KpK

p with Kp ⊂ G(Qp) a hyperspecial
subgroup and Kp ⊂ G(Ap

f ) a compact open subgroup. There are commuting actions of the
prime-to p Hecke algebraH(G(Ap

f )//K
p) and Gal(Ē/E) on IH∗. Fix fp,∞ ∈ H(G(Ap

f )//K
p),

and let Φ = Φp be the geometric Frobenius of a place p of E lying above p. Let j ∈ N.
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Conjecture 1 (Kottwitz, cf. [Kot90] §10). The action of Gal(Ē/E) on IH∗ is unramified
at p, and under simplifying assumptions we have

Tr(fp,∞ × Φj| IH∗) =
∑
H

ι(G,H)STH(fH).(0.2.1)

In the summation H runs through the elliptic endoscopic data of G. For each H the test
function fH ∈ C∞c (H(A),C) is explicitly chosen in terms of its stable orbital integrals, and
STH is the geometric side of the stable trace formula.

In fact, Kottwitz also formulates the following conjecture:

Conjecture 2 (Kottwitz, cf. [Kot90] §7). Let H∗c be the compact support étale cohomology
of ShK × Spec Ē. The action of Gal(Ē/E) on H∗c is unramified at p, and under simplifying
assumptions we have

Tr(fp,∞ × Φj|H∗c) =
∑
H

ι(G,H)STHe (fH).(0.2.2)

Here H and fH are the same as in Conjecture 1, and STHe is the elliptic part of STH .

Compared to (0.2.1), both sides of (0.2.2) in Conjecture 2 are easier to compute, at
least from a group theoretical point of view. In fact, Kottwitz ([Kot90][Kot92]) uses the
Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula to compute the LHS of (0.2.2) for certain PEL Shimura
varieties, by counting (virtual) abelian varieties with additional structures over finite fields.
For these Shimura varieties Kottwitz proves that the LHS of (0.2.2) is equal to a group
theoretical expression of the form∑

(γ0,γ,δ)

c(γ0, γ, δ)Oγ(f
p,∞)TOδ(φ) Tr(γ0,V)(0.2.3)

involving orbital integrals and twisted orbital integrals on G. He conjectures that the LHS
of (0.2.2) is equal to (0.2.3) in general (under group theoretical simplifying assumptions).
He then stabilizes (0.2.3) in [Kot90], in the sense that he finds out the definitions of the test
functions fH and proves that (0.2.3) is equal to the RHS of (0.2.2). 1 Here the RHS of
(0.2.2) has a relatively simple definition in terms of stable orbital integrals.

The motivation for formulating Conjecture 1 in addition to Conjecture 2 is mainly due
to the fact that in general it is difficult to extract spectral information from STHe . Thus
it is natural to replace STHe by STH , of which STHe can be viewed as the leading term in
a suitable expansion. On the LHS of (0.2.1), the motivation for introducing IH∗ is from
Arthur’s work on L2-cohomology and Zucker’s conjecture. Recall that Zucker’s conjecture
(proved by Looijenga and Saper-Stern) states that IH∗ is isomorphic to the L2-cohomology
of ShK(C) as Hecke modules. Arthur [Art89] shows that the trace of a Hecke operator on
the L2-cohomology of an arbitrary locally symmetric space can be expressed in terms of his
invariant trace formula, and an analogue of Conjecture 1 without the Frobenius follows from
Arthur’s stabilization of the invariant trace formula ( [Art02][Art01][Art03]). We mention
that Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson [GKM97] prove the same formula as [Art89] for the trace
of a Hecke operator on the intersection cohomology. Thus Conjecture 1 can be regarded as a

1The definition of fH,p,∞ involves the Langlands-Shelstad transfer and the fundamental lemma, so any proof
of the identities (0.2.1) or (0.2.2) prior to the establishment of those is conditional.
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refinement of the work of Arthur and Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson on the trace of a Hecke
operator mentioned above, with extra information on the Galois action.

Conjecture 1 had been regarded as much more difficult than Conjecture 2, due to the lack
of effective methods of computing IH∗. This difficulty was overcome by the work of Morel
[Mor06][Mor08] (also cf. [Mor10a]). Morel is able to prove Conjecture 1 for Siegel modular
spaces ([Mor11]) and GU(p, q)-Shimura varieties ([Mor10b]).

0.3. The main result. The aim of this work is to prove Conjecture 1 for orthogonal Shimura
varieties for almost all primes. These are Shimura varieties associated to the Shimura datum
(G,X), where G = SO(V ) is the special orthogonal group of a quadratic space V over Q
of signature (n, 2), and X is the set of oriented negative definite planes in VR. We assume
n ≥ 5. The reflex field is Q and the Shimura varieties are of dimension n. These Shimura
varieties are non-compact and not of PEL type. They are typical examples of abelian type
Shimura varieties of types B and D. More precisely, recall from [Del79] that for type B there
is essentially a unique family of Shimura data, and for type D there are two. The orthogonal
Shimura data represent the type B family and one of the two type D families. We remark
that the Shimura data treated by Kottwitz and Morel are of types A and C.

Throughout this work we make the distinction of odd and even cases, according to the
parity of n.

Theorem 1 (Corollary 6.17.4). Conjecture 1 is true for the orthogonal Shimura varieties,
for almost all primes p and for sufficiently large j.

Remark 1. As mentioned in §0.2, in this work we allow a non-trivial automorphic sheaf as
the coefficient system of the cohomology.

Remark 2. We have stated Theorem 1 for almost all primes p, rather than for all hyperspecial
p. This is due to the lack of the proof, at least in the written literature, of the existence of
good integral models at hyperspecial primes of the minimal and toroidal compactifications
of the orthogonal Shimura varieties. This issue should be resolved by the ongoing work of
Madapusi Pera.

Remark 3. When proving Theorem 1, we assume Conjecture 2 for the orthogonal Shimura
varieties. In fact, Conjecture 2 for more general Shimura varieties is proved in a joint work
with Kisin and Shin [KSZ]. See the discussion in §0.4.2.

Remark 4. In stating Conjectures 1 and 2 in the forms above, we have made several sim-
plifying technical assumptions, about the possibility of embedding LH into LG and about
the shape of ZG. The general forms of the conjectures are not difficult to formulate, by
considering z-extensions and central data. cf. [KSZ]. These simplifying assumptions are
satisfied by the orthogonal Shimura data.

Remark 5. Kottwitz indicates ([Kot90] Part II) how Conjecture 1 together with Arthur’s
multiplicity conjecture implies a full description of IH∗ as a module over Gal(Ē/E) ×
H(G(Af )//K) in terms of global Arthur parameters. See also [Joh13]. Note that Arthur’s
multiplicity conjecture has recently been established in some cases, with substitutes of Arthur
parameters. See for instance [Art13] and [KMSW14].

Remark 6. For n ≡ 3, 5 mod 8, there is a unique quadratic space V over Q of signature
(n, 2) and split at all finite places. Taïbi’s results [Taï15] on Arthur’s multiplicity conjecture
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apply to G = SO(V ). In this case one expects to obtain a full description of IH∗ from
Theorem 1. We hope to pursue this in a future work.

0.4. Idea of the proof: reduction to the boundary comparison. We will use the
following two inputs to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to a boundary comparison.

(1) Morel’s formula for Tr(fp,∞ × Φj| IH∗). See Theorem 2 below.
(2) The proof of Conjecture 2 in cases including the orthogonal Shimura varieties, from

[KSZ]. See identity (0.4.2) below.

0.4.1. Input (1). We fix the choice of a minimal parabolic P12 of G and a Levi subgroup
M12 ⊂ P12. The group G has three standard parabolic subgroups P1, P2, P12 = P1 ∩ P2.
For P a standard parabolic subgroup, we write MP for the corresponding standard Levi
subgroup. We have

MP1,R = GL2× SO(n− 2, 0)

MP2,R = Gm × SO(n− 1, 1)

MP12,R = G2
m × SO(n− 2, 0).

Morel’s work ([Mor06][Mor08][Mor10b]) implies an expansion of Tr(fp,∞ × Φj| IH∗) of the
following form.

Theorem 2 (Theorem 1.7.2).

Tr(fp,∞ × Φj| IH∗) = TrG + TrMP12
+ TrMP1

+ TrMP2
.(0.4.1)

For the precise definitions of the terms see §2.

In the above expansion (0.4.1),

TrG = Tr(fp,∞ × Φj|H∗ét,c(ShK,Q̄)),

and it is known to be given by Kottwitz’s fixed point formula (0.2.3) and can be stabilized
as in [Kot90]. We will come back to this point in §0.4.2 below. For P ∈ {P1, P2, P12}, the
term TrMP

is more complicated in its structure. It is a mixture of the following:
• Kottwitz’s fixed point formula (0.2.3) for a boundary stratum in ShK , which is roughly
speaking a smaller Shimura variety itself.
• The (topological) fixed point formula of Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson [GKM97],
for the trace of a Hecke operator on the compact support cohomology of a locally
symmetric space.
• Kostant-Weyl traces. By this we mean Weyl character formulas for certain algebraic
sub-representations of MP̃ of

H∗(LieNP̃ ,V),

where P̃ is a standard parabolic subgroup of G containing P , and NP̃ is its unipotent
radical. Here V is the algebraic representation of GQ̄ used to define the automorphic
λ-adic sheaf in §0.2. These sub-representations of H∗(LieNP̃ ,V) are cut out by the
weights of certain central cocharacters of MP̃ .

Roughly speaking, the terms TrMP
arise because Morel’s work reduces computing Tr(IH∗)

to computing traces on the compact support cohomology of each stratum in the Baily-Borel
compactification. These compact support cohomology groups are taken with non-trivial
coefficient systems. The definition of these coefficient systems involve
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• cohomology of certain arithmetic groups, which are computed by the fixed point
formula of Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson
• (weight truncations of) cohomology of LieNP̃ , which give rise to the Kostant-Weyl
traces.

Once the coefficient system is known, the compact support cohomology of a stratum in this
coefficient system is computed by Kottwitz’s fixed point formula.

Because of group theoretical differences, the terms in (0.4.1) are defined slightly differently
than those in Morel’s original formula in [Mor10b] [Mor11]. For more details see §2.

0.4.2. Input (2). In a collaborated work with Kisin and Shin [KSZ], we stabilize the term
TrG for quite general Hodge type and some abelian type Shimura varieties, including the
orthogonal Shimura varieties considered in this work, building on Kisin’s work [Kis10] and
[Kis17]. Namely, we prove Conjecture 2 in those cases (by proving that the LHS of (0.2.2)
is equal to the generalization of (0.2.3) and by stabilizing the latter in a way similar to
Kottwitz’s stabilization in [Kot90]). Thus we have the identity

TrG =
∑
H

ι(G,H)STHe (fH).(0.4.2)

In view of (0.4.1) and (0.4.2), we see that in order to prove Theorem 1 we need only
compare the boundary terms. Namely, it suffices to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Theorem 6.17.1).

TrMP1
+ TrMP2

+ TrMP12
=
∑
H

ι(G,H)[STH(fH)− STHe (fH)].(0.4.3)

Remark 0.4.3. The logical dependence of this work on [KSZ] is only formal. In fact, only
the very last statement Corollary 6.17.4 in this work depends on the main result of loc. cit.

0.5. Idea of the proof: the boundary comparison. We now present some ingredients
in the proof of Theorem 3.

To calculate the RHS of (0.4.3), we use the formulas of Kottwitz in his unpublished notes,
which are valid because of the specific form of fH∞. A comparison of these formulas with
Arthur’s stabilization has not appeared in the literature, and we hope to pursue this in future
work. From the point of view taken in this work, we take Kottwitz’s formulas, recalled in
§6.3, as the definitions of STH(fH).

According to Kottwitz’s formulas, we have an expansion of the form

STH(fH)− STHe (fH) =
∑
M ′ 6=H

STHM ′(f
H),

where M ′ runs through proper Levi subgroups of H, and each term STHM ′(·) has a relatively
simple formula.

Roughly speaking, we classify the pairs (H,M ′) appearing in the above summation into
four different classes, labeled by the standard Levi subgroups M of G and the symbol ∅. We
write (H,M ′) ∼M , or (H,M ′) ∼ ∅. In order to prove Theorem 3, we only need to show

TrM =
∑

(H,M ′)∼M

STHM ′(f
H), for M ∈ {MP1 ,MP2 ,MP12}(0.5.1)
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and

0 =
∑

(H,M ′)∼∅

STHM ′(f
H).(0.5.2)

In the proof of (0.5.1) and (0.5.2), key ingredients include the following:
Archimedean comparison.
We need to compare archimedean contributions to both sides of (0.5.1), and compute the

archimedean contributions to the RHS of (0.5.2).
For the RHS of (0.5.1) (0.5.2), the archimedean contributions consist of values of (stable)

discrete series characters on non-elliptic maximal tori. We will carry out explicit computation
of these using formulas due to Harish Chandra [HC65] and Herb [Her79].

For the LHS of (0.5.1), the archimedean contributions are understood to be the Kostant-
Weyl traces discussed below Theorem 2. The main tool we use to compute these is Kostant’s
Theorem [Kos61].

A key ingredient in the proof of (0.5.1) is an identity between the archimedean contribu-
tions to both sides. We remark that as for now the desired archimedean comparison does
not have a general conjectural form, and they are established case by case for Gsp ([Mor11]),
GU(p, q) ([Mor10b]), and for SO(V ) in this work. It would be interesting to find a more
conceptual framework predicting such a comparison.
Computation at p.
We need to compute the contributions from the place p to both sides of (0.5.1) and the

RHS of (0.5.2). Roughly speaking, the boundary of ShK is stratified into modular curves
and zero-dimensional Shimura varieties, and the contributions from p to the LHS of (0.5.1)
count mod p points on modular curves and zero dimensional Shimura varieties. On the RHS
of (0.5.1), the contributions from p fall into two kinds. One "good kind" that resemble the
contributions from p to the LHS, and one "bad kind" that does not have a clear geometric
interpretation. We will need to prove, among other things, that the terms on the RHS of
(0.5.1) having a bad factor at p should eventually cancel each other.
Comparing transfer factors.
Because we aim to prove non-trivial cancellations among terms on the RHS of (0.5.1)

and aim to prove the vanishing of (0.5.2), signs are important. One important non-trivial
source of signs come from comparing different normalizations of transfer factors at infinity.
The necessity of this step is overlooked in [Mor10b] and [Mor11]. For the orthogonal groups
of interest in this work, it turns out that a non-trivial pattern of signs arises from such
comparisons, which is essential in the proof of (0.5.1) and (0.5.2). The comparison in question
is between the normalization ∆j,B introduced in [Kot90] §7, and the Whittaker normalization,
for the groups of interest. We always explicitly fix G (and also its standard Levi subgroups)
as a pure inner form of its quasi-split inner form, so the Whittaker normalization for the
transfer factors between G and an endoscopic group can be defined, once an equivalence class
of Whittaker data has been chosen for G∗. (Similarly for a standard Levi subgroup of G
and its endoscopic groups). In the odd case, there is only one equivalence class of Whittaker
data, since G∗ is adjoint. When d = dimV is even and d/2 is odd, there is also a unique
equivalence class of Whittaker data. The most difficult case is when d is divisible by 4, when
there are two equivalence classes of Whittaker data for G∗, and we need to figure out how the
two corresponding Whittaker normalizations behave when we pass to Levi subgroups. This
we achieve in turn by comparing the Whittaker normalizations with ∆j,B, and comparing
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the explicit formula for ∆j,B with the explicit formula given by Waldspurger [Wal10]. In this
direction we prove Theorem 4.7.15, which could be of independent interest.

0.6. Organization of the paper. In §1, we recall the global settings of orthogonal Shimura
varieties and state Morel’s formula (0.4.1) in this case in Theorem 1.7.2. Its proof is post-
poned to §2.

In §2, we define all the terms in Theorem 1.7.2 and prove it.
In §3, we first review some generalities on quasi-split quadratic spaces. These will be used

when we define endoscopic groups.
§4 consists of the archimedean calculation in this work. There are two different parts

of the calculation: the part on endoscopy and especially the comparison between different
normalizations of the transfer factors, and the part on the archimedean comparison between
the Kostant-Weyl traces and the stable discrete series characters. We carry out the first part
in §4.3-§4.8, and the second part in §4.9-§4.11.

In §5, we first review the endoscopic data in the global and local non-archimedean cases
in §5.1, and then in §5.2-§5.4 we carry out some Satake transform calculations at p that will
be needed later in the stabilization.

In §6, we first review some standard facts on Langlands-Shelstad transfer in §6.1. We then
recall the definition (according to Kottwitz) of STH(fH) in §6.2 and §6.3, and recall the
definition of fH in §6.4. After that we prove what amounts to (0.5.1) in §6.5-§6.14, and we
prove what amounts to (0.5.2) in §6.15 and §6.16. We deduce the main result of this work
in Corollary 6.17.4.

On first reading, the reader is advised to only focus on the odd case for simplicity.

0.7. Some conventions.
• All reductive groups are assumed to be connected.
• For x ∈ R, we denote by bxc the largest integer ≤ x and denote by dxe the smallest
integer ≥ x.
• We denote by ]0, 1[ the interval {x ∈ R|0 < x < 1}.
• We use the letter a to denote the integer exponent of the Frobenius under consider-
ation, as opposed to the usage of the letter j in many references.
• Let (V1, q1) be a finite dimensional quadratic space over a field F of characteristic zero.
Its determinant det q1 is defined as an element of F×/F×,2, given by the determinant
of the Gram matrix of a basis of V1. We define the discriminant, an element of
F×/F×,2, as

δ :=

{
det q1, dimV odd.
(−1)dimV/2 det q1, dimV even.

The convention in the even case is simply to make any orthogonal direct sum of
hyperbolic planes have discriminant 1 ∈ F×/F×,2.
• Whenever a quadratic form is fixed from the context, we shall use the notation [·, ·]
to denote its associated bilinear form.
• The letter m and its derived notations, such as m1,m

±, are usually used to denote
the absolute rank of a special orthogonal group.
• For a ∈ N and p a prime number, we denote by Qpa the degree a unramified extension
ofQp, and we denote by Zpa the valuation ring ofQpa . We denote by σ the p-Frobenius
acting on Qpa .
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• If G1 is a reductive group over Q, we denote by ker1(Q, G1) the kernel set

ker(H1(Q, G1)→ H1(A, G1)).

• We will sometimes use the following abbreviations:

Γ = ΓQ = Gal(Q̄/Q), Γp = Gal(Q̄p/Qp), ΓR = Γ∞ = Gal(C/R).

• By the standard type B root datum of rank m we mean the root datum

(Zm = spanZ {ε1, · · · , εm} , R,Zm = spanZ(ε∨1 , · · · , ε∨m), R∨)

with the standard pairing Zm × Zm → Z (under which the natural bases {εi} and
{ε∨i } are dual to each other), such that the roots are given by

R = {±εi ± εj,±εi|1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i 6= j}

and the coroots are given by

R∨ =
{
±ε∨i ± ε∨j ,±2εi|1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i 6= j

}
.

The natural order is the following choice of simple roots:

ε1 − ε2, · · · , εm−1 − εm, εm.

Note that the Weyl group of this root datum is equal to {±1}m oSm. Here {±1}m
acts on Zm by the product action of the action of {±1} on Z given by multiplication.
The symmetric group in m letters Sm acts on Zm by permuting the coordinates, and
also on {±1}m by permuting the coordinates.

We shall also call (Zm, R,Zm, R∨) as above together with the natural order the
standard type B based root datum.
• Similarly, by the standard type D root datum of rank m we mean the root datum

(Zm, R,Zm, R∨)

such that the roots are given by

R = {±εi ± εj|1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i 6= j}

and the coroots are given by

R∨ =
{
±ε∨i ± ε±j |1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i 6= j

}
.

The natural order is the following choice of simple roots:

ε1 − ε2, · · · , εm−1 − εm, εm−1 + εm.

Note that the Weyl group of this root datum is equal to ({±1}m)′ o Sm, where
({±1}m)′ is the subgroup of {±1}m consisting of elements with the property that an
even number of the coordinates are equal to −1.

We shall also call (Zm, R,Zm, R∨) as above together with the natural order the
standard type D based root datum.
• In this work we use the language of abelian Galois cohomology as developed in
[Lab99]. We follow the notation there. We also use Kottwitz’s language of the
same theory (which is the original form of the theory) involving centers of Langlands
dual groups, as in [Kot86].
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• When normalizing transfer factors, we use the classical normalization of local class
field theory as opposed to Deligne’s normalization. This means in particular that in
the non-archimedean case the uniformizers correspond to the arithmetic Frobenius.
cf. [KS12, §4.1, §4.2].
• When considering Whittaker data over R, we always use the following additive char-
acter:

ψR : R→ C×

x 7→ e2πix.

When defining the epsilon factors over R we always use the above additive character
ψR and the usual Lebesgue measure on R, the latter being self-dual with respect to
ψR.
• When considering perverse sheaves, we exclusively consider the middle perversity.
• If Σ is a finite set of prime numbers, we denote by Z[1/Σ] the ring Z[1/pk, pk ∈ Σ].
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1. Geometric setting

1.1. Groups. Fix V to be a quadratic space over Q, of signature (n, 2). We will denote
the quadratic form by q and the associated bilinear form by [·, ·]. Let d = dimV = n + 2.
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Let G = SO(V ). Suppose n ≥ 5, so that among the maximal isotropic subspaces of VR, of
dimension two, there is one defined over Q. We fix a flag

0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V ⊥2 ⊂ V ⊥1 ⊂ V,(1.1.1)

where Vi is an i-dimensional totally isotropic Q-subspace of V . Define

P1 := StabG(V2) ⊂ G

P2 := StabG(V1) ⊂ G

P12 := P1 ∩ P2 ⊂ G.

Then P12 is a minimal Q-parabolic subgroup of G, and P1, P2 are the standard Q-parabolic
subgroups of G with respect to P12. The parabolic subgroups P1, P2 are maximal.

If S is a non-empty subset of {1, 2}, we write PS for the one of P1, P2, P12, corresponding
to S.

We fix once and for all a splitting of the flag (1.1.1). Then we get Levi subgroups MS of
PS, which are standard with respect to the minimal Levi subgroup M12. We have

M1
∼= GL(V2)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2),

M2
∼= GL(V1)× SO(V ⊥1 /V1),

M12
∼= GL(V1)×GL(V2/V1)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2).

In the sequel we will only consider the standard parabolic subgroups and the standard
Levi subgroups with respect to (P12,M12). If P = PS is a standard parabolic subgroup,
we write MP := MS for its standard Levi subgroup. We write NP = NS for the unipotent
radical of P .

We fix a basis e1 of V1 and a basis e2 of V2/V1. Using the chosen splitting of (1.1.1), we
can think of e2 as a vector in V . Let e′1 ∈ V/V ⊥1 and e′2 ∈ V ⊥1 /V ⊥2 be determined by the
conditions [ei, e

′
i] = 1, i = 1, 2. We can think of e′i as vectors of V , as well. Under these

choices we have identifications

GL(Vi) ∼= GLi, i = 1, 2.

Definition 1.1.1. We write Wi := V ⊥i /Vi for i = 1, 2.

Definition 1.1.2.

MGL =


GL(V2), M = M1

GL(V1), M = M2

GL(V1)×GL(V2/V1), M = M12

MSO =


SO(W2), M = M1

SO(W1), M = M2

SO(W2), M = M12

Hence we have M = MGL ×MSO for M ∈ {M1,M2,M12}.
12



1.2. Shimura datum. We recall the orthogonal Shimura datum.
Consider the space X of oriented, negative definite, two dimensional subspaces h ⊂ VR.

The real manifold X can be identified with the set

X ′ := {z ∈ VC − {0} |q(z) = 0, [z, z̄] < 0} /C×

in the following way. Given h ∈ X, take an oriented R-basis x, y of h, such that

[x, y] = 0, q(x) = q(y).

We send h to z := x + iy ∈ D′. Conversely, starting with z ∈ X ′, we write z = x + iy with
x, y ∈ VR. The conditions satisfied by z imply that

q(x) = q(y) < 0, [x, y] = 0.

We send z to h := Rx+ Ry, with orientation given by (x, y).
Under the identification X ∼= X ′, the space X is equipped with the structure of a complex

manifold, and in fact a Hermitian symmetric space.
The space X ∼= X ′ has two connected components, and the natural action of G(R) =

SO(V )(R) on X induces the non-trivial action of π0(G(R)) = Z/2Z on π0(X).
Given a point h ∈ X , choose x, y to be an oriented basis of h satisfying [x, y] = 0 and

q(x) = q(y) = −1. For a + bi ∈ C×, a, b ∈ R, define ᾱh(a + bi) ∈ G(R) as the action
(a+ bxy)(·)(a+ bxy)−1 on VR = h+h⊥. Then ᾱh(reiθ) acts on VR by rotation on h of angle
−2θ and identity on h⊥.

The map ᾱh : C× → G(R) comes from a homomorphism between R-algebraic groups

αh : S→ GR.

Also the association h 7→ αh is G(R)-equivariant and identifies X as a G(R)-conjugacy
class of homomorphisms S → GR . Under this construction the pair (G,X) is a Shimura
datum. We denote the Shimura datum (G,X) by O(V ). It has reflex field Q, and the
associated Shimura varieties have dimension n = d− 2.

The Hodge cocharacter µ : Gm → G (up to G(Q̄)-conjugacy) of O(V ) is given as follows.
Choose a decomposition of V into an orthogonal direct sum of m = bd/2c hyperbolic planes
(plus a line in the odd case) over Q̄. For the i-th hyperbolic plane, choose a basis xi, yi such
that

q(xi) = q(yi) = 0, [xi, yi] = 1.

Then we obtain a maximal torus
Gm
m ↪→ GQ̄,

such that the i-th Gm acts with weight 1 on xi and weight −1 on yi and acts trivially on all
the other hyperbolic planes (and the line in the odd case). Let ε∨1 , · · · , ε∨m be the standard
basis of X∗(Gm

m). Then µ is conjugate to ε∨1 . Note that in GQ̄, all ε∨1 , · · · , ε∨m are conjugate
to each other, and ε∨1 is conjugate to −ε∨1 . In particular µ is conjugate to µ−1. Moreover,
it is possible to find a representative µ : Gm → G of the Hodge cocharacter defined over Q.
In fact, we may assume that the aforementioned decomposition of VQ̄ into hyperbolic planes
(and a line in the odd case) involves the hyperbolic plane span {e1, e

′
1} as the first member.

Then the cocharacter ε∨1 is defined over Q.
The Shimura datum O(V ) is of abelian type. It is the quotient by Gm of the Gspin

Shimura datum, which is of Hodge type. For more details see for example [MP16].
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1.3. Boundary components. We describe the pure Shimura data associated to the bound-
ary components of O(V ) in the sense of Pink ([Pin90]). It suffices to discuss the maximal
standard parabolic subgroups P1 and P2.

For P1, consider its Levi subgroup M1 = GL(V2)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2). The factor GL(V2) is the
image of Pink’s canonical subgroup of P1. The resulting pure Shimura datum for GL(V2) ∼=
GL2 is the Siegel Shimura datum H1.

For P2, consider its Levi subgroup M1 = GL(V1)× SO(V ⊥1 /V1). The factor GL(V1) is the
image of Pink’s canonical subgroup of P2. The resulting pure Shimura datum for GL(V1) ∼=
Gm is the Siegel Shimura datum H0.

For a proof of these facts see [Hör14, Proposition 2.4.5].

1.4. Shimura varieties. For any neat compact open subgroup K of G(Af ) , we have the
canonical model ShK(G,X) = ShK for ShK(C) = G(C)\X ×G(Af )/K , which is a smooth
quasi-projective variety of dimension n = d − 2 over Q. Since the Shimura data O(V ) is
of abelian type, the construction of the canonical models is given by Deligne ([Del71] and
[Del79]).

Let K1, K2 be neat compact open subgroups of G(Af ) and let g ∈ G(Af ). Suppose
K1 ⊂ gK2g

−1. Denote by [·g]K1,K2 the map

ShK1(C) = G(Q)\X ×G(Af )/K1 → G(Q)\X ×G(Af )/K2

[(x, k)] 7→ [(x, kg)].

This map descends to a finite étale Q-variety morphism ShK1 → ShK2 , which we also denote
by [·g]K1,K2 . When the context is clear we will simply write [·g]. We call [·g] a Hecke
operator.

1.5. The Baily-Borel compactification. For any neat compact open subgroup K ⊂
G(Af ), the Shimura variety ShK has a canonical Baily-Borel compactification

j : ShK ↪→ ShK ,

where ShK is a normal projective variety over Q and j is a dense open embedding defined
over Q. The Hecke operators [·g] have canonical extensions to finite morphisms between the
Baily-Borel compactifications, defined over Q. Denote the extension by [·g]. These facts
are proved in Pink’s thesis [Pin90, 12.3]

1.6. Automorphic λ-adic sheaves. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a
number field L with an algebraic representation of G. Let λ be a place of L. Then it is well
known (cf. [Pin92a, §5.1]) that for any neat compact open subgroup K1 ⊂ G(Af ), there
is an associated λ-adic sheaf on ShK1 , denoted by FK1

λ V. Moreover, for a Hecke operator
[·g]K1,K2 : ShK1 → ShK2 , there is a canonical isomorphism

F[·g]K1,K2
: FK1

λ V ∼−→ ([·g]K1,K2)
∗FK2

λ V.(1.6.1)

We denote the system (FKλ V,F[·g]) simply by FλV, and call it the system of automorphic
λ-adic sheaves associated to V on Sh(O(V )).

Remark 1.6.1. For a general Shimura datum (G,X), the construction of the automorphic
sheaves either depends on the assumption that ZG has equal Q-split rank and R-split rank
or depends on extra hypotheses on the central character of the representation V. In our case
this is not an issue, because the group SO(V ) is semi-simple.
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Definition 1.6.2. LetK be a neat compact open subgroup of G(Af ). Define the intersection
complex

ICK
λ V := (j!∗(FKλ V[n]))[−n].

Here j is the open embedding ShK ↪→ ShK , and recall that n = dim ShK .

In the following discussion we sometimes omit the subscript λ from the notation. Now we
recall the intersection complex analogues of the canonical isomorphisms (1.6.1).

Consider a Hecke operator
[·g] : ShK1 → ShK2 ,

with its canonical extension
[·g] : ShK1 → ShK2 .

To ease notation we denote g := [·g] and ḡ := [·g]. Denote by ji the open embedding
ShKi → ShKi , i = 1, 2.

Since both g and ḡ are proper, we have base change morphisms

ḡ∗Rj2,∗ → Rj1,∗g
∗

ḡ∗Rj2,! → Rj1,!g
∗

filling into the commutative diagram

ḡ∗Rj2,!

��

// Rj1,!g
∗

��
ḡ∗Rj2,∗ // Rj1,∗g

∗

where the vertical maps are induced by the natural maps Rji,! → Rji,∗, i = 1, 2. Since ḡ
is finite (cf. §1.5), it is exact with respect to the perverse t-structure and commutes with
pH0 (the zeroth perverse cohomology). Therefore the above commutative diagram induces
a natural transformation

ḡ∗j2,!∗ → j1,!∗g
∗.(1.6.2)

Plugging in FK2V[n] we get

ḡ∗j2,!∗(FK2V[n])→ j1,!∗g
∗(FK2V[n]),

which we further compose as follows:

ḡ∗j2,!∗(FK2V[n])→ j1,!∗g
∗(FK2V[n])

j1,!∗(F−1
[·g])−−−−−−→ j1,!∗(FK1V[n]).

Shifting by [−n] we obtain a map

g∗ ICK2 V→ ICK1 V.(1.6.3)

Similarly, using the base change morphisms

Rj1,!g
! → ḡ!Rj2,!

Rj1,∗g
! → ḡ!Rj2,∗,

we obtain the following analogue of (1.6.2):

j1,!∗g
! → ḡ!j2,!∗.(1.6.4)
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Note that g! = g∗ because g is finite étale (cf. §1.4). Again, plugging FK2V[n] into (1.6.4),
precomposing with j1,!∗(F[·g]) and shifting by [−n] we obtain a map

ICK1 V→ ḡ! ICK2 V.(1.6.5)

We summarize the above construction of the two maps (1.6.3) (1.6.5) in the following
statement: For Hecke operators [·g1]K′,K1 and [·g2]K′,K2 , we have a canonical cohomological
correspondence

H[·g1]K′,K1
, [·g2]K′,K2

: [·g1]
∗
K′,K1

ICK1 V→ [·g2]
!

K′,K2
ICK2 V.(1.6.6)

1.7. Intersection cohomology and Morel’s formula. Let K be a neat compact open
subgroup of G(Af ). The λ-adic intersection cohomology of ShK with coefficients in V is by
definition:

IH∗(ShK ,V)λ := H∗ét(ShK ×Q Q̄, ICK
λ V).

By abuse of notation we also denote by IH∗(ShK ,V)λ the formal alternating direct sum⊕
i

(−1)i IHi(ShK ,V)λ.

We have an action of
Gal(Q̄/Q)×HLλ(G(Af )//K)

on IH∗(ShK ,V)λ, where HLλ(G(Af )//K) is the Hecke algebra consisting of the Lλ-valued
functions in C∞c (G(Af ), L) that are bi-invariant under K, and it acts via the cohomologi-
cal correspondences (1.6.6). After choosing an isomorphism L̄λ ∼= C, we get an action of
H(G(Af )//K) := HC(G(Af )//K) on IH∗(ShK ,V)λ ⊗Lλ C.

More precisely, to normalize the action of HLλ(G(Af )//K) on IH∗(ShK ,V)λ we need to
fix the choice of a Haar measure dg on G(Af ) that takes rational values on compact open
subgroups. We take the convention that for any g ∈ G(Af ), the function 1gKg−1/ voldg(K)

acts by the endomorphism on IH∗(ShK ,V)λ induced by the cohomological correspondence
(1.6.6) with

g1 = g, g2 = 1, K1 = K2 = K, K ′ = gKg−1 ∩K.
We follow the convention of [Mor10b, Remark 1.6.7] on how a cohomological correspon-
dence such as (1.6.6) induces an endomorphism on cohomology. This is different from the
convention in [GKM97].

In the following, for f ∈ H(G(Af )//K), we will talk about the action of fdg on

IH∗(ShK ,V)λ ⊗Lλ C,
rather than the action of f , in order to emphasize the choice of dg. This notation is com-
patible with the fact that the action of f(Cdg) is equal to the action of (Cf)dg, for any
C ∈ C×.

We also denote byH∗c(ShK ,V)λ (the formal alternating direct sum of) the compact support
étale cohomology

H∗c(ShK ,V)λ := H∗ét,c(ShK ×QQ̄, FKλ V).

Similarly we have an action of H(G(Af )//K) on H∗c(ShK ,V)λ ⊗Lλ C after the choice of a
Haar measure.
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Definition 1.7.1. Let K be an open compact subgroup of G(Af ) and let p ∈ Z be a prime.
We say that p is a hyperspecial prime for K, if K = KpK

p with Kp a hyperspecial subgroup
of G(Qp) and Kp ⊂ G(Ap

f ).

Theorem 1.7.2 (Morel’s formula). Fix V and λ as before. Let ` ∈ Z be the prime number
beneath λ. Fix a neat compact open subgroup K of G(Af ). Let Σ0 be the finite set consisting
of 2, `, and the prime numbers that are not hyperspecial for K. There exists a finite set
Σ = Σ(O(V ),V, λ,K) of prime numbers, containing Σ0, such that for all prime numbers
p /∈ Σ the following is true. Let Frobp ∈ Gal(Q̄/Q) be a representative of the geometric
Frobenius at p. Let fp,∞ ∈ H(G(Ap

f ), K
p) be arbitrary. Let a ∈ N be a sufficiently large

(where the meaning of "sufficiently" depends on V, λ,K, p, and fp,∞) but otherwise arbitrary
number. Let dgp be a Haar measure on G(Ap

f ) and let dgp be the Haar measure on G(Qp)
giving volume 1 to Kp. Write dg := dgpdgp for the product Haar measure on G(Af ). The
actions of Gal(Q̄/Q) on IH∗(ShK ,V)λ and on H∗c(ShK ,V)λ are both unramified at p, and
we have

Tr(Frobap×fp,∞1Kpdg, IH
∗(ShK , V)λ ⊗ C) = Tr(Frobap×fp,∞1Kpdg,H

∗
c(ShK ,V)λ ⊗ C)+

(1.7.1)

+ TrM1(f
p,∞dgp, a) + TrM2(f

p,∞dgp, a) + TrM12(f
p,∞dgp, a),

where the definitions of the terms

TrM1(f
p,∞dgp, a), TrM2(f

p,∞dgp, a), TrM12(f
p,∞dgp, a)

are given in §2.

We will prove Theorem 1.7.2 in §2.7. Here we remark that the above theorem is essentially
proved by Morel [Mor10b], but some modifications to her proof are needed in our situation.

Remark 1.7.3. Once we have a good theory of integral models for the Baily-Borel as well
as the toroidal compactifications of ShK at all odd hyperspecial primes, the above Theorem
1.7.2 could be improved to be valid for Σ = Σ0. Note that such a theory for Hodge type
Shimura varieties has already been established by Madapusi Pera [Mad12]. We have been
informed that the extension of the results in loc. cit. to the case of abelian type including
the orthogonal Shimura varieties is expected to be worked out by Madapusi Pera in the near
future.

2. Morel’s formula

In this section we define the terms in Theorem 1.7.2 and prove Theorem 1.7.2. We will
define the terms TrM in Definition 2.6.1. The definition also involves Kostant-Weyl terms
LM to be defined below and notions from Kottwitz’s fixed point formula to be recalled below.

2.1. A decomposition of the Levi subgroups.
• For

M12 = GL(V1)×GL(V2/V1)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2) = Gm ×Gm × SO(V ⊥2 /V2),

we call GL(V1) the first Gm and GL(V2/V1) the second Gm. Define

M12,h := GL(V1)
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and
M12,l := GL(V2/V1)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2).

• For
M1 = GL(V2)× SO(V ⊥2 /V2),

define
M1,h := GL(V2)

and
M1,l := SO(V ⊥2 /V2).

As above we refer to GL(V1) and GL(V2/V1) as the first and second Gm respectively.
• For

M2 = GL(V1)× SO(V ⊥1 /V1),

define
M2,h := GL(V1)

and
M2,l := SO(V ⊥1 /V1).

If M ∈ {M1,M2,M12} is a standard Levi subgroup of G, then with the above definition we
have M = Mh ×Ml.

Remark 2.1.1. The decomposition M = Mh ×Ml is different from the decomposition M =
MGL ×MSO in Definition 1.1.2 when M = M12.

2.2. Definition of some truncations.

Definition 2.2.1. We define the following objects.
• Let $1 be the standard central cocharacter of GL(V2) ∼= GL2.
• Let $2 be the square of the identity cocharacter of GL(V1) ∼= Gm.
• Define t1 := 1− (d− 2) = 3− d and t2 := 0− (d− 2) = 2− d.

Remark 2.2.2. For i = 1, 2 we know that $i is a cocharacter of AMi
, the maximal Q-split

torus of the center of Mi. Moreover, $1 (resp. $2) is the weight cocharacter of the Siegel
Shimura datum (M1,h,H1) = (GL2,H1) (resp. (M2,h,H0) = (Gm,H0)), and t1 (resp. t2)
is equal to the (complex) dimension of the Shimura varieties associated to (M1,h,H1) (resp.
(M2,h,H0)) minus that of the orthogonal Shimura variety ShK(G,X).

Definition 2.2.3. In this definition all the algebraic groups involved are understood to have
been base changed to C. We also base change V to C and still use V to denote it. For a
standard parabolic subgroup P of G, define a virtual MP -representation RΓ(LieNP ,V)>tP
as follows (where tP is just a symbol):

• For P = P12, it is the sub-object of the virtual M12-representation

RΓ(LieNP ,V) :=
⊕
i

(−1)iHi(LieNP ,V),

on which $1 has weights > t1 and $2 has weights > t2.
• For P = P1 (resp. P2), it is the sub-object of the virtual M1-representation (resp.
M2-representation) RΓ(LieNP ,V), on which $1 (resp. $2) has weights > t1 (resp.
> t2).

When P = P12, we also write RΓ(LieNP ,V)>t12 for RΓ(LieNP ,V)>tP .
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2.3. Definition of the Kostant-Weyl term LM12. Let M = M12.

Definition 2.3.1. Let P(M) be the set of pairs (P, g), where P is a standard parabolic of
G (i.e. P ∈ {P1, P2, P12}), and g ∈ G(Q), satisfying

• the composition Mh
Int(g)−−−→ P → MP maps Mh into MP,h, and the map differs from

the inclusion Mh ↪→MP,h by an inner automorphism of MP .

• the composition Ml
Int(g)−−−→ P →MP embeds Ml into MP,l as a Levi subgroup.

For (P, g), (P ′, g′) ∈ P(M), we define them to be equivalent if and only if P = P ′ and there
exist h1 ∈ MP (Q) and h2 ∈ M(Q) such that g′ = h1gh2. Here MP is the standard Levi
subgroup of P . Denote this equivalence relation on P(M) by ∼. For P a standard parabolic
subgroup, denote by N(P ) the cardinality of the subset of P(M)/ ∼ consisting of elements
whose first coordinate is P .

Definition 2.3.2. Define an element n12 ∈ G(Q) as follows:

n12(e1) = e1, n12(e′1) = e′1

n12(e2) = e′2, n12(e′2) = e2

n12|V ⊥2 /V2 = any fixed element of O(V ⊥2 /V2)(Q) with determinant − 1.

In the odd case we take
n12|V ⊥2 /V2 = − id |V ⊥2 /V2 .

Lemma 2.3.3. We have

P(M)/ ∼ = {(P2, g)} / ∼
⊔
{(P12, g)} / ∼ .

The quotient {(P2, g)} / ∼ is a singleton and can be represented by (P2, 1). The quotient
{(P12, g)} / ∼ has two elements, represented by (P12, 1) and (P12, n12). The map Int(n12)
sends Mh into itself as the identity, and sends Ml = GL(V2/V1)×SO(V ⊥2 /V2) into itself, not
as the identity, but being the inversion on the GL(V2/V1) = Gm factor and the identity on
the SO(V ⊥2 /V2) factor in the odd case, and the inversion on the GL(V2/V1) = Gm factor and
a non-inner automorphism of SO(V ⊥2 /V2) factor in the even case. Moreover, N(P12) = 2
and N(P2) = 1.

Proof. This follows directly from the definitions. �

Remark 2.3.4. In the even case, Intn12 on G is a non-inner automorphism.

Definition 2.3.5. For γ ∈M(R), define the Kostant-Weyl term

LM(γ) := 2
∑

(P,g)∈P(M)/∼

N(P )−1(−1)dimAgMg−1/AMP

(nMP

gMg−1)
−1
∣∣∣DMP

gMg−1(gγg
−1)
∣∣∣1/2 δ1/2

P (R)(gγg
−1) Tr(gγg−1, RΓ(LieNP ,V)>tP ),

where
• (nMP

gMg−1)
−1 := |NorMP

(gMg−1)(Q)/(gMg−1)(Q)|−1.
• NorMP

(gMg−1) is the normalizer of gMg−1 in MP .
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• AMP
(resp. AgMg−1) is the maximal Q-split torus in the center ofMP (resp. gMg−1).

Note that the base change to R of AMP
(resp. AgMg−1) is the maximal R-split torus

in the center of MP,R (resp. (gMg−1)R).2

• DMP

gMg−1(gγg
−1) = det

(
1− ad(gγg−1), Lie(MP )R/Lie(gMg−1)R

)
∈ R.

• the absolute value
∣∣∣DMP

gMg−1

∣∣∣ is the real absolute value.

• δP (R)(gγg
−1) =

∣∣det
(

ad(gγg−1),Lie(NP )R
)∣∣. (Real absolute value.)

Remark 2.3.6. The factor 2 in the definition of LM(γ) is denoted by mQ in [Mor11, §1.2]. It
accounts for the fact that for the zero dimensional Siegel Shimura datum (Gm,H0), the set
H0 is a two-fold cover of a Gm(R)-conjugacy class of homomorphisms

h : S = ResC/R Gm,C → Gm,R.

Its role is discussed in the proof of Theorem 1.7.2 in §2.7.

2.4. Definition of the Kostant-Weyl terms LM1 and LM2.

Definition 2.4.1. For γ ∈M1(R), define

LM1(γ) := δP1(R)(γ)1/2 Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(N1),V)>t1),

where δP1(R) is defined in Definition 2.3.5.

Definition 2.4.2. For γ ∈M2(R), define

LM2(γ) := 2δP2(R)(γ)1/2 Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(N2),V)>t2),

where δP2(R) is defined in Definition 2.3.5.

Remark 2.4.3. The factor 2 in the above definition is the same as in Remark 2.3.6.

2.5. Definition of some terms in Kottwitz’s fixed point formula. Let Mh be the
reductive group GLi over Q, where i = 1 or 2. We equip Mh with the Siegel Shimura datum
Hg with g = i − 1. We recall some group theoretical definitions that appear in Kottwitz’s
fixed point formula for the Shimura varieties associated to (Mh,Hg). The main reference is
[Kot90]. See also [Mor10b, §1.6]. We note that these notions have been extended to more
general situations (e.g. when Mder

h is not necessarily simply connected) in [KSZ]. Here we
only need very degenerated forms of the notions since GL1 and GL2 are very simple.

Throughout §2.5 we fix a prime p, an integer a ∈ N, and a compact open subgroup Kp
Mh

of Mh(Ap
f ).

Definition 2.5.1. Define a cocharacter µ of Mh as follows. When Mh = Gm, define µ to be
the identity cocharacter. When Mh = GL2, define µ to be the cocharacter

z 7→
(
z

1

)
.

Remark 2.5.2. µ is a representative of the Hodge cocharacter for the Shimura datum Hg.

Definition 2.5.3 (cf. [Kot90] or [KSZ]). A Kottwitz triple (of level pa) in Mh (for the
Shimura datum Hg) is a triple (γ0, γ, δ), with γ0 ∈ Mh(Q), γ ∈ Mh(Ap

f ), δ ∈ Mh(Qpa),
satisfying the following conditions:
2In general one should use the dimensions of the maximal R-split tori in the centers for the definition of LM .
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• γ0 is semi-simple and R-elliptic.
• γ is conjugate to γ0 in Mh(Ap

f ).

• The element N δ := δσ(δ) · · ·σa−1(δ) ∈Mh(Qpa) is conjugate to γ0 in Mh(Qpa).
• the image of [δ] ∈ B(Mh,Qp) in π1(Mh)Γp under the Kottwitz map B(Mh,Qp) →
π1(Mh)Γp is equal to that of −µ.

Two Kottwitz triples (γ0, γ, δ) and (γ′0, γ
′, δ′) are said to be equivalent, if γ0 is conjugate to

γ′0 and δ is σ-conjugate to δ′ inside Mh(Qpa).

Remark 2.5.4. In the above definition we have taken advantage of the fact that inside Mh

stable conjugacy is the same as conjugacy. As a consequence the coordinate γ plays no role
at all. For more general definitions see the references given above.

Remark 2.5.5. Note that Γp acts trivially on π1(Mh), and there is an isomorphism π1(Mh) ∼=
Z, such that the image of µ is 1 ∈ Z.

Let (γ0, γ, δ) be a Kottwitz triple. Let I0 = (Mh)γ0 be the (connected) centralizer of
γ0 in Mh. Define K(I0/Q) to be the finite abelian group consisting of those elements of
π0([Z(Î0)/Z(M̂h)]

Γ) whose images in H1(Γ, Z(M̂h)) are locally trivial. (cf. [Kot86].) In
[Kot90] Kottwitz defines an invariant α(γ0, γ, δ) in the group K(I0/Q)D which is the dual
group of K(I0/Q).

Lemma 2.5.6. For Mh = GL1 or GL2, we always have K(I0/Q) = 1.

Proof. If I0 = Mh then obviously K(I0/Q) = 1. Thus we may assume that Mh = GL2

and γ0 in non-central. Then I0 is a maximal torus T of GL2 defined over Q. In this case
Z(Î0) = Î0 = T̂ . Since the Galois action on Z(ĜL2) is trivial, by Chebotarev density theorem
the only locally trivial element of H1(Γ, Z(ĜL2)) is the trivial element. In view of the exact
sequence

π0(Z(ĜL2)Γ)→ π0(T̂ Γ)→ π0([T̂ /Z(ĜL2)]Γ)→ H1(Γ, Z(ĜL2)),

we see that it suffices to show that

T̂ Γ ⊂ Z(ĜL2).

Since TR is an elliptic maximal torus of GL2,R, there exists an identification T̂ ∼= C× × C×

such that the non-trivial element in Gal(C/R) acts on T̂ by switching the two coordinates.
It follows that T̂ Γ∞ ⊂ Z(ĜL2), and a fortiori T̂ Γ ⊂ Z(ĜL2). �

Let (γ0, γ, δ) be a Kottwitz triple. By Lemma 2.5.6, its invariant α(γ0, γ, δ) automatically
vanishes. Hence as in [Kot90, §3], there is an inner form I of I0 over Q, such that

• IR is anisotropic mod center.
• For v /∈ {∞, p}, IQv is the trivial inner form of I0.
• IQp is isomorphic to the twisted-centralizer (Mh)

σ
δ of δ in Mh (denoted by I(p) in loc.

cit.) as inner forms of I0.
See loc. cit. for more general and more precise statements.

Fix Haar measures on I(Qp), I(Ap
f ), I(R) such that the product Haar measure on I(A) is

the Tamagawa measure. Fix a Haar measure on Mh(Qpa) such that Mh(Zpa) has volume 1.
Fix Haar measures on Mh(R),Mh(Ap

f ) arbitrarily.
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Definition 2.5.7. Define c(γ0, γ, δ) = c1(γ0, γ, δ)c2(γ0, γ, δ), where

c1(γ0, γ, δ) = vol(I(Q)\I(Af )) = τ(I) vol(AMh
(R)0\I(R))−1.

c2(γ0, γ, δ) =
∣∣ker(ker1(Q, I0)→ ker1(Q,Mh))

∣∣ .
Definition 2.5.8. For fp ∈ H(Mh(Ap

f )//K
p
Mh

), the orbital integral Oγ(f
p) is defined using

the fixed Haar measure on Mh(Ap
f ) and the Haar measure on (Mh)γ(Ap

f ) transferred from
I(Ap

f ). For
fp ∈ H(Mh(Qpa)//Mh(Zpa)),

the twisted orbital integral TOδ(fp) is defined using the fixed Haar measure onMh(Qpa) and
the Haar measure on (Mh)

σ
δ (Qp) transferred from I(Qp). For more details see [Kot90, §3]

Definition 2.5.9. Define φMh
a ∈ H(Mh(Qpa)//Mh(Zpa)) to be the characteristic function of

Mh(Zpa)µ($)−1Mh(Zpa)
inside Mh(Qpa), where $ is any uniformizer of Qpa (e.g. $ = p).

2.6. Definition of TrM .

Definition 2.6.1. Let P ∈ {P1, P2, P12} be a standard parabolic subgroup of G and let
M = MP . Let dgp be a Haar measure on G(Ap

f ). Define

TrM(fp,∞dgp, a) :=
∑
γL

ιMl(γL)−1χ((Ml)
0
γL

)
∑

(γ0,γ,δ)

γ0∼RγL

c(γ0, γ, δ)δ
1/2
P (Qp)(γLγ0)·

·OγLγ(f
p,∞
M )OγL(1Ml(Zp))TOδ(φ

Mh
a )LM(γLγ0),

where γL runs through the semi-simple conjugacy classes in Ml(Q) that are R-elliptic, and
(γ0, γl, δ) runs through the equivalence classes of Kottwitz triples in Mh as in Definition
2.5.3, (whose invariants are automatically trivial by Lemma 2.5.6), and satisfying the extra
condition γ0 ∼R γL with the following meaning:

γ0 ∈Mh(R)0 ⇐⇒ γL ∈Ml(R)0.

Moreover,
• ιMl(γL) :=

∣∣Ml,γL(Q)/(Ml)
0
γL

(Q)
∣∣,

• δP (Qp)(γLγ0) :=
∣∣det

(
ad(γLγ0),LieNP

)∣∣
Qp
,

• χ((Ml)
0
γL

) is the Euler characteristic of the reductive group (Ml)
0
γL

over Q as defined
in [GKM97, §7.10],
• fp,∞M is the constant term of fp,∞ as defined in [GKM97, §7.13]. This function depends
on auxiliary choices, but its orbital integrals are well defined once all the relevant Haar
measures are fixed.
• Ml(Zp) is the hyperspecial subgroup of Ml(Qp) given by

[Kp ∩ (Ml(Qp)NP (Qp))]/(Kp ∩NP (Qp)).

Equivalently, Ml(Zp) as a subgroup of Ml(Qp) is the image of Kp ∩ P (Qp) under the
projection

P → P/NP
∼= M = Mh ×Ml →Ml.
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The terms χ((Ml)
0
γL

), OγLγ(f
p,∞
M ), OγL(1Ml(Zp)) all depend on extra choices of Haar measures.

We choose arbitrary Haar measures on Ml(Ap
f ), and on (Ml)γL(Ap

f ) and (Ml)γL(Qp) for each
γL.

• Define the Haar measure on M(Ap
f ) = Mh(Ap

f ) ×Ml(Ap
f ) by the Haar measure on

Ml(Ap
f ) chosen above and the Haar measure on Mh(Ap

f ) chosen in §2.5.
• Use the Haar measure on M(Ap

f ) and dgp to define the constant term fp,∞M .
• Use the Haar measure onM(Ap

f ) and the Haar measure on (Ml)γL(Ap
f ) chosen above,

and the Haar measure on (Mh)γ(Ap
f ) chosen in loc. cit. to define the orbital integral

OγLγ.
• Use the Haar measure on Ml(Qp) giving volume 1 to Ml(Zp), and the Haar measure
on (Ml)γL(Qp) chosen above, to define OγL(1Ml(Zp)).
• Use the Haar measures on (Ml)γL(Ap

f ) and (Ml)γL(Qp) chosen above to define the
product measure on (Ml)

0
γL

(Af ), and use the latter to define χ((Ml)
0
γL

). (cf. [GKM97,
§7.10]).

Remark 2.6.2. When P = P1 or P12, every element in Ml(Q) is automatically semi-simple
R-elliptic, because Ml(R) ∼= SO(n− 2, 0)(R) is compact. When P = P2 and n is even, (Ml)R
does not have elliptic maximal tori (cf. §4.1), so there are no R-elliptic elements of Ml(Q).
In this case TrM(fp,∞, a) = 0.

Remark 2.6.3. When P = P1 the condition γ0 ∼R γL is automatic. In fact, in this case we
have Mh(R) = GL2(R) and Ml(R) = SO(n − 2, 0)(R), both connected. When P = P12 or
P2, we have π0(Mh(R)) = {±1} and π0(Ml(R)) = {±1}.

Remark 2.6.4. The factor ιMl(γl) is omitted in [Mor11] but recorded in [Mor10b]. It occurs
when deducing Theorem 1.6.6 of loc. cit. from [GKM97].

2.7. Proof of Theorem 1.7.2.

2.7.1. Background discussion. Our formula is almost the same as [Mor11, Théorème 1.2.1],
and it essentially follows from Morel’s computation in [Mor10b, Chapter 1], which takes
an axiomatic approach, building on her earlier work [Mor06][Mor08] and the work of Pink
[Pin92a].

The arguments in [Mor10b, Chapter 1] also take as inputs Deligne’s conjecture, proved
at different levels of generality by Pink [Pin92b], Fujiwara [Fuj97] and Varshavsky [Var05],
and the fixed point formula of Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson [GKM97] and the fixed point
formula of Kottwitz [Kot92]. In our case, the fixed point formula of Kottwitz is to be applied
to the non-open boundary pure Shimura data, namely the Siegel data H0 and H1. For H0,
everything can be directly verified, but finding the precise statement (Proposition 2.8.1) that
we need is more subtle. See the explanations about issue (2) below. ForH1, it is of PEL type
and hence the fixed point formula of Kottwitz is valid. The reason that in this current proof
we do not need the analogue of the fixed point formula of Kottwitz for the boundary datum
O(V ) of O(V ) itself (which is of abelian type and not of PEL type, cf. §1.2), is because the
term corresponding to that datum enters the right hand side of (1.7.1) only abstractly as
the contribution H∗c(ShK ,V)λ. However, such an analogous formula is proved in the recent
work [KSZ] (building on [Kis10] and [Kis17]), and is eventually needed in Theorem 6.17.3
and Corollary 6.17.4.
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There are three important differences between our case and the axiomatic approach of
[Mor10b].
(1)
For M = M12, our definition of LM is slightly different from [Mor11]. The definition of

the set P(M)/ ∼ in [Mor11, §1.2] allows g ∈ G(Q) such that the map Int(g) : Mh → MP,h
3

is not the identity (even up to an inner automorphism of the target) a priori.
(2)
For P = P2, the boundary datum corresponding to P does not satisfy the axioms on p.

2 of [Mor10b]. Recall that the axioms state that the Levi quotient M of P should be a
direct product of two reductive groups GP and LP , such that among other things, GP (R)
acts transitively on the boundary Shimura datum and LP (R) acts trivially. In our case
this is not true. We would like to take GP to be GL(V1) = Gm ⊂ M , and take LP to be
SO(V ⊥1 /V1) with LP,R ∼= SO(d − 3, 1). Now the boundary (pure) Shimura datum H0 for P
is the two-pointed set, with the action of M(R) on it given by the map

M(R)→ π0(M(R))→ π0(G(R)) = {±1}
and the non-trivial action of {±1} on the two-pointed set. We have

π0(M(R)) = π0(Gm(R))× π0(SO(d− 3, 1)(R)) = {±1} × {±1} ,
and the map π0(M(R))→ π0(G(R)) is the multiplication map

{±1} × {±1} → {±1} .
Thus LP (R) does not act trivially on the boundary Shimura datum in question.
(3)
Our Shimura datum O(V ) is only of abelian type, and the construction of the integral

model of the Baily-Borel compactification is more subtle.
To resolve (1), note that in the case considered in [Mor11], the subgroups Mh and MP,h of

G are equal and isomorphic to a certain Gsp2i. The only non-trivial outer automorphism of
Gsp2i is represented by the automorphism sending g to c(g)−1g, where c(g) is the symplectic
similitude. This outer automorphism could not possibly be induced on Mh by Int(g) for
any g ∈ G(Q). Thus in [Mor11], every element of P(M) according to Morel’s a priori
weaker definition indeed satisfies our Definition 2.3.1. In our case, there does exist g ∈ G(Q)
satisfying the definition of [Mor11] that induces a non-trivial outer automorphism on Mh

∼=
Gm.4 We have ruled out this possibility in Definition 2.3.1. Correspondingly, we have defined
N(P, g) as in Definition 2.3.1, as opposed to |[Nor′G(M)/ (Nor′G(M) ∩ g−1MPg)] (Q)|−1 as in
[Mor11].

To resolve (2), we need to systematically modify the discussion in [Mor10b, Chapter 1] for
zero dimensional boundary data. Before that, let us identify the geometric issue underlying
(2). Recall that in general, the boundary strata of the Baily-Borel compactification are
mostly naturally isomorphic to finite quotients of Shimura varieties at certain natural levels.
Sometimes they are "accidentally" isomorphic to Shimura varieties at some other levels.
When this does not happen, we say that they are geunine quotients. The axioms of loc. cit.

3Morel uses the letter Q for our P .
4 For example, consider g ∈ G(Q) that switches e1 and e′1, and switches e2 and e′2, and acts as identity
on V ⊥2 /V2. Then Int g on Ml is the same as Intn12, but on Mh = GL(V1) = Gm it is the non-trivial
automorphism.
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imply that there are no genuine quotients, namely all boundary strata are Shimura varieties.
Then the fixed point formula obtained loc. cit. is a mixture of two formulas: Kottwitz’s
fixed point formula on these boundary Shimura varieties associated to the Hermitian part
of the Levi subgroup, and the fixed point formula of Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson on the
locally symmetric spaces associated to the linear part of the Levi subgroup. In our case, the
zero dimensional boundary strata corresponding to P2 are genuine quotients. We need to
replace the Shimura variety of the Hermitian part by a finite quotient of it, and meanwhile
replace the locally symmetric space of the linear part by a finite covering of it.

As for (3), in [Mor10b, §1.3] Morel provides two approaches to the construction of the
integral model of the Baily-Borel compactification, for which Pink’s formula (cf. [Mor10b,
Theorem 1.2.3] and [Mor10b, p.8 item (6)]) holds, among other things. The first approach,
[Mor10b, Proposition 1.3.1], cites Lan’s work [Lan13] to construct the integral model away
from a controlled finite set of bad primes, which is valid in the PEL type case. The second
approach, [Mor10b, Proposition 1.3.4], works in much more general situations but only
constructs the integral model away from an uncontrolled finite set of primes. It depends
crucially on the generic base change theorem of Deligne [Del77, Th. finitude Théorème 1.9]
in order to verify Pink’s formula. Although Lan’s work has been generalized by Madapusi
Pera [Mad12] to the Hodge type case, unfortunately our Shimura datum O(V ) is only of
abelian type (cf. §1.2), and the relevant treatment has not appeared in the literature. 5 As
a result we could only use the second approach to construct the integral model away from an
uncontrolled set of primes. Thus we would like to apply the abelian type case of [Mor10b,
Proposition 1.3.4] to construct the integral model. Note that when stating conditions (1)-(7)
on p. 8 of [Mor10b], Morel adopts notations that already assume that no genuine quotients
happen on the boundary. However this is only a matter of notation, because the results
from [Pin92a] and [Wil00] used in the proof of [Mor10b, Proposition 1.3.4] do not need
such an assumption. In the following we will talk about these conditions (1)-(7) with the
understanding that their formulation have already been modified in the obvious way to suit
the general possibility of genuine quotients. Thus [Mor10b, Proposition 1.3.4] is still valid
and implies the existence of integral models of the Baily-Borel compactification and its strata
over SpecZ[1/Σ], for a large enough finite set of primes Σ ⊃ Σ0, satisfying conditions (1)-(7)
just mentioned.

2.7.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.7.2. We now start to carry out the aforementioned modifications to
[Mor10b, Chapter 1].

In the axioms on p. 2 of [Mor10b], we make the following modifications in case the
boundary (pure) Shimura datum XP corresponding to the admissible parabolic P is zero-
dimensional. We weaken the axiom that LP (R) should act trivially on XP to only requiring
that LP (R)0 should act trivially. Let LP (Q)+ := LP (Q) ∩ LP (R)0. For simplicity, we make
the following assumptions:

• |X | = [LP (Q) : LP (Q)+] = 2.
• LP (Q)/LP (Q)+ acts non-trivially on X .

5Note that in this first approach, good integral models of toroidal compactifications are also implicitly needed
in order to verify Pink’s formula. Thus the "crude" construction in the abelian type case in [LS] of the integral
model of the Baily-Borel compactification alone is not sufficient.
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• For any Q-Levi subgroup L of LP , we have [L(Q) : L(Q)+] = 2, where L(Q)+ :=
L(Q) ∩ L(R)0.

In particular, L(Q)+ = L(Q) ∩ LP (Q)+ and L(Q)− L(Q)+ = L(Q)− LP (Q)+.
In the following, if P is an admissible (standard) parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to

zero dimensional boundary data, we need to always modify the definition of HL by replacing
L(Q) with L(Q)+, i.e. we define

HL := gKg−1 ∩ LP (Q)+NP (Af ).

As on p. 2 of [Mor10b], the boundary strata in the Baily-Borel compactification correspond-
ing to P are of the form

MKQ/KN (GP ,XP )/HP .(2.7.1)

The action of HP on MKQ/KN (GP ,XP ) (Morel’s notation for ShKQ/KN (GP ,XP )) factors
through the finite quotient HP/HLKQ, now with the new definition of HL. (We still define
HP := gKg−1 ∩ P (Q)QP (Af ).)

For boundary data of positive dimension, we keep the axioms and all the definitions
unchanged.

With this new definition of HL, the results of [Mor10b, §1.2] are still true. Here we still
define H := KM ∩ L(Q)G(Af ) = KM ∩M(Q)G(Af ), not using L(Q)+G(Af ).

We now come to construct the integral models of the Baily-Borel compactification ShK
and its strata. As discussed in §2.7.1, we apply [Mor10b, Proposition 1.3.4] to construct
integral models of ShK and its strata over Z[1/Σ], for a finite set Σ ⊃ Σ0 of primes, such
that these models satisfy (the modified versions of) conditions (1)-(7) on p. 8 of [Mor10b].
In the following we will use the subscript Z[1/Σ] to indicate these integral models. We first
enlarge Σ such that for all zero dimensional boundary strata, the finite set of bad primes as
in Proposition 2.8.1 is contained in Σ. We then claim that it is possible to further enlarge Σ
such that these integral models satisfy the following conditions (a) and (b):

(a): For all p /∈ Σ, the base change to Z(p) of the integral model of any one dimensional
(resp. zero dimensional) boundary stratum is isomorphic to the hyperspecial canoni-
cal integral model over Z(p) of the modular curve in question (cf. [Kot92]) (resp. the
base change to Z(p) of the integral model provided in Proposition 2.8.1 below).

(b): There is a finite étale Galois extension R+ of Z[1/Σ], such that for all p /∈ Σ,
the model (ShK)Z[1/Σ] ⊗ R+

(p) is the same as that constructed in [LS, Proposition
2.4] (with a certain choice of an auxiliary Hodge type Shimura datum), and the
model (ShK)Z[1/Σ]⊗R+

(p) is isomorphic to the base change to R+
(p) of the hyperspecial

canonical integral model of the abelian type ShK over Z(p) constructed in [Kis10].
Here R+

(p) := R+ ⊗ Z(p).
In fact, for (a), we know that in either the zero dimensional or the one dimensional

case, there is a finite type Z-scheme whose base changes to Z(p) for almost all p give rise
to the desired models. Thus by the "spreading out" property of isomorphisms (cf. [Gro66,
(8.10.5)]), any finite type Z-scheme with the same generic fiber also has the same base
changes to Z(p) for almost all p. In this sense we say that the desired Z(p)-models in (a) are
"generically the correct models".

For (b), we first note that the hyperspecial canonical integral models over Z(p) for any
Hodge type Shimura variety ShK̃ and its Baily-Borel compactification ShK̃ , constructed
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in [Kis10] and [Mad12] respectively, are generically the correct models in the sense of the
previous paragraph. The case with ShK̃ is obvious from the construction, and we explain
the case with ShK̃ . In [Mad12], integral models over Z(p) of toroidal compactifications of
ShK̃ are constructed via taking normalizations of the closures of ShK̃ inside the integral
models over Z(p) of suitable toroidal compactifications of Siegel moduli spaces. Since the
latter are generically the correct models (cf. [FC90] or [Lan13]), so are the former. Now
hyperspecial canonical integral models over Z(p) of ShK̃ are obtained in [Mad12] via a Proj
construction applied to the Hodge bundle on the above-mentioned integral model of a toroidal
compactification. For different p, the Hodge bundles are integral models of the same vector
bundle on the generic fiber of the toroidal compactification. Hence the hyperspecial canonical
integral models of ShK̃ are indeed generically the correct models. We now take an auxiliary
Hodge type Shimura datum D for the abelian type Shimura datum O(V ) as in [Kis10]. We
may assume that the reflex field of D is Q, by for instance taking D to be the Gspin Shimura
datum (cf. [MP16, §3]). For neat levels K̃ for D we denote the associated Shimura varieties
(over Q) by ShK̃ . For a suitable K̃, there is a finite Galois extension F+ of Q such that all the
connected components of ShK ⊗F+ and of ShK̃ ⊗F+ are geometrically connected, and each
connected component of ShK ⊗F+ is the quotient by the free action of a finite group of some
connected component of ShK̃ ⊗F+. We may enlarge Σ to assume that R+ := OF ⊗ Z[1/Σ]
is finite étale Galois over Z[1/Σ], and that all the above-mentioned finite group actions
extend to actions on certain finite type R+-scheme models. Let (ShK)R+ be the union of
the quotients. By the construction in [Kis10] and the fact that the hyperspecial canonical
integral models of ShK̃ are generically the correct models that we just saw, we know that
for almost all p the base change (ShK)R+ ⊗R+ R+

(p) is isomorphic to the base change to R+
(p)

of the hyperspecial canonical integral model of ShK over Z(p). Thus the statement about
ShK in (b) follows. The statement in (b) about ShK follows similarly from the construction
given in [LS, Proposition 2.4]. Note that we do not need the descent part in the proof of loc.
cit..

At this point we have justified (a) and (b) above. We continue to modify [Mor10b, Chapter
1]. Let p be an arbitrary prime not in Σ. Following Morel, we use notations MK(G,X ) etc.
to denote the reduction modulo p of the integral models constructed above.

With the new definition of HL, the results of [Mor10b, §1.4, §1.5] all carry over. (In
[Mor10b, Proposition 1.4.5], we replace Lnr(Q) with Lnr(Q)+ when defining HL, in case
nr corresponds to zero dimensional data.) Note that in these sections Morel always uses
notations that explicitly record the fact that the boundary strata are quotients of Shimura
varieties. However, the comment on the top of p. 5 of [Mor10b], that MK(G,X )/H is equal
to MH/HL(G,X ) and that H/HL is a subgroup of G(Af ),6 is no longer true in our case.

Also note that the change of the definition of HL causes changes to some of the definitions
before [Mor10b, Corollary 1.4.6] on p. 12 of [Mor10b]. The definition of XL need not be
modified. The definition of ΓL is changed after the modification, involving the new definition
of HL. The new ΓL is a subgroup of the old ΓL. Thus the definitions of RΓ(ΓL,W ) and
RΓc(ΓL,W ) loc. cit. are both changed, involving the new definition of ΓL\XL. We call this
new version of ΓL\XL shallower locally symmetric spaces.

6This comment says precisely that the axioms of [Mor10b] imply that none of the boundary strata are genuine
quotients.
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We modify [Mor10b, Proposition 1.7.2] as follows. In the definitions of L,Li,M,Mi, we
modify the definitions of

RΓ(KL, V ), RΓ(Hi,L, V ), RΓc(KL, V ), RΓc(Hi,L, V )

all using the corresponding shallower locally symmetric spaces (and also with the new def-
inition Hi ∩ L+(Q) for Hi,L). Here for RΓ(KL, V ) and RΓc(KL, V ), the shallower locally
symmetric space in question is

L(Q)+\XL × L(Af )/KL,

where XL = L(R)/KL,∞AL(R)0 as on p. 12 of [Mor10b]. In the following we write
RΓshall(KL, V ), RΓshall

c (KL, V ) etc. to emphasize that we are using shallower locally symmet-
ric spaces. In the conclusions (1) (2) of [Mor10b, Proposition 1.7.2], the Shimura varieties
MKi and MK need to be replaced respectively by the finite quotients MmiKMm

−1
i ∩G(Af )/Hi

and MKM∩G(Af )/H, where H = KM ∩ L(Q)G(Af ). (We are just undoing the application of
the comment on p. 5 of [Mor10b] mentioned above.) Similar changes need to be made to
[Mor10b, Lemma 1.7.3]. We still let (mi)i∈I be a system of representatives for the double
quotient L(Q)G(Af )\M(Af )/K

′
M such that cmKM = cKM . Namely, we do not replace L(Q)

by L+(Q) here.
We can then modify the arguments on p. 25 of [Mor10b] by applying the modified [Mor10b,

Proposition 1.7.2]. Of course modifications are only needed when the boundary datum
corresponding to nr is zero dimensional. Suppose this is the case. The definition of vh needs
to be changed. Again we simply undo the application of the comment on p. 5 of [Mor10b]
mentioned before. Thus we replace the symbol FKM,h/KL,h in Line 2 on p. 25 of [Mor10b]
with FHh/HL,h . Also we change RΓc(KL,h, ·) to RΓshall

c (KL,h, ·), defined using the shallower
locally symmetric space

LP (Q)+\XLP × LP (Af )/KL,h.

To calculate Tr(vh), we need a modified version of Kottwitz’s fixed point formula for zero
dimensional Shimura varieties ([Mor10b, Remark 1.6.5]), now for finite quotients of them,
and we need a modified version of the fixed point formula of Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson
for locally symmetric spaces ([Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6]), now for shallower locally symmetric
spaces. Note that Kottwitz’s fixed point formula for the one dimensional strata are applicable
because of condition (a) above.

In the next two subsections §2.8 §2.9 of this work, we formulate and prove these two
analogues under simplifying assumptions that are satisfied by the boundary datum associated
to P2. Note that the factor 2 in Definition 2.3.5 and Definition 2.4.2 in this work corresponds
to the factor 2 in Proposition 2.9.1 in this work, which is an analogue of [Mor10b, Theorem
1.6.6]. This factor 2 does not appear in Proposition 2.8.1 in this work, which is an analogue
of [Mor10b, Remark 1.6.5]. In contrast, in Morel’s case the extra factor 2 in LM comes from
[Mor10b, Remark 1.6.5].

After calculating Tr(vh), the same arguments as on pp. 26-27 of [Mor10b] imply the modi-
fied version of [Mor10b, Theorem 1.7.1], where for P = Pn1∩· · ·∩Pnr with Pnr corresponding
to the zero dimensional boundary data, we modify the definition of TP ([Mor10b, p. 23]) as
follows:
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• Instead of letting (γ0, γ, δ) run through the set C ′Gnr ,j defined in [Mor10b, Remark
1.6.5], we let it run through CGnr ,j, but we add the compatibility condition between
γ0 and γL: We require that γ0 ∈ Cent(X ) if and only if γL ∈ L(Q)+.

From this modified version of [Mor10b, Theorem 1.7.1], we easily deduce the special fiber
version of (1.7.1) in this work. Namely we have proved the identity (1.7.1) for a sufficiently
large, but with ShK and ShK replaced by the mod p reductions of the integral models. To
prove the identity (1.7.1) as well as the asserted unramifiedness in the theorem, we apply
[LS, Theorem 4.18], which is valid because of condition (b) above on the integral models. 7

In fact, by that theorem and condition (b), we know that the compact support cohomology
and the intersection cohomology of the geometric special fiber, with coefficients in V (i.e.
with coefficients in the Q`-sheaf on the special fiber obtained from that lisse Q`-sheaf (which
is assumed to exist) on the integral model extending the Q`-sheaf associated to FKλ V on
the generic fiber), are respectively isomorphic to those of the geometric generic fiber under
canonical adjunction morphisms (in different directions). But these canonical isomorphisms
are Hecke-equivariant and also necessarily Gal(Q̄/Q)-equivariant (although we only know
condition (b) over R+), and the proof is finished. �

In the following §2.8 and §2.9 we prove two results needed in the proof of Theorem 1.7.2.
The notations and conventions in these two subsections only assume local validity and are
different from the rest of this work.

2.8. An analogue of [Mor10b, Remark 1.6.5]. LetM = G×L be a product of two reductive
groups over Q. Assume G is a split torus and X is a Shimura datum for G (in the sense
of Pink [Pin90], so that X is a finite set) with reflex field Q. Denote L := L(Q)/L(Q)+.
Assume |X | = |L | = 2. Define an action of L(Q) on X by letting L(Q)+ act trivially and
letting L act non-trivially. Let KM be a neat compact open subgroup of M(Af ). Let

H := KM ∩ (G(Af )L(Q)) = KM ∩ (G(Af )M(Q)).

Assume that there exist g1 ∈ G(Af ) and l ∈ L(Q)− L(Q)+ such that g1l ∈ H. Let

K := KM ∩G(Af ).

Let RepG (resp. RepG×L ) be the category of algebraic representations of G (resp. G×L )
(necessarily all defined over Q), where L is viewed as the constant group scheme Z/2Z.

Proposition 2.8.1. Let ` be an arbitrary prime. Consider the Shimura variety ShK(G,X )
and its finite quotient ShK(G,X )/H. There is a finite set Σ2 of "bad primes", containing `,
and a scheme S (resp. S ′) of finite type over Z[1/Σ2] whose generic fiber is isomorphic to
ShK(G,X ) (resp. ShK(G,X )/H), satisfying the following conditions. The natural functor
that goes from RepG (resp. RepG×L ) to the category of Q`-sheaves on ShK(G,X ) (resp.
ShK(G,X )/H) lifts to a functor F (resp. F ′) that goes from the same source to the category
of lisse Q`-sheaves on S (resp. S ′). Let p be any prime not in Σ2. Keep the notations as
in [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.1 ] with the following modifications:

• Consider V ∈ ObRepG×L instead of V ∈ ObRepG.
• Replace MK′(G,X ) by S ′.

7In [LS, §3] a special hypothesis is made on the relation between the level K and the prime `, but this can
be easily removed by for instance considering the system of levels in [Pin92a, §4.9] instead of the system
H(`r), r > 0 in the notation of [LS, §3].
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• Replace FK by F ′.
We have

T (j, g) =
∑

(γ0,γ,δ)∈CG,j

c(γ0, γ, δ)Oγ(f
p)TOδ(φ

G
j )T̃r(γ0,V ).(2.8.1)

Here the function fp is defined using the compact open subgroup KM/KL of G(Af ), where
KL := KM ∩ L(Af ), and

T̃r(γ0,V ) :=

{
Tr(γ0,V ), γ0 ∈ CentG(Q)(X )

Tr(γ0 × l0,V ), γ0 /∈ CentG(Q)(X ),

where l0 denotes the non-trivial element of L .

Proof. The existence of S and F follow from [Wil00, Proposition 3.6] (cf. especially the
part of its proof concerning the torus case) and the general construction of automorphic
Q`-sheaves as recalled in [LS, §3]. The existence of S ′ and F ′ follow immediately by taking
the quotient and descent (on possibly enlarging Σ2). The point counting formula (2.8.1)
is an easy consequence of the above construction of S ′ and F ′ and the description of the
canonical models of zero dimensional Shimura varieties. cf. [Pin92a, §5.5]. �

2.9. An analogue of [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6]. In the following we state and prove an
analogue of [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6], the latter being a special case of [GKM97, 7.14 B].

Let L be a reductive group over Q. Let K,K ′ ⊂ L(Af ) be neat open compact subgroups
and fix g ∈ L(Af ) such that K ′ ⊂ K ∩ gKg−1. Let XL be the homogeneous space for L(R)
as in [GKM97, §7]. We call the double quotients

MK
shall := L(Q)+\XL × L(Af )/K

MK′

shall := L(Q)+\XL × L(Af )/K
′

shallower locally symmetric spaces. Analogous to [Mor10b, p. 22], we have finite étale Hecke
operators

T1, Tg : MK′

shall →MK
shall.

Let V be an algebraic representations of L over C. Denote by FKshallV the associated sheaf
on MK

shall, namely the sheaf of local sections of

L(Q)+\(XL × L(Af )× V/K)→MK
shall.

(cf. [Mor10b, p. 6].) The natural cohomological correspondence T ∗gFKs V → T !
1FKs V gives

rise to an endomorphism ug on the compact support cohomology

RΓshall
c (K,V ) := RΓc(M

K
shall, FKshallV )

analogously as in [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6]. Note that [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6] and [GKM97]
take different conventions on the definition of ug. See [Mor10b, Remark 1.6.7] for more details
on this. We follow the convention in [Mor10b] here.

We assume |L(Q)/L(Q)+| = 2 and let l0 denote the nontrivial element in L(Q)/L(Q)+. We
have a natural action of l0 onMK

shall by the diagonal action on XL×L(Af ). The sheaf FKshallV
has a natural l0-equivariant structure, and so l0 induces an endomorphism of RΓshall

c (K,V ),
which we still denote by l0. It commutes with ug.
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Proposition 2.9.1. We have

Tr(ug, RΓshall
c (K,V )) = 2

∑
L′

(−1)dim(AL′/AL)(nLL′)
−1(2.9.1) ∑

γ

ιL
′
(γ)−1χ(L′γ)Oγ(f

∞
L′ )
∣∣DL

L′(γ)
∣∣1/2 Tr(γ, V ).

Tr(ugl0, RΓshall
c (K,V )) = 2

∑
L′

(−1)dim(AL′/AL)(nLL′)
−1(2.9.2) ∑

γ

ιL
′
(γ)−1χ(L′γ)Oγ(f

∞
L′ )
∣∣DL

L′(γ)
∣∣1/2 Tr(γ, V ).

Here the notations are the same as in [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6], except for the following:
• The symbols G and M in loc. cit. are replaced by L and L′ here, respectively.
• In (2.9.1) (resp. (2.9.2)), the inner summation is over L′(Q)-conjugacy classes in
L′(Q)∩L(Q)+ (resp. L′(Q)−L(Q)+) that are R-elliptic in L′(R), instead of L′(Q)-
conjugacy classes in L′(Q) that are R-elliptic.

Proof. (2.9.1) follows from similar arguments as [GKM97, §7]. In fact, the reductive Borel-
Serre compactification and the weighted complexes on it are studied in [GHM94] in the
non-adelic setting, where one is allowed to pass to an arbitrary finite index subgroup of a
chosen arithmetic subgroup. Hence by de-adelizing we can consider the reductive Borel-Serre
compactification of MK

shall and weighted complexes on it. Similarly to [GKM97, §7.5], the
reductive Borel-Serre compactification still has a stratification parametrized by the standard
parabolic subgroups P , and the stratum parametrized by P is of the form

(L′(Q) ∩ L(Q)+)\[(N(Af )\L(Af )/K)×XL′ ],(2.9.3)

where L′ is the standard Levi subgroup of P , N is the unipotent radical of P , and XL is as
in [GKM97, §7.5]. The arguments in [GKM97, §7] carry over, with the modified forms of
the strata given by (2.9.3).

We explain some more details. We follow the notation of [GKM97, §7], only replacing
the symbols G and M with the symbols L and L′. In loc. cit., the fixed point counting
first considers the spaces Fix(P, x0, γ), where P = L′N runs through the standard parabolic
subgroups of L, x0 runs through representatives of the double cosets P (Af )\L(Af )/K

′, and
γ runs through conjugacy classes in L′(Q). Each space Fix(P, x0, γ) is given by

L′γ(Q)\(Y ∞ × Y∞).

We refer the reader to [GKM97, p. 523] for the definition of Y ∞ and Y∞.
For us, recall that each stratum of the reductive Borel-Serre compactification is of the form

(2.9.3), rather than L′(Q)\[(N(Af )\L(Af )/K)×XM ]. Hence the same fixed point counting
leads to consideration of spaces Fix′(P, x0, γ), where P and x0 run through the same sets as
in the previous paragraph, but γ runs through conjugacy classes in L′(Q) ∩ L(Q)+. Each
space Fix′(P, x0, γ) is of the form

Fix′(P, x0, γ) := (L′(Q) ∩ L+(Q))γ\(Y ∞ × Y∞).

Let us call γ of first kind if L′γ(Q) ⊂ L+(Q). Otherwise we call γ of second kind. When
γ is of first kind, there are precisely two L′(Q)-conjugacy classes in the (L′(Q) ∩ L(Q)+)-
conjugacy class of γ, and we have Fix′(P, x0, γ) = Fix(P, x0, γ). When γ is of second kind,
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the L′(Q)-conjugacy class of γ is the same as the (L′(Q)∩L(Q)+)-conjugacy class of γ, and
Fix′(P, x0, γ) is a two-fold covering of Fix(P, x0, γ). In conclusion, the fixed point counting is
equivalent to considering Fix′′(P, x0, γ), where P and x0 run through the same sets as above,
and γ runs through L′(Q)-conjugacy classes in L′(Q) ∩ L(Q)+, with

Fix′′(P, x0, γ) :=

{
disjoint union of two copies of Fix(P, x0, γ), γ of first kind
Fix′(P, x0, γ), γ of second kind.

From the above definition, the space Fix′′(P, x0, γ) has its compact support Euler character-
istic (cf. [GKM97, §7.10, 7.11]) equal to twice of that of Fix(P, x0, γ).

In the qualitative discussion in [GKM97, §7.12], the contribution from Fix(P, x0, γ) to
the Lefschetz formula is a product of three factors (1) (2) (3), where factor (1) is the com-
pact support Euler characteristic of Fix(P, x0, γ). Analogously, for us the contribution from
Fix′′(P, x0, γ) is also a product of the three analogous factors, where our factor (2) and (3)
are identical to those in loc. cit., and our factor (1) is twice of the factor (1) in loc. cit., as
we have already seen. Therefore, analogously to [GKM97, (7.12.1)], we have the following
expression for the Lefschetz formula∑

P

∑
γ

2(−1)dimAI/ dimAL′
∣∣L′γ(Q)/I(Q)

∣∣−1
χ(I)LP (γ)Oγ(fP )(2.9.4)

where the notation is the same as loc. cit. except that M is replaced by L′ and that the
summation of γ is over L′(Q)-conjugacy classes in L′(Q) ∩ L(Q)+ rather than conjugacy
classes in L′(Q).

Now the rest of the arguments in [GKM97] deducing [GKM97, Theorem 7.14 B] from
[GKM97, (7.12.1)] carry over to the analogue (2.9.4) of [GKM97, (7.12.1)]. Also the elemen-
tary transformation from [GKM97, Theorem 7.14 B] (applied to very positive weight profile,
cf. [GKM97, §7.17]) to the formula of [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6] carry over to imply (2.9.1).

We now prove (2.9.2). We claim that

Tr(ug, RΓshall
c (K,V )) + Tr(ugl0, RΓshall

c (K,V )) = 2 Tr(ug, RΓc(K,V )).(2.9.5)

Here we have abusively used the notation ug to also denote the endomorphism of RΓc(K,V )
induced by g. Once (2.9.5) is proved, the desired identity (2.9.2) follows from (2.9.1), (2.9.5),
and the formula for Tr(ug, RΓc(K,V )) given by [Mor10b, Theorem 1.6.6].

We now prove (2.9.5). Denote

MK := L(Q)\XL × L(Af )/K.

Let π denote the double covering π : MK
shall → MK . Let FKV be the sheaf of local sections

of
L(Q)\(XL × L(Af )× V/K)→MK

(cf. [Mor10b, p. 6]). Because FKshallV = π∗FKV , we have

RΓc(M
K
shall,FKshallV ) = RΓc(M

K
shall, π

∗FKV ).(2.9.6)

Since π is a finite covering, we have

RΓc(M
K
shall, π

∗FKV ) = RΓc(M
K , π∗π

∗FKV ).(2.9.7)
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For each character χ of the deck group ∆ = Z/2Z of π, we let Fχ be the local system given
by the covering π and the character χ. Combining (2.9.6) (2.9.7) with the projection formula

π∗π
∗FKV ∼= FKV ⊗

⊕
χ:∆→C×

Fχ,

we obtain a decomposition

RΓc(M
K
shall,FKshallV ) ∼=

⊕
χ

RΓc(M
K ,FKV ⊗Fχ).

This decomposition is equivariant with respect to ug, and the summand RΓc(M
K ,FKV ⊗Fχ)

corresponds to the χ-eigenspace of ∆ acting on RΓc(M
K
shall,FKshallV ). Identity (2.9.5) follows.

�

3. Global and local quasi-split quadratic spaces, some generalities

In this section we review some generalities about quasi-split quadratic spaces over Q or
Qv, where v is a place of Q.

3.1. The odd case.

Definition 3.1.1. Let F = Q or Qv, v a place of Q. We say a dimension d = 2m + 1
quadratic space (V1, q1) over F is quasi-split (or split, which is the same), if it is isomorphic
to an orthogonal sum of m hyperbolic planes and a line.

In the local non-archimedean case, such spaces are characterized by the following relation
between their Hasse invariant ε and discriminant δ:

ε = (−1,−1)m(m−1)/2
v (−1, δ)mv =

{
(−1, δ)mv , v 6= 2

(−1)m(m−1)/2(−1, δ)mv , v = 2.

In the local archimedean case, such spaces are characterized by the condition that their
signature is determined by the discriminant δ in the following way:{

signature = (m+ 1,m), if δ = (−1)m

signature = (m,m+ 1), if δ = (−1)m+1.

In the global case, such spaces are characterized by their localizations being quasi-split, at
every place v. In both the local and the global cases, the isomorphism class of a quasi-split
quadratic space of dimension d is determined by its discriminant, which can be an arbitrarily
prescribed element of F×/F×,2.

Example 3.1.2. For a given dimension d = 2m + 1 and discriminant δ ∈ Q×/Q×,2, up to
isomorphism there exists at most one quadratic space over Q that is split over every non-
archimedean place and has signature (d − 2, 2). When does such a space exist? By the
product formula of the Hasse invariants we have ε∞ = (−1, δ)m∞(−1)m(m−1)/2. On the other
hand we have δ > 0 and ε∞ = (−1)2(2−1)/2 = −1 by the signature condition. Therefore such
a space exists if and only if (−1)m(m−1)/2 = −1, if and only if m ≡ 2, 3 mod 4.

Remark 3.1.3. Let (V1, q1) be an arbitrary quadratic space over Q of dimension d. Then a
sufficient condition for it to be quasi-split at a finite place v 6= 2 is that q1 can be written in
a diagonal form all of whose coefficients are v-units.
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Proposition 3.1.4. Let (V1, q1) be a quadratic space of dimension d ≥ 3 odd over F = Q
or Qv. Let G1 := SO(V1, q1). Then (V1, q1) is split if and only if G1 is split.

Proof. This follows from [PR94, Proposition 2.14]. �

3.2. The even case. We remind the reader that we use the convention about the discrim-
inant of an even dimensional quadratic space recalled in §0.7.

Definition 3.2.1. Let F = Q or Qv. Let δ ∈ F×/F×,2 be arbitrary. We say a dimension
d = 2m quadratic space (V1, q1) over F is quasi-split of discriminant δ ∈ F×/F×,2, if it is
isomorphic to an orthogonal sum of m−1 hyperbolic planes and a two dimensional quadratic
space of the form (E = F (

√
δ),NE/F ). (In case δ ∈ F×,2, this last space is understood to be

the vector space F ⊕ F
√
δ, with quadratic form a⊕ b

√
δ 7→ a2 − δb2.)

In the local non-archimedean case, such spaces are characterized by the following local
invariants:

discriminant = δ

Hasse invariant = (−1,−1)(m−1)(m−2)/2
v (−1,−δ)m−1

v =

=

{
(−1, δ)m−1

v , v 6= 2

(−1)(m−1)(m−2)/2(−1,−δ)m−1
v , v = 2

In the local archimedean case, such spaces are characterized by their signature being{
signature = (m+ 1,m− 1), if δ < 0

signature = (m,m), if δ > 0.

In the global case, such spaces are characterized by their localizations. In both the local
and the global cases, the isomorphism class of a quasi-split quadratic space of dimension d is
determined by its discriminant, which can be an arbitrarily prescribed element of F×/F×,2.
Such a space is split, i.e. isomorphic to an orthogonal sum of m hyperbolic planes, if and
only if δ ∈ F×,2.

Remark 3.2.2. The orthogonal direct sum of m− 1 hyperbolic planes and the plane

(F (
√
δ),−NF (

√
δ)/F )

also has discriminant δ, and its special orthogonal group is isomorphic to that of a quasi-split
quadratic space of discriminant δ in the sense of Definition 3.2.1. Our preference towards
one space over the other is nothing more than a convention. This convention is the same as
Taïbi’s convention in [Taï15, §2.1]. Note that in the local non-archimedean case the Hasse
invariant of the above space differs from the quasi-split one in the sense of Definition 3.2.1
by a factor of (−1, δ)v. Hence if δ is a v-unit the two quadratic spaces are isomorphic.

Definition 3.2.3. Let (V1, q1) be a quadratic space over Qv of dimension d even, where
v is an odd finite prime. Let δ ∈ Q×v /Q×,2v . We say that (V1, q1) is perfect quasi-split of
discriminant δ, if it is quasi-split of discriminant δ and δ has even valuation.

Remark 3.2.4. Let (V1, q1) be an arbitrary quadratic space over Q of dimension d even and
discriminant δ. Then a sufficient condition for it to be perfect quasi-split at a finite place v
is that q1 can be written in a diagonal form all of whose coefficients are v-units.
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Proposition 3.2.5. Let (V1, q1) be a quadratic space of even dimension d ≥ 4 over Qv,
where v is an odd prime. Let G1 = SO(V1, q1). Then (V1, q1) is perfect quasi-split if and only
if G1 is unramified.

Proof. Suppose (V1, q1) is perfect quasi-split. If (V1, q1) is split, i.e. an orthogonal direct sum
of hyperbolic planes, then a hyperbolic basis spans a unimodular lattice. Assume (V1, q1) is
quasi-split and non-split. Let δ ∈ Z×v be a representative of the discriminant. By definition,
we can find a Qv-basis

e1, · · · , em−1, e
′
1, · · · , e′m−1, f1, f2

of V1, such that

[ei, ej] = [e′i, e
′
j] = [ei, fj] = [e′i, fj] = 0(3.2.1)

[ei, e
′
j] = δij

[f1, f1] = 1, [f2, f2] = −δ, [f1, f2] = 0.

They span a unimodular Zv-lattice, because δ ∈ Z×v . We see that in all cases V1 contains
a unimodular Zv-lattice. The special orthogonal group of that lattice is a reductive model
over Zv for G1. Hence G1 is unramified.

Conversely, assume G1 is unramified. Then G1 is quasi-split over Qv and split over an
unramified extension of Qv. If G1 is split, then [PR94, Proposition 2.14] implies that (V1, q1)
is split, and a fortiori perfect quasi-split.

Assume G1 is non-split. Then by the abstract classification of quasi-split reductive groups
we know that G1 is split over a unique (up to Qv-algebra isomorphisms) quadratic extension
E of Qv. Since G1 is unramified, E is unramified over Qv. By loc. cit., V1⊗E as a quadratic
space over E is split. In particular, δ ∈ E×,2. We conclude that δ has even v-adic valuation.

By the abstract classification we know that the Qv-split rank of G1 is d/2− 1. Hence by
loc. cit. we know that V1 is an orthogonal direct sum of d/2 − 1 hyperbolic planes and a
two dimensional quadratic space P . The discriminant of P is δ and P is not split. It follows
that P has to be isomorphic to (Qv(

√
δ),NQv(

√
δ)/Qv). �

4. Calculation at infinity

4.1. Levi subgroups and elliptic tori.

Definition 4.1.1. We say a reductive group over R is cuspidal if it contains an elliptic
maximal torus. We say a reductive group over Q is cuspidal if its base change to R is
cuspidal.

Remark 4.1.2. Our definition of cuspidality for a reductive group over Q appears to be non-
standard. The standard definition for a reductive group G1 over Q to be cuspidal seems
to be that (G1/AG1)R has an anisotropic maximal torus over R, where AG1 is the maximal
Q-split subtorus of ZG1 . Since (AG1)R could be smaller than AG1,R , G1 might not be cuspidal
in this sense even if G1,R contains a maximal elliptic torus. Such phenomena do not happen
to groups considered in this work, since they will all be a product of a semi-simple group
and a GLj.

We pass to a local setting over R. The symbols V, Vi, G, PS,MS will now denote the base
change over R of the corresponding objects considered in 1.1. We keep the choice of the
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flag (1.1.1) (now considered as over R) and a splitting of it as in 1.1. Moreover we choose
ei, e

′
i, i = 1, 2, as in 1.1. With these choices, we identify

M1
∼= GL2× SO(V ⊥2 /V2), M2

∼= Gm × SO(V ⊥1 /V1), M12
∼= G2

m × SO(V ⊥2 /V2),

(4.1.1)

as algebraic groups over R. We will write points of MS as (g, h) or (g1, g2, h) according to
the above decomposition.

Note that V ⊥2 /V2 and V ⊥1 /V1 are quadratic spaces over R of signatures (n − 2, 0) and
(n − 1, 1), respectively. Among the three groups (4.1.1), M1 and M12 are always cuspidal,
whereas M2 is cuspidal if and only if d is odd.

Recall from Definition 1.1.1 that we denote W2 := V ⊥2 /V2. We fix an (R-)elliptic maximal
torus TW2 of the anisotropic group SO(W2) ∼= SO(n − 2). Explicitly, we may choose a
decomposition of W2, which is of signature (n − 2, 0), into an orthogonal direct sum of
positive definite planes (plus a positive definite line in the odd case), and take TW2 to be the
embedded product of copies of U(1) ∼= SO(2, 0) ∼= SO(0, 2) according to this decomposition.
We then obtain an elliptic maximal torus TS of MS for S = {1} or {1, 2} as follows:

T1 := T std
GL2
× TW2 , T12 := G2

m × TW2 ,

where T std
GL2
⊂ GL2 is defined by

T std
GL2

(R) =

{(
a −b
b a

)
|a, b ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0

}
,

for any R-algebra R.
In the odd case we also choose an elliptic maximal torus T2 of M2 of the form T2 =

Gm × TW1 , where TW1 is an elliptic maximal torus of SO(W1) = SO(V ⊥1 /V1).

4.2. Root data. We define a split maximal torus T ′ of GC as follows. We choose a maximal
isotropic subspace Vmax of VC containing V2,C. Let

m = dimVmax = bd
2
c.

Fix a splitting of the flag

0 ⊂ V1,C ⊂ V2,C ⊂ Vmax ⊂ V ⊥max ⊂ V ⊥2,C ⊂ V ⊥1,C ⊂ VC(4.2.1)

that is compatible with the chosen splitting of (1.1.1). Fix a C-basis

e3, e4, · · · , em
of Vmax/V2,C. Using the splitting of 4.2.1, we think of them as vectors of Vmax. Then
e1, e2, · · · , em form a basis of Vmax. The bilinear pairing on VC identifies VC/V ⊥max with the
C-linear dual of Vmax, and we let e′1, · · · , e′m be the dual basis of VC/V ⊥max, which would start
with e′1 and e′2 considered in §1.1. Via the chosen splitting of (4.2.1) we regard e′i as vectors
of VC. If V ⊥max/Vmax 6= 0 (that is, in the odd case), it is one dimensional and we choose a basis
e0 for it such that q(e0) = 1, again regarded as a vector in V . Define T ′ to be the image of
the following embedding:

Gm
m,C → GC,
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(c1, · · · , cm) 7→

 ei 7→ ciei
e′i 7→ c−1

i e′i
(e0 7→ e0)


We identify T ′ with Gm

m,C using the above map and write points of T ′ as (c1, · · · , cm).
By construction, T ′ ⊂ MC for any standard M ∈ {M1,M2,M12}. Moreover, the factor

G2
m,C of T12,C is contained inside T ′ as the first two factors of T ′ ∼= Gm

m,C. We fix an element
gW2 ∈ SO(W2) such that Int gW2 maps the torus TW2,C ⊂ SO(W2)C ⊂ GC chosen before into
T ′. Then we have isomorphisms:

ι12 := Int(1, gW2) : T12,C
∼−→ T ′(4.2.2)

ι1 := Int(

(
i −1
i 1

)
, gW2) : T1,C

∼−→ T ′.

In particular the second map sends (

(
a −b
b a

)
, 1) to (a+ bi, a− bi, 1, · · · , 1).

Denote the standard characters of Gm
m,C
∼= T ′ by ε1, · · · , εm, and the standard cocharacters

by ε∨1 , · · · , ε∨m. We transport them to TS,C using ιS, for S = {1, 2} or {1}, and retain the
same notation.
The odd case.
The roots of (GC, T

′) are given by

±εi ± εj,±εi, i 6= j,

and the coroots are given by
±ε∨i ± ε∨j ,±2ε∨i , i 6= j.

Among the roots, resp. coroots, the ones that are real with respect to T1 are ±(ε1 + ε2),
resp. ±(ε∨1 + ε∨2 ). We will denote the resulting root datum by

Φ1 = (Z(ε1 + ε2),Z(ε∨1 + ε∨2 ), R1, R
∨
1 ) ⊂ Φ(GC, T

′).

Among the roots, resp. coroots, the ones that are real with respect to T12 are

±ε1,±ε2,±ε1 ± ε2,
resp.

±2ε∨1 ,±2ε∨2 ,±ε∨1 ± ε∨2 .
We will denote the resulting root datum by

Φ12 = (Zε1 ⊕ Zε2,Zε∨1 ⊕ Zε∨2 , R12, R
∨
12) ⊂ Φ(GC, T

′).

The even case.
The roots of (GC, T

′) are given by

±εi ± εj, i 6= j,

and the coroots are given by
±ε∨i ± ε∨j , i 6= j.

Among the roots, resp. coroots, the ones that are real with respect to T1 are ±(ε1 + ε2),
resp. ±(ε∨1 + ε∨2 ). We will denote the resulting root datum by

Φ1 = (Z(ε1 + ε2),Z(ε∨1 + ε∨2 ), R1, R
∨
1 ) ⊂ Φ(GC, T

′).
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Among the roots, resp. coroots, the ones that are real with respect to T12 are

±ε1 ± ε2,

resp.
±ε∨1 ± ε∨2 .

We will denote the resulting root datum by

Φ12 = (Zε1 ⊕ Zε2,Zε∨1 ⊕ Zε∨2 , R12, R
∨
12) ⊂ Φ(GC, T

′).

In the odd case, the root systems in Φ(GC, TC), Φ1, Φ12 are of type Bm, A1, B2 respec-
tively. In the even case, the root systems in Φ(GC, TC), Φ1, Φ12 are of type Dm, A1, A1 ×A1

respectively.

4.3. Elliptic endoscopic data for G. The discussion in this subsection is valid for a
general quadratic space (V, q) over R, with no assumption on the signature. In fact we will
need such generality too. We thus temporarily drop the assumption that the signature of
(V, q) is (d − 2, 2) and consider a general quadratic space (V, q) over R, with discriminant
δ ∈ R×/R×,2 ∼= {±1} and of dimension d. Let G = SO(V, q) as an algebraic group over R.
Let m = bd/2c be the absolute rank of G.

The goal of this subsection is to recall the classification of elliptic endoscopic data of G in
terms of smaller special orthogonal groups. For each elliptic endoscopic datum (H,H, s, η),
we also fix an explicit isomorphism H ∼= LH. In the following we shall exhibit the well
known way of doing this explicitly, for G a special orthogonal group. Thus we do not have
to consider z-extensions for the theory of endoscopy (which is necessary in general) even
though Gder is not simply connected in our case.

Remark 4.3.1. In this work, we will always consider endoscopic data in terms of explicitly
chosen representatives in the isomorphism classes. For each such representative (H,H, s, η),
we always explicitly choose an isomorphism H ∼= LH. Thus in the terminology of [Kal11],
we upgrade each endoscopic datum to an extended endoscopic datum.

In the following we follow the notation and conventions of [Wal10].

4.3.2. Fixing the quasi-split inner form. Fix a quadratic space (V , q) over R that is quasi-split
and has the same dimension and discriminant as (V, q) (cf. Definition 3.1.1 and Definition
3.2.1). Recall from §3 that the isomorphism class of (V , q) is uniquely determined. Also
recall from Remark 3.2.2 that in the even case we do not consider the quadratic space of
signature (d/2− 1, d/2 + 1) as quasi-split.

Definition 4.3.3. In the even case, we fix an orientation oV on V once and for all.

Definition 4.3.4. We fix an isomorphism of quadratic spaces over C

φ : (V, q)⊗ C ∼−→ (V , q)⊗ C,

such that the following is true: There exists an orthogonal basis v1, · · · , vd of V , and an
orthogonal basis v1, · · · , vd for V , such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have q(vi), q(vi) ∈ {±1},
and φ(vi) = εivi for some εi ∈

{
1,
√
−1
}
.
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Define G∗ := SO(V , q). Using φ we get an isomorphism

ψ = ψφ : GC
∼−→ G∗C, g 7→ φgφ−1.

Define a function
u : Gal(C/R)→ GL(V ⊗ C) ρ 7→ ρφφ−1.

Then u lands in O(V )(C). Moreover, since V and V have the same discriminant, in fact u
lands in G∗(C).

Note that we have
ρψψ−1 = Int(u(ρ)) : G∗C → G∗C.

It follows that ψ is an inner twisting.

Remark 4.3.5. Abstractly speaking, fixing φ and getting the pair (ψ, u) as above means that
we have realized G as a pure inner form of G∗ in the sense of Vogan [Vog93]. This is essential
in the discussion of transfer factors in §4.5, §4.6, §4.7 below. See the introduction of [Kal16]
for more historical remarks on this notion and other related notions, which have all been
generalized to the notion of rigid inner forms by Kaletha loc. cit..

Definition 4.3.6. In the even case, define the orientation oV on V by the orientation oV on
V and the R-linear isomorphism8

∧dφ : ∧dV ∼−→ ∧dV .

4.3.7. Fixing the L-group. First we define some algebraic groups over C. These groups shall
be identified with their C-points. Let N ∈ Z≥1. Let (êk)1≤k≤N be the standard basis of CN .
Define I−N to be the N ×N matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is

(I−N)ij =

{
(−1)i, i+ j = N + 1

0, otherwise.

When N is odd, define I+
N := I−N . When N is even, define I+

N to be the N ×N matrix whose
(i, j)-th entry is

(I+
N)ij =


(−1)i, i+ j = N + 1, i ≤ N/2

(−1)i+1, i+ j = N + 1, i > N/2

0, otherwise.
Thus I+

N defines a symmetric bilinear form on CN , and whenN is even I−N defines a symplectic
from on CN . We use them to form the groups SON(C), and, when N even, SpN(C). By
convention, SO0(C) = Sp0(C) = GL0(C) = {1}.

Definition 4.3.8. In the matrix group Spd−1(C) (resp. SOd(C)), we fix once and for all a
Borel pair (T ,B), together with a trivialization T ∼−→ Gm

m, as follows. Let N = d− 1 (resp.
N = d) and let m = bd/2c. Consider the embedding Gm

m ↪→ SpN(C) (resp. Gm
m ↪→ SON(C))

such that the i-th Gm acts by weight 1 on êi and weight −1 on êN+1−i and weight zero on êj
for j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}−{i, N + 1− i}. Define T to be the image of this embedding. In other
words, T is the diagonal torus. The resulting root datum on (X∗(Gm

m), X∗(Gm
m)) = (Zm,Zm)

is dual to the standard type B (resp. D) rood datum. Define B corresponding to the natural
order. In the following we also call (T ,B) the natural Borel pair.
8Here ∧dφ is defined over R because V and V have the same discriminant.
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We now define the L-group of G. In the odd case we take LG = Spd−1(C) ×WR. If d is
even and δ > 0, we take LG = SOd(C)×WR.

In the remaining case, namely when d is even and δ < 0, we take LG = SOd(C)oWR with a
non-trivial action as follows. The subgroupWC = C× ofWR acts trivially. For ρ ∈ WR−WC,
it acts on SOd(C) by conjugation by the permutation matrix on Cd that switches êd/2 and
êd/2+1 and fixes all the other êi’s. We remark that this automorphism of SOd(C) is non-inner,
and also in this case the map Gal(C/R)→ Out(GC) ∼= Z/2Z that determines G as an outer
form of the split special orthogonal group is non-trivial. This case is the only case where the
quasi-split inner form G∗ is not split.

As usual, we set Ĝ to be the identity component of LG. Thus Ĝ = Spd−1(C) or SOd(C)

according to whether d is odd or even. We think of Ĝ as being equipped with the L-action
mentioned above that was used to form LG.

Strictly speaking, to regard Ĝ as the dual group to G∗9, we need to specify a Gal(C/R)-
equivariant isomorphism between the canonical based root datum of Ĝ with the dual of the
canonical based root datum of G∗. What amounts to the same is that, for one Borel pair
(T ,B) in Ĝ and one Borel pair (T,B) in G∗, we need to specify a suitable isomorphism
T̂

∼−→ T . Recall from Definition 4.3.8 that we have already fixed a Borel pair (T ,B) in Ĝ,
together with a trivialization T ∼−→ Gm

m.
Definition 4.3.9. A hyperbolic decomposition (h.d.) of V is an (ordered)m-tuple of oriented
hyperbolic planes V1, · · · , Vm in V , plus a line in V in the odd case, such that V is the
orthogonal direct sum of them. A near-hyperbolic decomposition (n.h.d.) of V is an (ordered)
(m − 1)-tuple of oriented hyperbolic planes V1, · · · , Vm−1 in V , together with an oriented
definite plane Vm in V , such that V is the orthogonal direct sum of them.
Definition 4.3.10. A parametrized split maximal torus of G∗ is a split maximal torus T of
G∗ together with an isomorphism Gm

m
∼−→ T . A parametrized near-split maximal torus of

G∗ is a maximal torus T of G∗, together with an isomorphism Gm−1
m × U(1)

∼−→ T .

Recall that we need to specify an identification T̂ ∼−→ T for a given Borel pair (T,B) in
G∗.

We first treat the odd case. In this case V is split, and we can choose an h.d. of V . This
gives rise to an embedding Gm

m ↪→ G∗, whose G∗(R)-conjugacy class is independent of the
choice of the h.d.. The embedding is given as follows. The i-th copy of Gm acts trivially on
all the hyperbolic planes and the line except the i-th hyperbolic plane, where it acts with
weight 1 on v and weight −1 on w, where (v, w) is an oriented basis of the i-th plane such
that q(v) = q(w) = 0, [v, w]q = 1. We thus get a parametrized split maximal torus T of G∗.
The resulting root datum on (X∗(Gm

m), X∗(Gm
m)) = (Zm,Zm) is the standard type B root

datum. We choose B corresponding to the natural order. We have now specified (B, T ) and
(B, T ), and we ought to specify an isomorphism T̂

∼−→ T . We have already identified both
T and T with Gm

m, and we now choose the isomorphism T̂
∼−→ T to be the resulting one.

Now we treat the even case with V split. Again we choose an h.d. of V and from that
get a parametrized split maximal torus of G∗. The difference with the odd case is that,
such constructions give rise to two G∗(R)-conjugacy classes of embeddings Gd/2

m ↪→ G∗,
corresponding to the two resulting orientations on V . The orientation oV fixed in Definition

9namely to upgrade Ĝ to a "dual group datum".
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4.3.3 allows us single out one from the two G∗(R)-conjugacy classes that is compatible with
oV . Now we proceed similarly as the odd case. We get a parametrized split maximal torus
T , and the resulting root datum on (Zm,Zm) is the standard type D root datum. We choose
B corresponding to the natural order. We now choose the isomorphism T̂

∼−→ T to be the
one that results from having identified both T and T with Gm

m.
Finally we treat the even case with V non-split. In this case we choose an n.h.d. of

V and get a parametrized near-split maximal torus Gm−1
m × U(1)

∼−→ T ⊂ G∗, such that
Gm−1
m acts on the oriented hyperbolic planes as before, and U(1) acts on the oriented definite

plane by rotation. Again, the orientation oV on V fixed in Definition 4.3.3 singles out one
G∗(R)-conjugacy class of such embeddings. We identify X∗(U(1)) with Z, on which complex
conjugation acts as multiplication by −1. We can now proceed in the same way as the even
split case. We note that according to the same construction as in the even split case, the
factor U(1) of T is paired with the last Gm-factor of T = Gd/2

m , namely the factor that acts
with weight 1 on êd/2.

4.3.11. The elliptic endoscopic data. We choose representatives of isomorphism classes of
elliptic endoscopic data for G as follows. Such a datum will be of the form

(H, s, η) = (H,H, s, η),

where
• H is a quasi-split reductive group over R,
• H = LH is the L-group of H (cf. Remark 4.3.1),
• s is a semi-simple element of Ĝ,
• η is an L-embedding η : LH → LG.

In fact, H will be a productH = H+×H− of groupsH± of the form SO(V ±, q±) for certain
quasi-split quadratic spaces (V ±, q±) over R. We represent the L-groups LH± of H± in the
same way as the L-group of G described above (where we choose the identity H± → H± as
the inner twisting to the quasi-split inner form, and in case V ± is even dimensional we fix an
orientation on V ± and use that to identify the explicitly defined group LH± as the L-group
of H±), and we take the L-group LH of H to be the fiber product of LH+ and LH− over
WR. In particular LH is a certain semi-product

LH = (Ĥ+ × Ĥ−) oWR.

For w ∈ WR, we write
η(w) = (ρ(w), w) ∈ LG = ĜoWR,

where ρ is a certain map WR → Ĝ. To specify the map η it suffices to specify η|Ĥ and ρ.
The element s ∈ Ĝ will always be a diagonal matrix, with only ±1’s on the diagonal. We
write s = diag(s1, · · · , sd−1) or diag(s1, · · · , sd), when d is odd or even respectively.
The odd case.
Consider d+, d− ∈ Z≥0 both odd and such that d+ + d− = d + 1. Denote m± := bd±/2c.

Take (V ±, q±) to be quasi-split (i.e. split) quadratic spaces of dimension d± and trivial
discriminant (cf. Definition 3.1.1). Define s by

sk :=

{
1, m− + 1 ≤ k ≤ d−m− − 1

−1, otherwise.
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We have LH = (Ĥ+×Ĥ−)×WR. Define η : LH → LG to be the map glued from the identity
on WR and the following map on Ĥ = Ĥ+ × Ĥ−:

η|Ĥ+×Ĥ− : Ĥ+ × Ĥ− = Spd+−1(C)× Spd−−1(C)→ Ĝ = Spd−1(C)

given by the identification
Cd+−1 × Cd−−1 ∼−→ Cd−1

(êk, 0) 7→ êk+m−

(0, êk) 7→

{
êk, k ≤ m−

êk+d+−1, m− + 1 ≤ k ≤ d− − 1.

The above construction gives rise to an (extended) elliptic endoscopic datum

ed+,d− = (H+ ×H−, s, η)

for G, which is well defined up to isomorphism. Every elliptic endoscopic datum for G, up to
isomorphism, arises in this way, and two pairs (d+, d−) and (d+

1 , d
−
1 ) give rise to isomorphic

data if and only if they are equal modulo swapping. The outer automorphism group of ed+,d−
is trivial unless d+ = d− = (d+ 1)/2, in which case there is a nontrivial outer automorphism
swapping H+ and H−.

These facts are well known (cf. [Wal10, §1.8] or [Taï15, §2.3]) and can be checked similarly
as in the proof of [Mor11, Proposition 2.1.1].
The even case.
Consider d+, d− ∈ Z≥0 both even and such that d+ + d− = d. We allow one of them

to be zero. Denote m± := d±/2. Moreover consider δ+, δ− ∈ R×/R×,2 ∼= {±1}, such
that δ+δ− = δ, the discriminant of (V, q). We assume none of (d±, δ±) is (2, 1) or (0,−1).
Take (V ±, q±) to be quasi-split quadratic spaces of dimension d± and discriminant δ± (cf.
Definition 3.2.1). Note that we have (V +, q+)⊕ (V −, q−) ∼= (V , q). Recall that all the three
spaces V , V +, V − have been oriented.

Define s by

sk :=

{
1, m− + 1 ≤ k ≤ d−m−

−1, otherwise.

On Ĥ+ × Ĥ−, the map

η|Ĥ+×Ĥ− : Ĥ+ × Ĥ− = SOd+(C)× SOd−(C)→ Ĝ = SOd(C)

is given by the following map:
Cd+ × Cd− ∼−→ Cd

(êk, 0) 7→ êk+m−

(0, êk) 7→

{
êk, k ≤ m−

êk+d+−1, m
− + 1 ≤ k ≤ d−

.

We have already specified η|Ĥ . To specify η, it remains to define a map ρ : WR → Ĝ.
If d+ 6= 0, we take S ∈ GLd(C) to be the permutation matrix that switches êm− and

êd−m−+1, and switches êm and êm+1, and leaves all the other êi’s fixed. (If d− = 0, we will
not need S anyway.) When d+ = 0 take S = id.

When δ− = 1, we take ρ to be trivial. Otherwise, we take ρ(w) = 1 for w ∈ WC and
ρ(w) = S for w ∈ WR −WC.
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Given a quadruple (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) as above (disallowing (2, 1) and (0,−1)), we have con-
structed an (extended) elliptic endoscopic datum

ed+,δ+,d−,δ− = (H+ ×H−, s, η)

for G, well defined up to isomorphism. Every elliptic endoscopic datum of G, up to isomor-
phism, arises in this way, and two unequal quadruples (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) and (d+

1 , δ
+
1 , d

−
1 , δ

−
1 )

give rise to isomorphic data if and only if (d+, δ+) = (d−1 , δ
−
1 ) and (d−, δ−) = (d+

1 , δ
+
1 ) (i.e.

the two quadruples are equal up to swapping.) The outer automorphism group of ed+,δ+,d−,δ−
is trivial when d+d− = 0. When d+ = d− = d/2 and δ = 1, the outer automorphism group
is Z/2Z × Z/2Z, where the first Z/2Z acts by the simultaneous nontrivial outer automor-
phisms on H+ and H−, and the second Z/2Z acts by swapping H+ and H−. In the rest
case the outer automorphism group is Z/2Z, acting by the simultaneous nontrivial outer
automorphisms on H+ and H−.

As in the odd case, these facts are well known. See the references given at the end of the
discussion of the odd case.

Remark 4.3.12. We remark that for all the endoscopic data discussed above (in both the odd
and the even case), the group Z̄ discussed on p. 19 of [KS99] is trivial, as Z(Ĝ) = {±1} ⊂ Ĥ.
Hence the outer automorphism group of the datum is isomorphic to the automorphism group
modulo Ĥ. (cf. loc. cit.)

Remark 4.3.13. In the literature there are two different conventions of transfer factors (for
a fixed convention of local class field theory, which we always choose to be the classical
convention, cf. §0.7), which are related by s 7→ s−1. See [Kot90, p. 184] and [KS12, §5.1]
for more details. In our situation, s always satisfies s2 = 1, so the two conventions are the
same.

4.4. Cuspidality and transfer of elliptic tori. We keep the notation used in the previous
subsection. Thus we have a quadratic space V over R of dimension d and discriminant δ, of
arbitrary signature (p, q). Let m := bd/2c. Let G := SO(V ).

In the following we discuss a general way to obtain a pair (TG, B), where TG is an elliptic
maximal torus of G (over R) and B is a Borel subgroup of GC containing TG,C. This already
appeared in our discussion in §4.1. Of course for TG to exist G has to be cuspidal. When
d is odd, G is cuspidal. When d is even, G is cuspidal if and only if δ = (−1)d/2. We see
that the cuspidality condition is excluding exactly the case where p, q are both odd. In the
following assume that at most one of p, q is odd.

Definition 4.4.1. An elliptic decomposition (e.d.) of V is an (ordered) m-tuple of oriented
definite planes V1, · · · , Vm in V , plus a line in the odd case, such that V is the orthogonal
direct sum of them.

Definition 4.4.2. A parametrized elliptic maximal torus of G is an elliptic maximal torus
TG of G together with an isomorphism U(1)m

∼−→ TG.

Definition 4.4.3. A fundamental pair in G is a Borel pair (T,B) in GC with T defined over
R and elliptic over R.

Remark 4.4.4. Since any two elliptic maximal tori of G are conjugate under G(R). the num-
ber ofG(R)-orbits of fundamental pairs inG is equal to the cardinality of ΩC(G, T )/ΩR(G, T ),
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where T is an elliptic maximal torus of G. Namely, it is equal to the cardinality of a discrete
series packet for G(R).

Given an e.d. of V , we obtain a parametrized elliptic maximal torus by considering the
embedding U(1)m ↪→ G, where the i-th copy of U(1) acts by rotation on the oriented definite
plane Vi. Now a parametrized elliptic maximal torus U(1)m

∼−→ TG gives rise to a Borel
subgroup B of GC containing TG,C. Namely, we let B correspond to the standard order on
the root datum on (X∗(U(1)m), X∗(U(1)m) = (Zm,Zm), which is the standard root datum
of type B or D. The composition of the above two constructions gives a map

{e.d. of V } → {fundamental pairs in G} .(4.4.1)

Now G(R) naturally acts on both of the sets above, and the above map is equivariant.
In the odd case, two e.d.’s

(V1, · · · , Vm, l), (V ′1 , · · · , V ′m, l′)

are in the same G(R)-orbit if and only if Vi has the same definiteness as V ′i for each i. We
see that the number of G(R)-orbits on both sides of (4.4.1) are equal to

(
d
p

)
(which is equal

to the size of a discrete series packet for G(R)).
In the even case, an e.d. gives rise to an orientation on V . Thus the set of e.d.’s is

partitioned into two subsets according to the orientations on V . We call the subset corre-
sponding to the orientation oV in Definition 4.3.6 the set of oV -compatible e.d.’s. Then two
oV -compatible e.d.’s

(V1, · · · , Vm), (V ′1 , · · · , V ′m)

are in the same G(R)-orbit if and only if Vi has the same definiteness as V ′i for each i. We
see that the number of G(R)-orbits in the set of oV -compatible e.d.’s is

(
d
p

)
(which is equal

to the size of a discrete series packet for G(R)).

Lemma 4.4.5. The map (4.4.1) is surjective. In the even case, it restricted to the set of
oV -compatible e.d.’s is also surjective.

Proof. Let (T,B) be a fundamental pair in the image of (4.4.1). Let (V1, · · · , Vm, l) (resp.
(V1, · · · , Vm)) be a preimage in the odd (resp. even) case. In the even case assume the e.d.
(V1, · · · , Vm) is oV -compatible. It suffices to prove that for any element ω in the complex
Weyl group of (T,G), there exists an e.d. Dω, which is oV -compatible in the even case, such
that the image of it under (4.4.1) is (T, ωB). In the odd case, the Weyl group is {±1}moSm.
Write ω = ((a1, · · · , am), σ), with ai = ±1 and σ ∈ Sm. We define Dω by first permuting
the order of V1, · · · , Vm according to σ and then changing the orientations on those Vi’s such
that ai = −1. In the even case, we follow the same construction, only noting that Dω is still
oV -compatible because (a1, · · · , am) lies in the subgroup ({±1}m)′ of {±1}m defined by the
condition that an even number of ai’s are −1. �

Corollary 4.4.6. In the odd case the map (4.4.1) induces a bijection between G(R)-orbits. In
the even case the map (4.4.1) restricted to the set of oV -compatible e.d.’s induces a bijection
between G(R)-orbits.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.4.5 and cardinality counting in Remark 4.4.4 and above
Lemma 4.4.5. �
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Now recall from §4.3.2 that we have fixed an inner form of G, of the form G∗ = SO(V ),
where V is a quasi-split quadratic space over R of the same dimension and discriminant as
V . We have also chosen an isomorphism

φ : V ⊗ C ∼−→ V ⊗ C

and denoted the induced inner twisting G ∼−→ G∗ by ψ. We have fixed a Borel pair (B, T )

in Ĝ and have identified T with Gm
m in Definition 4.3.8. We have already assumed that G is

cuspidal, so automatically G∗ is also cuspidal. The above discussion of e.d. and parametrized
elliptic maximal tori in G applies equally to V and G∗. Recall from Definition 4.3.3 and
Definition 4.3.6 that in the even case we have fixed orientations oV , oV on V , V respectively.

Lemma 4.4.7. Choose an e.d. of V . In the even case assume it is oV -compatible. Let
U(1)m

f−→ TG∗ ⊂ G∗ be the resulting parametrized elliptic maximal torus of G∗, and let
(TG∗ , B

∗) be the resulting Borel pair in G∗C. Then the following diagram commutes:

Û(1)
m

can.
��

T̂G∗
f̂oo

B∗,B
��

Gm
m(C) Too

.

Here the right vertical map is determined by (B∗,B) and the left vertical map is the canonical
identification.

Proof. Observe that in the odd and the even split case, we have the following commutative
diagram

U(1)mC
f //

��

TG∗,C

��
Gm
m,C

f1 // T ′G∗,C

(4.4.2)

where the left vertical arrow is the canonical isomorphism, the right vertical arrow is induced
by Int(g) for some g ∈ G(C), and the bottom horizontal arrow is the base change to C of a
parametrized split maximal torus f1 : Gm

m ↪→ G∗ considered in §4.3.7, associated to a chosen
h.d. of V , which is assumed to induce the fixed orientation on V in the even case. Thus it
suffices to prove the commutativity of the following diagram:

Ĝm

can.
��

T̂ ′G∗
f̂1oo

Int(g)(B∗),B
��

Gm
m(C) Too

By the discussion in §4.3.7, the above diagram commutes if and only if the based root datum
given by (T ′G∗ , Int(g)(B∗)) is mapped under f−1

1 to the standard based root datum of type
B on (X∗(Gm

m), X∗(Gm
m)) = (Zm,Zm). By the commutativity of (4.4.2), the last condition is

equivalent to the condition that the based root datum given by (TG∗ , B
∗) is mapped under
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f−1 to the standard based root datum of type B on (X∗(U(1)m), X∗(U(1)m)) = (Zm,Zm),
but this is true by the definition of B∗.

In the even non-split case we need to replace "h.d." and "parametrized split maximal torus"
by "n.h.d." and "parametrized near-split maximal torus", and the rest of the argument is
the same. �

Consider an elliptic endoscopic datum ed+,d− (resp. ed+,δ+,d−,δ−) in the odd case (resp.
even case). Recall that the endoscopic group in it is of the form H = SO(V +) × SO(V −),
where V ± are quasi-split quadratic spaces over R.

We assume thatH is cuspidal, or equivalently, that both SO(V +) and SO(V −) are cuspidal.
Denote m± := bd±/2c. Choose an e.d. of V + and and e.d. of V −, and we get a parametrized
elliptic maximal torus

fH : U(1)m
− × U(1)m

+ ∼−→ TV − × TV + ⊂ SO(V −)× SO(V +).(4.4.3)

To fix notation let us agree that whenever we identify U(1)m
− ×U(1)m

+ with U(1)m, it is
the first m− factors of U(1)m that we identify with U(1)m

− .
Now we choose an e.d. of V and of V respectively, to get parametrized elliptic maximal

tori

f ∗ : U(1)m
∼−→ TG∗ ⊂ G∗(4.4.4)

f : U(1)m
∼−→ TG ⊂ G.(4.4.5)

The isomorphisms fH , f ∗, f in (4.4.3) (4.4.4) (4.4.5) with the common domain U(1)m induce
the following isomorphisms over R:

TV − × TV +
∼−→
†
TG∗

∼−→
‡
TG.

Lemma 4.4.8. Assume either d is odd or d is even and the chosen e.d.’s of V and V ±

induce the fixed orientations on V and V ±. Then the isomorphism † : TV − × TV +
∼−→ TG∗

is admissible, in the context of endoscopy.

Proof. As in Definition 4.3.8 let T ∼= Gm
m be the diagonal maximal torus in the matrix group

Ĝ. Analogously let TV ± ∼= Gm±
m be the diagonal maximal torus inside ̂SO(V ±). In view of

Lemma 4.4.7 (applied to V and V ±, and for V ± we consider the natural choice of Borel BV ±
in ̂SO(V ±) containing TV ±), we need only check that the map

η : ̂SO(V −)× ̂SO(V +)→ ŜO(V )

in the endoscopic datum induces the map TV −×TV + → TG∗ which corresponds to the natural
map Gm−

m ×Gm+

m → Gm
m on naturally identifying each of TV − , TV + , TG∗ as a product of Gm’s.

But the last statement follows from definition. �

Remark 4.4.9. The above proof in fact shows that the map † is associated to the following
four Borel pairs:

• The Borel pair in H associated to the chosen e.d.’s of V + and V − via (4.4.1),
• The natural Borel pair (TĤ ,BĤ) = (TV − × TV + ,BV − × BV +) in Ĥ.
• The natural Borel pair (T ,B) in Ĝ.
• The Borel pair in G∗ associated to the chosen e.d. of V via (4.4.1).
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Lemma 4.4.10. Assume either d is odd or d is even and the chosen e.d.’s of V and V are
oV -compatible and oV -compatible. Then ‡ : TG∗

∼−→ TG is admissible, in the sense that it is
equal to Int(g) ◦ ψ−1, for some g ∈ G(C).

Proof. In this case the two ways of decomposing V ⊗ C into an orthogonal direct sum of
oriented planes (and perhaps a line), one induced by the chosen e.d. of V and the other
induced by pulling back along φ of the chosen e.d. of V , are related by an element of G(C).
Therefore there exists g ∈ G(C) such that g ◦ φ−1 : V ⊗ C → V ⊗ C sends the chosen e.d.
of V to the chosen e.d. of V . But this shows that the embeddings (4.4.4) U(1)m ↪→ G∗ and
(4.4.5) U(1)m ↪→ G are related by Int(g) ◦ ψ−1. �

4.5. Transfer factors, the odd case. We follow the notation and setting of the previous
subsection. We restrict to the odd case. Then G∗ is adjoint and up to G∗(R)-conjugacy there
is a unique equivalence class of Whittaker data for G∗. Fix an elliptic endoscopic datum
(H = SO(V −)× SO(V +), s, η) of G considered in §4.3.11.

The Whittaker normalization of the absolute geometric transfer factor between H and G∗
was defined in [KS99, §5.3] (which can be specialized to the ordinary, i.e. untwisted, case),
and the definition was later corrected in [KS12]. Note that by our convention on the local
class field theory in §0.7, among the four transfer factors ∆,∆′,∆D,∆

′
D at the end of [KS12,

§5.1], we only consider ∆ and ∆′. Moreover by Remark 4.3.13, we have ∆ = ∆′. Thus
according to our convention the Whittaker normalized transfer factor means the transfer
factor ∆′λ given in [KS12, (5.5.2)], and the discussion at the end of [KS12, §5.5] implies that
∆′λ = εL(V, ψ)∆′0, with ∆′0 = ∆0 (by Remark 4.3.13) where ∆0 is defined on p. 248 of [LS87].

In the following we denote the Whittaker-normalized absolute geometric transfer factor
between H and G∗ by ∆∗Wh. Also, having fixed ψ : G→ G∗ and u(ρ) ∈ G∗(C) as in §4.3.2, ,
we can define the Whittaker normalization of the absolute geometric transfer factor between
H and G as in [Kal11]. We will recall this construction below.

We also consider the normalization ∆j,B between H and G. See [Kot90] for its definition.
The goal of this subsection is to compare these two normalizations ∆Wh and ∆j,B, under
suitable simplifying assumptions.

For our application we are only interested in the case where V is of signature (p, q) with
p > q. In the following we assume this.

4.5.1. Transfer factors between H and G∗.

Definition 4.5.2. Let (V1, · · · , Vm, l) be an e.d. of V , where Vi’s are oriented definite planes
and l is a line. We say that it is Whittaker, if Vi is (−1)m−i+1 sgn(δ)-definite. Here δ is the
discriminant of V .

Remark 4.5.3. Let (V1, · · · , Vm, l) be an arbitrary e.d. of V . The line l is necessarily sgn(δ)-
definite. Thus there are precisely bm/2c positive (resp. negative) definite planes among the
Vi’s when δ > 0 (resp. δ < 0). Thus we can get a Whittaker e.d. by suitably re-ordering the
Vi’s.

Lemma 4.5.4. Given a Whittaker e.d. (V1, · · · , Vm, l) of V , the resulting Borel pair in G∗C
via (4.4.1) has the property that every simple root is (imaginary) non-compact. In other
words, in the terminology of [She15], this Borel pair is a fundamental pair of Whittaker
type.
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Proof. This follows easily from the definitions. Also see [Taï14, §4.2.1]. We illustrate the
argument with a special case, which actually contains all the computation needed in general.
Suppose m = 2. Assume δ > 0. The case δ < 0 can be treated similarly. Then V1 and l
are positive definite and V2 is negative definite. Let f1, f

′
1 be an orthonormal basis of V1 and

f2, f
′
2 be a negative-orthonormal basis10 of V2. Denote the complex conjugation by τ . Let

e1 := f1 +
√
−1f ′1

e′1 :=
1

2
τe1

e2 := f2 +
√
−1f ′2

e′2 := −1

2
τe2.

We also fix an orthonormal basis of l and still denote it by l. Let ε1, ε2 be the standard
characters on U(1)×U(1) embedded in G∗ via the e.d.. Then ε∨i acts by weight 1 on ei and
weight −1 on e′i. The simple roots are α = ε1 − ε2 and β = ε2. It suffices to check that for
any root vector Eα of α and Eβ of β, we have

[Eα, τEα] = CHα ∈ LieG∗

[Eβ, τEβ] = DHβ ∈ LieG∗

for some C,D ∈ R>0. Here Hα is the coroot α∨ viewed as an element of LieG∗, and similarly
for Hβ.

We take
Eα : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

e1 7→ 0

e2 7→ e1

e′1 7→ −e′2
e′2 7→ 0

l 7→ 0.

Then we have
τEα : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

e′2 7→ −e′1
e′1 7→ 0

e1 7→ e2

e2 7→ 0

l 7→ 0.

We compute
[Eα, τEα] : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

e1 7→ e1

e2 7→ −e2

e′1 7→ −e′1
e′2 7→ e2

10i.e. q(f2) = q(f ′2) = −1, [f2, f
′
2] = 0.
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l 7→ 0,

which is equal to Hα, as desired.
We take

Eβ : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

l 7→ e2

e′2 7→ −l

e1, e2, e
′
1 7→ 0.

Then we have
τEβ : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

l 7→ −2e′2

e2 7→ 2l

e1, e
′
1, e
′
2 7→ 0.

We compute
[Eβ, τEβ] : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C

e2 7→ 2e2

e′2 7→ −2e′2

e1, e
′
1, l 7→ 0,

which is equal to 2Hβ, as desired. �

As before (Definition 4.3.8) we fix the natural Borel pair (T ,B) in Ĝ. We extend it to
a pinning splĜ, which is automatically a Gal(C/R)-pinning since the L-action of Gal(C/R)

on Ĝ is trivial. Also we fix the natural Borel pair (TV − × TV + ,BV − × BV +) = (TĤ ,BĤ) in
Ĥ = ̂SO(V −) × ̂SO(V +). Now (TĤ ,BĤ) is aligned with (T ,B) in the sense that under the
map

η : H = LH = Ĥ ×Gal(C/R)→ LG = Ĝ×Gal(C/R),

TĤ is identified with T and BĤ is equal to the pull-back of B. We extend (TĤ ,BĤ) to a
pinning splĤ .

Here is the effect of having chosen splĜ and splĤ (cf. [She14, §7.3, §8.1] , [She10b, §7] ):
• Inside each equivalence class ϕ of elliptic Langlands parameters of G∗ we can pick
out a canonical T -conjugacy class of parameters ϕ. We call elements ϕ in this T -
conjugacy class almost-canonical representatives.
• For each equivalence class ϕ of elliptic Langlands parameters of G∗, there is a canoni-
cal equivalence class ϕH of elliptic Langlands parameters of H, called well-positioned,
that induce ϕ via η : LH → LG.
• ϕH is characterized by ϕ as follows: One (hence any) almost-canonical representative
ϕH for ϕH composed with η : LH → LG should be an almost-canonical representative
ϕ for ϕ.
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We now choose an arbitrary ϕ and get ϕH as above. Choose an almost-canonical repre-
sentative ϕH for ϕH and define ϕ to be the composition of ϕH and η : LH → LG. Then ϕ
is an almost-canonical representative for ϕ. Thus the Borel pair in Ĝ (resp. Ĥ) determined
by ϕ (resp. ϕH) as on p. 182 of [Kot90] is (T ,B) (resp. (TĤ ,BĤ)).

Let π0 be the unique generic member of Πϕ ([Kos78], [Vog78]). As in Shelstad [She08] (cf.
also [She10a, Theorem 3.6]), we have

∆∗,Spec
Wh (ϕH , π0) = 1.(4.5.1)

Here ∆∗,Spec
Wh is the absolute spectral transfer factor between H and G∗, under the Whittaker

normalization.
We now choose a Whittaker e.d. D∗ of V . Denote the resulting parametrized elliptic

maximal torus by
U(1)m

∼−→
f∗

T ∗ ⊂ G∗

and denote the resulting Borel pair by (T ∗, B∗). Recall that these constructions are given in
§4.4.

Choose an arbitrary e.d. DH = (DH+ ,DH−) of V −⊕V +. Denote the resulting parametrized
elliptic maximal torus by

U(1)m
∼−→
fH

TH ⊂ H

and denote the resulting Borel pair by (TH , BH). We also write H±, TH± , BH± , and fH± ,
for the two components in each case.

When we want to emphasize the dependence of the objects defined above on DH and D∗,
we will write T ∗ = TD∗ , f

∗ = fD∗ , TH = TDH , etc.
Define

j∗ = jDH ,D∗ := f ∗ ◦ f−1
H : TH → T ∗.

It is an isomorphism over R. By Lemma 4.4.8 and Remark 4.4.9, the map j∗ is admissible
and (j∗, BH , B

∗) is aligned with ϕH in the sense of [Kot90, p. 184].
If we write ∆Spec

j∗,B∗ for the absolute spectral transfer factor normalized compatibly with the
absolute geometric transfer factor ∆j∗,B∗ between H and G∗, then we have ([Kot90, p. 185])

∆Spec
j∗,B∗(ϕH , π(ϕ, ω−1B∗)) = 〈aω, s〉,

for ω ∈ ΩC(G∗, T ∗). Here aω is defined in [Kot90, §5]. For us it suffices to recall that

〈a1, s〉 = 1.

Now by Vogan’s classification theorem for generic representations [Vog78, Theorem 6.2] and
by Lemma 4.5.4, we know that π0 = π(φ,B∗) and so it corresponds to ω = 1 . Hence

∆Spec
j∗,B∗(ϕH , π0) = 1.(4.5.2)

Shelstad proves that the geometric and the spectral Whittaker normalizations are compatible
([She10b, Lemma 12.3]), so comparing 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 we get the following

Lemma 4.5.5. Let D∗ be a Whittaker e.d. of V and let DH = (DH+ ,DH−) be an arbitrary
e.d. for V − and V +. Let j∗ = jDH ,D∗ and let B∗ = BD∗. Then

∆∗Wh = ∆j∗,B∗ .

�
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4.5.6. Transfer factors between H and G. We keep the assumption that V is of signature
(p, q) with p > q. Recall from Definition 4.3.4 that we have fixed φ : V ⊗ C ∼−→ V ⊗ C.

Definition 4.5.7. Let D∗ = (V1, · · · , Vm, l) be an e.d. of V . We say that D∗ is suitable for
φ, if the following conditions hold:

(1) For each i either φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V or φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1,

(2) φ−1(l) ⊂ V , 11

(3) There exists i0 such that φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1 happens if and only if Vi is negative

definite and i ≤ i0.
In this case, D∗ determines a unique e.d. of V , of the form D = (V ′1 , · · · , V ′m, l′), such that
V ′i = φ−1(Vi) or

√
−1φ−1(Vi), and l′ = φ−1(l), and the orientation on V ′i is such that the

map φ−1 or
√
−1φ−1 from Vi to V ′i preserves orientation. We write D = φ−1D∗.

As a consequence of the condition on φ assumed in Definition 4.3.4, there exists an e.d.
of V that is suitable for φ. By re-ordering we can arrange it to be Whittaker.

Take a Whittaker e.d. D∗ = (V1, · · · , Vm, l) of V suitable for φ, and let

D = (V ′1 , · · · , V ′m, l′) = φ−1D∗

as in the above definition. Let f ∗ : U(1)m
∼−→ T ∗ ⊂ G∗ and f : U(1)m

∼−→ T ⊂ G be the
parametrized elliptic maximal tori associated to D∗ and D respectively. Then the following
diagram commutes:

U(1)m
f // G

ψ

��
U(1)m

f∗ // G∗

namely, ψ sends the parametrized elliptic maximal torus (T, f) in G to (T ∗, f ∗) in G∗.
In particular, u(ρ) defined in §4.3.2 lies in T ∗(C). More precisely, for ρ = τ the complex

conjugation, u(τ) acts as −1 on those Vi such that φ−1Vi ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1, and acts as 1 on l

and on those Vi such that φ−1Vi ⊂ V . This implies that in fact u(ρ) ∈ T ∗(R).
Take any DH and j∗ : TH → T ∗ as in Lemma 4.5.5 and let B∗ := BD∗ , BH := BDH . Take

a test element δ∗ ∈ T ∗(R) that is strongly regular in G∗, and define γ := (j∗)−1(δ∗) ∈ TH(R)
and δ := ψ−1(δ∗) ∈ T (R).

Kaletha [Kal11, §2.2] proves that there is a normalization ∆Wh of the absolute geometric
transfer factor between H and G characterized by the following formula:

∆Wh(γ, δ) = ∆∗Wh(γ, δ∗)〈inv(δ, δ∗), sγ,δ∗〉−1(4.5.3)

where:
• ∆∗Wh is the Whittaker normalization of the transfer factor between H and G∗.
• inv(δ, δ∗) is the image of the cocycle (ρ 7→ u(ρ)) under the Tate-Nakayama isomor-
phism H1(R, T ∗) ∼−→ H−1(Γ∞, X∗(T

∗)) = X∗(T
∗)Γ∞ . (Since T ∗ is a product of U(1),

the norm map on X∗(T ∗) is zero.)

11Given condition (1), it is a priori impossible to have φ−1(l) ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1, since V and V have the same

discriminant.
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• sγ,δ∗ is the image of s ∈ Z(Ĥ) in the endoscopic datum under the maps

Z(Ĥ) ↪→ T̂H
ĵ−→ T̂ ∗ = (T̂ ∗)Γ∞ ,

where the first map is given by any admissible isomorphism between T̂H and TĤ . 12

Definition 4.5.8. We call ∆Wh the Whittaker normalization of the absolute geometric trans-
fer factor between H and G.

Lemma 4.5.9. Keep the notation as in (4.5.3). We have

〈inv(δ, δ∗), sγ,δ∗〉 = (−1)k(D∗),

where
k(D∗) = #

{
1 ≤ i ≤ m−|φ−1Vi ⊂ V ⊗

√
−1
}
.

Proof. By [Kal11, Lemma 2.3.3], the element inv(δ, δ∗) ∈ X∗(T ∗)Γ∞ is equal to image of any
element λ ∈ X∗(T

∗) such that λ(−1) = u(τ), where τ is the complex conjugation. The
lemma then follows easily from the description of u(τ) above (4.5.3). �

Define j : TH
∼−→ T to be the composition ψ−1 ◦ j∗. Then j is an admissible isomorphism.

We have the Borel subgroup BD of GC containing TC determined by D via (4.4.1). Our goal
is to compare ∆j,BD and ∆Wh as transfer factors between H and G.

Lemma 4.5.10. Suppose the signature of V is (p, q) with p > q.13 Then

∆j∗,B∗(γ, δ
∗) = (−1)(m−p)(m+1−p)/2∆j,BD(γ, δ).

Proof. By the formula for ∆j,B on p. 184 of [Kot90], we have

∆j∗,B∗(γ, δ
∗) = (−1)q(G

∗)+q(H)χG∗,H(δ∗)∆B∗((δ
∗)−1)∆BH (γ−1)−1

∆j,BD(γ, δ) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)χG,H(δ)∆BD(δ−1)∆BH (γ−1)−1.

We have q(SO(a, b)) = ab/2, so

q(G∗)− q(G) =
(m+ 1)m

2
− p(2m+ 1− p)

2
=

(m− p)(m+ 1− p)
2

.

It follows from the fact that ψ sends the Borel pair (T,BD) to (T ∗, B∗) that

∆B∗((δ
∗)−1) = ∆BD(δ−1).

It remains to show that
χG∗,H(δ∗) = χG,H(δ).

By definition it suffices to check that the following diagram commutes up to Ĝ-conjugation:

LT

��

ηBD // LG

L(T ∗)
ηB∗ // LG

12Any two such isomorphisms differ by an element in Ω(TĤ , Ĥ), so they restrict to the same map on Z(Ĥ) ⊂
TĤ
13For this lemma it is not necessary to assume p > q.
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where the left vertical arrow is induced by ψ : T
∼−→ T ∗ (R-isomorphism). But this is true

by the characterization (a)(b) on p. 183 of [Kot90], in view of the fact, again, that ψ sends
(T,BD) to (T ∗, B∗). �

For our application it suffices to make the simplifying assumption in the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 4.5.11. Assume that the signature (p, q) of V satisfies that p > q, (p+ q odd),
and assume {

q even
q/2 ≤ dm+/2e

or

{
q odd
(q − 1)/2 ≤ bm+/2c

Then

∆j,BD =

{
(−1)d

m
2
e+dm

+

2
e+dm−p

2
e∆Wh, δ > 0

(−1)b
m
2
c+bm

+

2
c+dm−p

2
e∆Wh, δ < 0.

In particular, we have

∆j,BD =


(−1)1+dm

+

2
e∆Wh, q = 2

(−1)d
m+

2
e∆Wh, q = 0

(−1)b
m+

2
c∆Wh, q = 1.

Proof. Let γ, δ, δ∗ be as above. By Lemma 4.5.5, (4.5.3), Lemma 4.5.9, Lemma 4.5.10, we
have

∆j,BD(γ, δ) = (−1)k(D∗)+(m−p)(m+1−p)/2∆Wh(γ, δ).

Now note that among the m+ planes Vm−+1, Vm−+2, · · · , Vm, there are precisely dm+/2e
(resp. bm+/2c) that are negative definite when δ > 0 (resp. δ < 0). Under our assumption
on (p, q), there does not exist i ≤ m− such that Vi is negative definite and φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V ,
because otherwise φ−1 would send this Vi, together with all the negative definite planes
among Vm−+1 · · · , Vm, to negative definite planes in V , and we would have bq/2c strictly
larger than the number of negative definite planes among Vm−+1 · · · , Vm, a contradiction.
Hence

k(D∗) = #
{

1 ≤ i ≤ m−|φ−1Vi ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1
}

= #
{

1 ≤ i ≤ m−|Vi is negative definite
}
.

When δ > 0,

k(D∗) =

{
dm−/2e, m odd
bm−/2c, m even

≡ dm/2e+ dm+/2e mod 2.

When δ < 0,

k(D∗) =

{
dm−/2e, m even
bm−/2c, m odd

≡ bm/2c+ bm+/2c mod 2.

We check for each parity of m that
(m− p)(m+ 1− p)

2
≡ dm− p

2
e mod 2

�
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Definition 4.5.12. Let D1 = (V ′′1 , · · · , V ′′m, l′′) be an arbitrary e.d. of V . We say that D1 is
convenient, if there exists i0 such that

{i|V ′′i negative definite} =
{
i|i > i0 and (−1)i+m = sgn δ

}
.

In particular when q = 2, D1 is convenient if V ′′m is negative definite. When q = 1 or 0, any
e.d. of V is convenient.

Remark 4.5.13. D1 is convenient if and only if it is in the G(R)-orbit of D = φ−1(D∗)
considered above.

Corollary 4.5.14. Keep the assumption on (p, q) as in Proposition 4.5.11. Let D1 be an
arbitrary convenient e.d. of V . Let f1 : U(1)m

∼−→ T1 ⊂ G be the associated parametrized
elliptic maximal torus and let (T1, B1) be the associated fundamental pair. Let DH be an
arbitrary e.d. of V − ⊕ V + and let fH : U(1)m

∼−→ TH ⊂ H be the associated parametrized
elliptic maximal torus. Let j1 := f1 ◦ f−1

H : TH
∼−→ T1. Then j1 is admissible and we have

∆j1,B1 =

{
(−1)d

m
2
e+dm

+

2
e+dm−p

2
e∆Wh, δ > 0

(−1)b
m
2
c+bm

+

2
c+dm−p

2
e∆Wh, δ < 0

as absolute geometric transfer factors between H and G. In particular, we have

∆j1,B1 =


(−1)1+dm

+

2
e∆Wh, q = 2

(−1)d
m+

2
e∆Wh, q = 0

(−1)b
m+

2
c∆Wh, q = 1.

Proof. By Remark 4.5.13, we know that ∆j1,B1 is equal to ∆j,BD considered in Proposition
4.5.11. �

4.6. Transfer factors, the even case with d/2 odd. We follow the notation and setting of
§4.4. We assume d is even and m = d/2 is odd. Recall that we have assumed the cuspidality
condition, namely δ = (−1)d/2 = −1. In particular G∗ is not split. In this case G∗ has a
unique equivalence of Whittaker data, because the map G∗(R) → (G∗)ad(R) is surjective,
which can be seen by noting that kerH1(R, ZG∗) → H1(R, G∗) is trivial. Moreover, as we
have been doing in the above, we do not just view G as an abstract algebraic group, but we
realizes G as a pure inner form of G∗ = SO(V ), via the maps

φ : (V, q)⊗ C ∼−→ (V , q)⊗ C
and

ψ : GC
∼−→ G∗C

discussed in §4.3.2.
All the discussions in §4.5 carry over analogously, as follows.

4.6.1. Transfer factors between H and G∗.

Definition 4.6.2. Let (V1, · · · , Vm) be an oV -compatible e.d. of V . We say that it is
Whittaker if Vi is (−1)i+1-definite.

Remark 4.6.3. Let (V1, · · · , Vm) be an arbitrary e.d. of V . Then there are precisely dm/2e
positive definite planes among the Vi’s. Thus we can get a Whittaker e.d. by suitably
re-ordering the Vi’s and changing the orientations on some of the Vi’s.
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Lemma 4.6.4. Given a Whittaker e.d. (V1, · · · , Vm, l) of V , the resulting Borel pair in G∗C
via (4.4.1) has the property that every simple root is (imaginary) non-compact.

Proof. This can be checked by easy computation as Lemma 4.5.4. See [Taï14, §4.2.1]. �

Fix an elliptic endoscopic datum ed+,δ+,d−,δ− = (H = SO(V −) × SO(V +), s, η) of G con-
sidered in 4.3.11. Suppose H is cuspidal. Thus δ± = (−1)d

±/2.
Choose a Whittaker e.d. D∗ of V , and an arbitrary e.d. DH = (DH+ ,DH−) of V − and

V +, such that they induce the given orientations on V − and V +. By Lemma 4.4.8, we get
an admissible isomorphism jDH ,D∗ : TDH

∼−→ TD∗ . Let BD∗ be the Borel containing TD∗,C
determined by D∗ via (4.4.1).

Lemma 4.6.5. ∆∗Wh = ∆jDH,D∗ ,BD∗
, where ∆∗Wh is the Whittaker normalized absolute geo-

metric transfer factor (with respect to the unique equivalence class of Whittaker data for G∗),
for which we follow the convention discussed in the beginning of §4.5.

Proof. The proof is the same as Lemma 4.5.5. �

4.6.6. Transfer factors between H and G. Assume the signature of V is (p, q) with p > q.
The cuspidality condition forces p and q to be even. Recall from Definition 4.3.4 that we
have fixed φ : V ⊗ C ∼−→ V ⊗ C.

Definition 4.6.7. Let D∗ = (V1, · · · , Vm) be an oV -compatible e.d. of V . We say that D∗
is suitable for φ, if the following conditions hold:

(1) For each i either φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V or φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1.

(2) There exists i0 such that φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1 happens if and only if Vi is negative

definite and i ≤ i0.
In this case D∗ determines an e.d. of V analogously as Definition 4.5.7, denoted by φ−1D∗.
We note that φ−1D∗ is oV -compatible.

Definition 4.6.8. As in the odd case (cf. (4.5.3) and Definition 4.5.8), having fixed φ we
obtain the notion of the Whittaker normalization of the absolute geometric transfer factor
between H and G. We denote this by ∆Wh.

As a consequence of the condition on φ assumed in Definition 4.3.4, there exists an e.d.
of V that is suitable for φ. By re-ordering we can arrange it to be Whittaker. We thus let
D∗ be a Whittaker e.d. of V that is suitable for φ. Let D := φ−1D∗. Take an arbitrary e.d.
DH for V + × V − giving rise to the chosen orientations on V ±. Define j = ψ−1jDH ,D∗ . By
using analogous statements as Lemma 4.5.9 and Lemma 4.5.10, we get

Lemma 4.6.9. ∆j,BD = (−1)q(G)+q(G∗)+k(D∗)∆Wh = (−1)k(D∗)∆Wh, (noting that q(G) and
q(G∗) are even), where

k(D∗) := #
{

1 ≤ i ≤ m−|φ−1Vi ⊂ V ⊗
√
−1
}
.

�

Proposition 4.6.10. When q/2 ≤ bm+/2c, we have ∆j,BD = (−1)bm
−/2c∆Wh. When m+ =

1 and q = 2, we have ∆j,BD = (−1)
m−
2
−1∆Wh.
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Proof. Among the m+ planes Vm−+1, · · · , Vm, precisely bm+/2c are negative definite. Hence
in the first cases there does not exist i ≤ m− such that Vi is negative definite and φ−1(Vi) ⊂ V .
Thus

k(D∗) = #
{

1 ≤ i ≤ m−|Vi is negative definite
}

= bm−/2c.
Now assume m+ = 1, q = 2. Then

k(D∗) = #
{

1 ≤ i ≤ m−|Vi is negative definite
}
− 1 = bm−/2c − 1 =

m−

2
− 1.

The proposition now follows from Lemma 4.6.9. �

Definition 4.6.11. Let D1 = (V ′′1 , · · · , V ′′m) be an arbitrary e.d. of V . We say that D1 is
convenient, if it is oV -compatible, and such that there exists i0 satisfying

{i|V ′′i negative definite} = {i|i > i0 and i ≡ 0 mod 2} .

Remark 4.6.12. D1 is convenient if and only if it is in the G(R)-orbit of D = φ−1(D∗)
considered above.

Corollary 4.6.13. Let D1 be an arbitrary convenient e.d. of V . Let f1 : U(1)m
∼−→ T1 ⊂

G be the associated parametrized elliptic maximal torus and let (T1, B1) be the associated
fundamental pair. Let DH be an arbitrary e.d. of V −⊕V + giving rise to the fixed orientations
on V ± and let fH : U(1)m

∼−→ TH ⊂ H be the associated parametrized elliptic maximal torus.
Let j1 := f1 ◦ f−1

H : TH
∼−→ T1. Then j1 is admissible and we have

∆j1,B1∆
−1
Wh =


(−1)bm

−/2c, q = 0

(−1)bm
−/2c, q = 2, m+ ≥ 2

(−1)bm
−/2c+1, q = 2, m+ = 1.

4.7. Transfer factors, the even case with d/2 even. We follow the notation and setting
of §4.4. We assume d is even and m = d/2 is even. By the cuspidality condition we have
δ = (−1)d/2 = 1. In particular G∗ is split. We would like to establish results analogous to
those in §4.5 and §4.6. The new feature and difficulty in the current case is that there are in
total two equivalent classes of Whittaker data of G∗. To ease the language, in the following
we will use the phrase "Whittaker datum" to mean an equivalence class of Whittaker data.
Having realized G∗ as SO(V , q) (namely remembering (V , q) as part of the data), we are
able to distinguish (in a somewhat abstract way) the two Whittaker data and call them type
I and type II. Roughly speaking, the reason that there are two Whittaker data is because
(V , q) is in isometry with (V ,−q). We shall establish results analogous to §4.5 and §4.6 only
for the type I Whittaker datum. One extra task we need to take for the application is to
study how the notion of being type I passes to cuspidal Levi subgroups. This we shall carry
out in the end of this subsection. In the following many remarks and arguments in §4.6 carry
over, and we do not repeat them.

4.7.1. Transfer factors between H and G∗.

Definition 4.7.2. Let (V1, · · · , Vm) be an oV -compatible e.d. of V . We say that it is type I
Whittaker if Vi is (−1)i+1-definite. We say that it is type II Whittaker if Vi is (−1)i-definite.
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Let (TI , BI) (resp. (TII , BII)) be the fundamental pair associated to a type I (resp. type II)
Whittaker e.d.. Then they both satisfy the condition that every simple root is non-compact.
As in [Taï14, §4.2.1], (TI , BI) and (TII , BII) correspond to two Whittaker data wI and wII

of G∗ respectively, characterized by the condition that in any discrete series packet for G∗(R)
the element corresponding to (TI , BI) (resp. (TII , BII)) is generic with respect to wI (resp.
wII). The Whittaker data wI and wII are inequivalent and hence exhaust the equivalent
classes of Whittaker data for G∗. See loc. cit. for more details.

Fix an elliptic endoscopic datum ed+,δ+,d−,δ− = (H = SO(V −)×SO(V +), s, η) of G consid-
ered in 4.3.11. Suppose H is cuspidal. As usual let m± be the absolute ranks of H±. Thus
δ± = (−1)m

± .

Definition 4.7.3. We denote by ∆∗Wh the Whittaker normalized absolute geometric transfer
factor between H and G∗ with respect to wI . Denote by ∆̃∗Wh the analogous object with
respect to wII .

Choose a type I Whittaker e.d. D∗ of V , and an arbitrary e.d. DH = (DH+ ,DH−) of V −
and V +, such that they induce the given orientations on V − and V +. By Lemma 4.4.8, we
get an admissible isomorphism jDH ,D∗ : TDH

∼−→ TD∗ . Let BD∗ be the Borel containing TD∗,C
determined by D∗ via (4.4.1).

Lemma 4.7.4. We have

• ∆∗Wh = ∆jDH,D∗ ,BD∗
.

• ∆̃∗Wh = (−1)m
−

∆jDH,D∗ ,BD∗
. Here as usual we denote by m± the absolute ranks of

H±. In particular ∆̃∗Wh = ∆∗Wh .

Proof. The proof of the first statement is the same as Lemma 4.5.5. For the second statement,
we also use similar arguments as those for Lemma 4.5.5, and we are reduced to checking that

〈aω, s〉 = (−1)m+−,

where ω is the element of the complex Weyl group of TD∗ relating the two Borels correspond-
ing to a type I and a type II Whittaker e.d.. We easily see that

ω = (12)(34) · · · (m− 1,m) ∈ Sm ⊂ ΩC(G∗, TD∗)

and the class aω ∈ H1(R, TD∗) is represented by the cocycle sending the complex conjugation
τ to −1 ∈ TD∗(R). It easily follows that 〈aω, s〉 = (−1)m

− .
Alternatively, the second statement also follows from the observation that if one changes

the sign of η ∈ R×/R×,2 in Waldspurger’s explicit formula in [Wal10, §1.10] specialized to G∗

and H, the resulting sign change is (−1)m
− (cf. (4.7.9) below ). This proves our statement

because Waldspurger’s formula is for the Langlands-Shelstad normalization ∆0 (for a quasi-
split group with a fixed Galois invariant pinning),14 and changing the pinning of G∗ has
the same effect on the Langlands-Shelstad normalization ∆0 as the effect of changing the
Whittaker datum on the Whittaker normalization. �

14Waldspurger omits the factor ∆IV , which is a positive real number and hence harmless for this discussion.
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4.7.5. Transfer factors between H and G. Assume the signature of V is (p, q) with p > q.
The cuspidality condition forces p and q to be even. Recall from Definition 4.3.4 that we
have fixed φ : V ⊗ C ∼−→ V ⊗ C.

Definition 4.7.6. Let D∗ = (V1, · · · , Vm) be an oV -compatible e.d. of V . We define the
notion that D∗ is suitable for φ, and define φ−1D∗ for such D∗, in exactly the same way as
Definition 4.6.7.

Definition 4.7.7. As in the odd case (cf. (4.5.3) and Definition 4.5.8), having fixed φ and
with the choice wI of the Whittaker datum, we obtain the notion of the type I Whittaker
normalization of the absolute geometric transfer factor between H and G. We denote this by
∆Wh.

Remark 4.7.8. Analogously we also have the type II Whittaker normalization between H and
G. By definition and by the second statement in Lemma 4.7.4, it is equal to (−1)m

−
∆Wh.

Similarly as in §4.6, we let D∗ be a type I Whittaker e.d. of V that is suitable for φ. Let
D := φ−1D∗. Take an arbitrary e.d. DH for V + × V − giving rise to the chosen orientations
on V ±. Define j = ψ−1jDH ,D∗ . By totally similar arguments as loc. cit. we have

Proposition 4.7.9. Assume q/2 ≤ dm+/2e. Then ∆j,BD = (−1)bm
−/2c∆Wh. �

Definition 4.7.10. Let D1 = (V ′′1 , · · · , V ′′m) be an arbitrary e.d. of V . We say that D1 is
type I convenient, or simply convenient, if it is oV -compatible, and such that there exists i0
satisfying

{i|V ′′i negative definite} = {i|i > i0 and i ≡ 0 mod 2} .

Remark 4.7.11. D1 is convenient if and only if it is in the G(R)-orbit of D = φ−1(D∗)
considered above.

Corollary 4.7.12. Let D1 be an arbitrary convenient e.d. of V . Let f1 : U(1)m
∼−→ T1 ⊂

G be the associated parametrized elliptic maximal torus and let (T1, B1) be the associated
fundamental pair. Let DH be an arbitrary e.d. of V −⊕V + giving rise to the fixed orientations
on V ± and let fH : U(1)m

∼−→ TH ⊂ H be the associated parametrized elliptic maximal torus.
Let j1 := f1 ◦ f−1

H : TH
∼−→ T1. Then j1 is admissible and we have

∆j1,B1∆
−1
Wh =

{
(−1)bm

−/2c, q = 0

(−1)bm
−/2c, q = 2.

Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 4.7.9 and Remark 4.7.11. �

4.7.13. Relation with cuspidal Levi subgroups. Consider an arbitrary oV -compatible e.d.
(V1, · · · , Vm)

of V . Let 2 ≤ n ≤ m be an even integer such that among V1, · · · , Vn exactly half of them
are positive definite. Let

W := Vn+1 ⊕ Vn+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vm
equipped with the inherited quadratic form and orientation. Then SO(W ) embeds into G∗,
as a part of a Levi subgroup M∗ ⊂ G∗ of the form SO (W ) times a product of Gm’s and
GL2’s. Since for Gm or GL2 there is a unique Whittaker datum (up to equivalence), SO(W )
inherits a unique Whittaker datum from wI for G∗.
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Proposition 4.7.14. The Whittaker datum for SO(W ) inherited from wI for G∗ is the type
I Whittaker datum for SO(W ).

Proof. We pick R-pinnings splW for SO(W ) and spl for G∗, such that spl restricts to splW
in the sense that SO(W ) multiplied with a product of Gm’s and GL2’s is a Levi subgroup
of G∗. In [Wal10, §1.6], an invariant η ∈ R×/R×,2 ∼= {±1} is associated to spl, which can
be thought of as measuring the difference between spl and a standardly chosen pinning for
the group SO(W ). Similarly we get ηW ∈ {±1} associated to splW . It is obvious from the
definition that η = ηW . Hence the proposition follows from the following theorem, applied
to both G∗ = SO(V ) and SO(W ). �

The following result could be of independent interest.

Theorem 4.7.15. The type I Whittaker datum wI for G∗ = SO(V ) is obtained from the one
of the two G∗(R)-conjugacy class of R-pinnings splI of G∗ corresponding to η = −1 ∈ {±1}
as in [Wal10, §1.6].

Proof. Consider the elliptic endoscopic datum ed+,δ+,d−,δ− = (H, s, η) satisfying the cuspidal-
ity condition δ± = (−1)d

±/2. Let m± := d±/2. Let ∆∗Wh and ∆̃∗Wh be the transfer factors
between H and G∗ as in Definition 4.7.3. By the second statement in Lemma 4.7.4 we know
that

∆∗Wh = (−1)m
−

∆̃∗Wh.

Hence it suffices to show that ∆∗Wh is equal to the Whittaker normalization ∆wsplI
defined

by the Whittaker datum wsplI defined by splI , for one choice of (d+, d−) with m− = d−/2
odd. In the following we show that ∆∗Wh = ∆wsplI

without assuming m− odd.
As in the setting of Lemma 4.7.4, we fix a type I Whittaker e.d. D∗ of V and an arbitrary

e.d. DH = (DH+ ,DH−) of V − and V + induce the given orientations on V − and V +. Then
we get an admissible isomorphism jDH ,D∗ : TDH

∼−→ TD∗ as in the setting of that lemma. Let
BD∗ be the Borel containing TD∗,C determined by D∗ via (4.4.1). By Lemma 4.7.4, we have

∆∗Wh = ∆jDH,D∗ ,BD∗
.(4.7.1)

To simplify notation we denote j := jDH ,D∗ , B := BD∗ , T := TD∗ , TH := TDH . We also let
T± := TH ∩H±, and let BH be the Borel of HC containing TH,C determined by (j, B). We
now recall the explicit formula for ∆j,B given in [Kot90, §7] and recalled in [Mor11, §3.2].15

Let Λ be the set of B-positive roots for (G∗C, TC) not coming from H through j. Namely,

Λ =
{
εi + εk, εi − εk|1 ≤ i ≤ m−, m− + 1 ≤ k ≤ m

}
.

Fix an element γ ∈ T (R) and let γH := j−1(γ) ∈ TH(R). For simplicity assume γ is strongly
regular in G∗. Then we have

∆j,B(γH , γ) = (−1)q(G
∗)+q(H)χB(γ)

∏
α∈Λ

(1− α(γ)) = χB(γ)
∏
α∈Λ

(1− α(γ)),(4.7.2)

where χB is a quasi-character on T (R) whose definition is recalled in [Mor11, Définition
3.2.1]. In [Mor11, Exemple 3.2.4] Morel proves in a special case the following formula:

χB = (ρBH ◦ j−1)ρ−1
B ,(4.7.3)

15Note that there is a typo in [Mor11, §3.2]. (1− α(γ−1)) there should be 1− α(γ).
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where ρB and ρBH , defined to be the half sum of the B-positive roots and the BH-positive
roots, are actual quasi-characters. In our case, ρB and ρBH are also actual quasi-characters.
We claim that (4.7.3) also holds in our case. In fact, when Morel proves (4.7.3), the only
special property she uses is that the cocycle a ∈ Z1(WR, T̂ ) used to define χB could be
arranged to satisfy the condition that it sends the element τ ∈ C× t C×τ = WR to 1 ∈ T̂ .
This is not needed16 in our case, because T is a product of U(1), and the image of a in
H1(WR, T̂ ), which determines χB via the local Langlands correspondence for T over R, only
depends on the homomorphism a|WC : WC → T̂ . The claim is proved.

By (4.7.3), we have

χB = −m+ε1 −m+ε2 − · · · −m+εm− .(4.7.4)

Having identified both T and TH with U(1)m, we write

γH = γ = (y1, y2, · · · , ym)

with each yi ∈ U(1)(R) ⊂ C×. In conclusion, by (4.7.1) (4.7.2) (4.7.4), we have

∆∗Wh(γH , γ) =
∏

1≤i≤m−
m−+1≤k≤m

y−1
i (1− yiy−1

k )(1− yiyk) =
∏

1≤i≤m−
m−+1≤k≤m

2(<yi −<yk).(4.7.5)

We now compute ∆wsplI
. In [Wal10] Waldspurger gives an explicit formula for the normal-

ization ∆0 (due to Langlands-Shelstad) without the factor ∆IV . Let us denote Waldspurger’s
formula by ∆Wal. Hence we have (cf. [KS99, §5.3], [KS12, §5.5])

∆wsplI
= εL(V, ψR)∆0 = εL(V, ψR)∆Wal∆IV ,(4.7.6)

where V is the virtual Γ∞-representation X∗(T0) ⊗ C − X∗(TH,0) ⊗ C, with T0 inside splI
and TH,0 inside any R-pinning of H. Since G∗ is split, T0 is necessarily split, so X∗(T0) is a
direct sum of trivial representations of Γ∞. When m− is even, X∗(TH,0) is a direct sum of
trivial representations, and when m− is odd, it is a direct sum of trivial representations and
two copies of X∗(U(1)). Therefore, by [Tat79, (3.2.2), (3.6.1)] we have

εL(V, ψR) =

{
1, m− even
−1, m− odd

= (−1)m
−
.(4.7.7)

By definition

∆IV (γH , γ) =
∏
α∈Λ

|α(γ)|−1/2 |1− α(γ)| =
∏

1≤i≤m−
m−+1≤k≤m

2 |<yi −<yk| .(4.7.8)

Waldspurger’s explicit formula reads ([Wal10, §1.10])

∆Wal(γH , γ) =
m−∏
i=1

sgn

(
ηci(1 + <yi)

∏
1≤k≤m
k 6=i

(<yi −<yk)
)
,(4.7.9)

16but could also be arranged.
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where ci ∈ {±1} is the definiteness of Vi, namely ci = (−1)i+1. Note that 1 + <yi > 0, and∏
1≤i,k≤m−

i 6=k

sgn(<yi −<yk) = (−1)m
−(m−−1)/2 = (−1)bm

−/2c,

m−∏
i=1

sgn ci =
m−∏
i=1

(−1)i+1 = (−1)bm
−/2c,

so from (4.7.9) we have

∆Wal(γH , γ) = sgn(η)m
− ∏

1≤i≤m−
m−+1≤k≤m

sgn(<yi −<yk).(4.7.10)

Combining (4.7.5) (4.7.6) (4.7.7) (4.7.8) (4.7.10) we have

∆wsplI
= (− sgn(η))m

−
∆∗Wh(γH , γ).

By assumption η = −1 for splI , so the proof is completed. �

4.8. G-endoscopic data for Levi subgroups. In this subsection we specialize to the case
where (V, q) is a quadratic space over R of signature (d− 2, 2) = (n, 2) as considered in §4.1.
We will continue using the notations established there.

Denote Wi := V ⊥i /Vi, i = 1, 2, considered as a quadratic space over R. Recall that the
signature of Wi is (n− i, 2− i). We proceed similarly as before to determine the quasi-split
inner form, L-group, and elliptic endoscopic data for SO(Wi). To fix notation we briefly go
over the construction once more. Firstly define a quasi-split quadratic space Wi of the same
dimension and discriminant as Wi. Then we fix an isomorphism

φi : Wi ⊗ C ∼−→ Wi ⊗ C
preserving the quadratic forms and satisfying the assumption in Definition 4.3.4, and use it
to get an isomorphism

ψi : SO(Wi)C
∼−→ SO(Wi)C

g 7→ φigφ
−1
i .

Define the function
ui : Gal(C/R)→ SO(Wi)(C)

ρ 7→ ρφiφ
−1
i .

We make two important compatibility assumptions. First note that it is always possible
to embed W i isometrically into V , such that its orthogonal complement is a split quadratic
space. We fix such an embedding. We also choose an embedding of MGL into SO of the
orthogonal complement of W i in V as a Levi subgroup. Then we have an embedding MGL×
SO(W i) ↪→ G∗ as a Levi subgroup. We assume the following two conditions:

(1) The following diagram commutes:

(4.8.1) M �
� //

ψi
��

G

ψ
��

MGL × SO(W i)
� � // SO(V )
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(2) The function u : Gal(C/R) → G∗(C) is equal to the composition of ui and the
embedding SO(W i)(C)→ G∗(C).

The fact that the two assumptions (together with the assumption in Definition 4.3.4 for
both φ and φi) can be arranged can be easily seen by choosing suitable bases ofWi, V,W i, V ,
and define the maps φ, φi on these bases.

Define the L-group L SO(Wi) of SO(Wi) as in §4.3.7. If d is odd, we have
L SO(Wi) = Spd−2i−1(C)×WR.

If d is even, we have
L SO(Wi) = SOd−2i(C) oWR,

where the action of WR is trivial or non-trivial according to whether the discriminant δi of
Wi is 1 or −1. Note that for d even we have δ = δ1 = δ2. Recall again that when d is even
we need to fix an orientation on Wi.

In general, we classify the elliptic endoscopic data for SO(Wi) as before, using pairs (d+, d−)
or quadruples (d+, δ+, d−, δ−), and for each such index we fix an explicit representative
analogously as before. To specify that these data are for the group SO(Wi), we will use
notations ed+,d−(Wi) or ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(Wi).

In the following we will work with the standard Levi subgroups M1,M2,M12. We let S
be a non-empty subset of {1, 2}, and use the notation MS. We denote the decomposition
(4.1.1) by

MS = MGL
S ×MSO

S ,

where MSO
S is SO(W1) or SO(W2). As we have already fixed the inner twisting to the quasi-

split inner form of MSO
S , we get an inner twisting to the quasi-split inner form of MS by

forming the direct product with MGL
S . Moreover we form the L-group LMS as

LMS = M̂GL
S × (LMSO

S ),

where M̂GL
S is given by

ĜL×jk = GLk(C)×j, ∀k, j ∈ N.

Given an endoscopic datum for MSO
S , we can extend it "trivially along MGL

S " to get an
endoscopic datum for MS. Namely, we multiply the endoscopic group by MGL

S and extend
the other parts of the datum trivially. This induces a bijection from the isomorphism classes
of elliptic endoscopic data forMSO

S to those forMS. Moreover the outer automorphism groups
of the endoscopic data are preserved under this bijection. We will use notations ed+,d−(MS)
or ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(MS) to denote the elliptic endoscopic data for MS obtained by extending the
explicit representatives of the corresponding data for MSO

S trivially along MGL
S .

The concepts of endoscopic G-data for a Levi subgroup M of G, isomorphisms between
them, and ellipticity, etc. are invented by Kottwitz in his unpublished notes and recalled in
[Mor10b]. We use notations E (G),E (M),EG(M) to denote the set of the elliptic endoscopic
data for G up to isomorphism, the elliptic endoscopic data for M up to isomorphism, and
the bi-elliptic G-endoscopic data for M up to isomorphism. Here bi-elliptic means that the
underlying endoscopic datum for M and the induced endoscopic datum for G should both
be elliptic.
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In the following we construct representatives of the G-endoscopic data for MS which
exhaust all the isomorphism classes that are bi-elliptic. For S = {1} or {1, 2} let IS := {1, 2}.
For S = {2} let IS := {1}. Let iS = max IS ∈ {1, 2}. Then we have

MSO
S = SO(WiS) = SO(V ⊥iS /ViS).

We will consider a subset PS of the power set P(IS). For S = {1, 2} or {2}, let

PS := P(IS).

For S = {1}, let
PS := {{1, 2} , ∅} .

We call the involution on PS sending A ∈PS to its complement Ac ∈PS swapping. In the
following we will fix S and omit it from all the subscripts.
The odd case.
Consider the set {(d+, d−)|d+, d− both odd, d+ + d− = d+ 1− 2i} parametrizing the el-

liptic endoscopic data for M (or, what amounts to the same, for MSO). We will abbreviate
this set simply as {(d+, d−)}. Form the direct product

P ×
{

(d+, d−)
}
.

For each element (A, d+, d−) of this set, we construct a G-endoscopic datum forM as follows.
From the pair (d+, d−) we build an (extended) endoscopic datum

((M ′)SO, sSO, ηSO : L(M ′)SO → LMSO)

for MSO = SO(Wi) as before. We then define (M ′, sM , ηM : LM ′ → LM), an endoscopic
datum for M , as follows. Let M ′ := MGL× (M ′)SO as an algebraic group over R. Let sM be
the element of LM = M̂GL× LMSO whose component in LMSO is sSO and whose component
in M̂GL is

• the identity matrix of size |A| = i if Ac = ∅,
• −1 times the identity matrix of size |Ac| = i if A = ∅,
• diag(1,−1) if A = {1} , Ac = {2},
• diag(−1, 1) if A = {2} , Ac = {1}.

Thus A (resp. Ac) is the subset of I recording the positions of 1’s (resp. −1’s) in the
coordinates of the component of sM in M̂GL.

We form the L-group LM ′ of M ′ as LM ′ = M̂GL × L(M ′)SO. The map

ηM : LM ′ = M̂GL × L(M ′)SO → LM = M̂GL × LMSO

is given by trivially extending ηSO. Thus we have defined an endoscopic datum (M ′, sM , ηM)
forMS. It turns out to be aG-endoscopic datum forM and is well defined up to isomorphisms
between G-endoscopic data for M . It also turns out to be bi-elliptic. In the future, we will
use the notation eA,Ac,d+,d−(M,G) = eA,d+,d− to denote the particular representative of the
G-endoscopic datum for M as constructed above, rather than just its isomorphism class.

In this way the set P × {(d+, d−)} parametrizes all the bi-elliptic G-endoscopic data
for M up to isomorphism. Two unequal elements (A, d+, d−) and (A1, d

+
1 , d

−
1 ) parametrize
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isomorphic G-endoscopic data for M if and only if A1 = Ac and d+ = d−1 . In other words,
we have a bijection

P ×
{

(d+, d−)
}
/simultaneous swapping ∼−→ EG(M).(4.8.2)

The maps EG(M) → E (G) and EG(M) → E (M) now can be described in terms of the
relevant parameters. The first map is

eA,d+,d−(M,G) 7→ ed++2|A|,d−+2|Ac|

and the second map is
eA,d+,d−(M,G) 7→ ed+,d−(M).

We provide one more piece of information about the map EG(M) → E (G). Consider the
G-endoscopic datum

eA,d+,d−(M,G) = (M ′, sM , ηM : LM ′ → LM)

for M . We have seen that up to isomorphism, it determines the endoscopic datum

ed++2|A|,d−+2|Ac| = (H, s, η : LH → LG)

for G. Recall that H = SO(V +)× SO(V −), where V + (resp. V −) is a split quadratic space
of dimension d+ + 2 |A| (resp. d− + 2 |Ac|). Also

M ′ = MGL × SO(W+)× SO(W−),

where W± is a split quadratic space of dimension d±. Now there is a canonical way of
viewing M ′ as a Levi subgroup of H, up to H(R)-conjugacy. We describe it now. Firstly we
choose isometric embeddings of W± into V ±. For simplicity we now assume |A| ≥ |Ac|. The
other cases are symmetric to these cases.

Suppose A = {1, 2} and Ac = ∅. We have MGL = GL2 or G2
m. First suppose MGL = GL2.

We choose a decomposition
V + = W+ ⊕ p⊕ p∨,

where p is an isotropic subspace of dimension i and W+ is orthogonal to p⊕ p∨. We embed
MGL × SO(W+) into SO(V +) as the stabilizer of this decomposition of V +. The chosen
embeddingW− ↪→ V − is an isomorphism, so we have an isomorphism SO(W−)

∼−→ SO(V −).
Together we get an embedding M ′ → H. Now we treat the case MGL = G2

m. This time we
choose a decomposition

V + = W+ ⊕ l1 ⊕ l∨1 ⊕ l2 ⊕ l∨2 ,
where l1 and l2 are isotropic lines and all three of W+, (l1 ⊕ l∨1 ), (l2 ⊕ l∨2 ) are mutually
orthogonal. We embedMGL×SO(W+) into SO(V +) as the stabilizer of this decomposition of
V +. Again the chosen embedding W− ↪→ V − is an isomorphism, so we have an isomorphism
SO(W−)

∼−→ SO(V −). Together we get an embedding M ′ → H
Suppose A = {1} and Ac = ∅. In this case MGL = Gm. We choose a decomposition

V + = W+ ⊕ l ⊕ l∨

where l is an isotropic line and W+ is orthogonal to l⊕ l∨. We embed MGL × SO(W+) into
SO(V +) as the stabilizer of this decomposition of V +. The chosen embedding W− ↪→ V −

is an isomorphism, so we have an isomorphism SO(W−)
∼−→ SO(V −). Together we get an

embedding M ′ → H.
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Suppose A = {k+} and Ac = {k−}, with {k+, k−} = {1, 2} . For V + and V −, we choose a
decomposition

V ± = W± ⊕ l± ⊕ l±,∨

where l± is an isotropic line and W± is orthogonal to l± ⊕ l±,∨. The stabilizers of these
decompositions define Levi subgroups of SO(V ±) of the form

M± = Gm × SO(W±).

The desired map

MGL × SO(W+)× SO(W−) = G2
m × SO(W+)× SO(W−)→ SO(V +)× SO(V −)

is given by grouping the k±-th factor of G2
m with SO(W±) and then mapping it into SO(V ±)

as the above-mentioned Levi subgroup.
Finally we determine the G-outer automorphism groups of elements in EG(M). We use the

notation OutG(·). Let e = eA,d+,d−(M,G). Note that by definition, OutG(e) is a subgroup of
Out(ed+,d−(M)). The latter group, equal to Out(ed+,d−(Wi)) (where we recall that ed+,d−(Wi)
is is an endoscopic datum for SO(Wi)), is nontrivial only for d+ = d−, in which case it contains
one non-trivial element, which switches the two factors of the endoscopic group. This extra
outer automorphism sends the element sM = (sGLsSO) in e to (sGL,−sSO). The two elements
(sGL,±sSO) are equal modulo Z(M̂) = Z(M̂GL)× Z(M̂SO), but they are not equal modulo
Z(Ĝ) (after being mapped into Ĝ under an admissible embedding LM → LG.) Therefore
this outer automorphism is not a G-outer automorphism. We conclude that OutG(e) = 1 for
any e ∈ EG(M).
The even case. In the even case, we first need to construct
Consider the set{

(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)|d+, d− both even, d+ + d− = d− 2i, δ+δ− = δ
}

minus

{(0,−1), (2, 1)} × {(0,−1), (2, 1)}
parametrizing the elliptic endoscopic data forMS. (Recall that in the even case bothW1 and
W2 have discriminant δ.) We will abbreviate this set simply as {(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)}. Similarly
as before we get a parametrization of all the bi-elliptic G-endoscopic data for M up to
isomorphism, by the set

P ×′
{

(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)
}
,

defined to be the subset of the Cartesian product consisting of tuples (A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−) such
that none of the following pairs is equal to (0,−1) or (2, 1):

(d+, δ+), (d−, δ−), (d+ + 2 |A| , δ+), (d− + 2 |Ac| , δ−).

We will use the notation eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G) to to denote the corresponding G-endoscopic
datum for MS. As in the odd case, we understand that this notation means the explicit
representative constructed analogously as in the odd case, rather than just its isomorphisms
class. We have an induced bijection

P ×′
{

(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)
}
/simultaneous swapping ∼−→ EG(M).(4.8.3)

The map EG(M)→ E (M) is given by

eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G) 7→ ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(M).
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The map EG(M)→ E (G) is given by

eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G) 7→ ed++2|A|,δ+,d−+2|Ac|,δ− .

As before, the endoscopic group M ′ in the datum eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G) can be viewed as a
Levi subgroup of the endoscopic group H in the datum ed++2|A|,δ+,d−+2|Ac|,δ− , in a way that is
canonical up to conjugation by H(R). The description of this is the same as in the odd case.
The only new feature is that, with the same notation as in the corresponding discussion in
the odd case, because V ± has the same discriminant as W±, it is possible to isometrically
embed W± into V ± in such a way that its orthogonal complement is a split quadratic space.

We now determine the G-outer automorphism groups of elements in EG(M). Recall from
§4.3.11 that there are two kinds of possible nontrivial outer automorphisms of the endoscopic
datum for M underlying eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G). One is swapping the two factors and the other
is simultaneous nontrivial outer automorphisms on the two factors of the endoscopic group.
The former is never a G-outer automorphism, by an argument similar to the odd case. The
latter, when present, is a G-outer automorphism. We conclude that

OutG(eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−) =

{
1, d+d− = 0

Z/2Z, otherwise.

4.9. Kostant-Weyl traces and discrete series characters, case M1. We keep the set-
ting in §4.1. Fix an irreducible algebraic representation V of GC. This gives rise to an
L-packet Π(V) of discrete series representations of G(R). Let Θ be the stable character
associated to Π(V). i.e. Θ is the sum of the characters of members of Π(V). Note that we
follow [Mor11] in this convention, whereas in [GKM97] a factor (−1)q(G) is included in the
definition of Θ. Consider M := M1, isomorphic to

GL2× SO(V ⊥2 /V2) ∼= GL2× SO(d− 4, 0).

The normalized stable discrete series character ΦG
M(γ,Θ) for γ ∈ M(R) is studied in

[Art89] and [GKM97]. See also [Mor10b, §3.2].
For our purpose it suffices to only consider regular elements γ ∈ T1(R), where T1 is the

elliptic maximal torus of M fixed in §4.1. Here regularity is understood with respect to the
root system of (GC, T1) (not (MC, T1)). Recall that T1 is of the form

T1 = T std
GL2
× TV ⊥2 /V2 .

We have also fixed in §4.1 a parametrized maximal split torus T ′ ∼= Gm
m of MC (where

m = bd/2c), and an inner automorphism ι1 of MC that maps T1 to T ′. We have denoted
the standard characters of T ′ by ε1, · · · , εm and used the same symbols to denote the corre-
sponding characters of T1,C, identifying X∗(T1) with X∗(T ′) using ι1. Recall from §4.1 that
the real roots are R = {±(ε1 + ε2)} in both the odd and the even case.

We write
γ = (

(
a b
−b a

)
, γV ⊥2 /V2) ∈ T1(R) = T std

GL2
(R)× TV ⊥2 /V2(R),

with a, b ∈ R and a2 + b2 6= 0. Note that the value (ε1 + ε2)(γ) is just the determinant on
the GL2 factor, namely a2 + b2.

We fix the positive system in the (complex) root datum Φ(GC, T
′) ∼= Φ(GC, T1) correspond-

ing to the natural order. Denote by B the corresponding Borel subgroup of GC containing
T1. This choice also endows the root datum Φ(M1,C, T1) with a positive system.
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Denote:
• Φ+ := positive roots in Φ(GC, T1).
• Φ+

M := positive roots in Φ(MC, T1).
• ρ ∈ X∗(T1)⊗Q the half sum of the positive roots in Φ(GC, T1).
• λ ∈ X∗(T1) the highest weight of V.
• N1 := the unipotent radical of P1.
• $1 := ε∨1 + ε∨2 ∈ X∗(T1), and t1 = 1− (d− 2) = 3− d, as in Definition 2.2.1.
• Ω := the complex Weyl group for (GC, T1).

Recall that LM is defined in Definition 2.4.1.

Proposition 4.9.1. Suppose a2 + b2 < 1. Then we have

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = 2(−1)q(G)+1LM(γ).(4.9.1)

Proof. We first compute the LHS. We follow the notations of [Mor11]. By [Mor11, Fait 3.1.6],
which follows [GKM97, §4], it is equal to

(−1)q(G)εR(γ)δP1(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1
∑
ω∈Ω

ε(ω)n(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).(4.9.2)

In our case, T1 is isomorphic to ResC/R(Gm) × U(1)m−2, so T1(R) is connected. Let A1 be
the maximal split sub-torus of T1. Then A1 = Gm, diagonally embedded inside ResC/R(Gm).
The maximal compact subgroup T1(R)1 of T1(R) is U(1)(R) × U(1)(R)m−2, where the first
U(1)(R) lies inside ResC/R(Gm)(R) = C×. We have the decomposition

T1(R) = A1(R)0 × T1(R)1,

under which the projection of γ to A1(R)0 equals to exp(x) =
√
a2 + b2, where

x = log
√
a2 + b2 ∈ R ∼= Lie(A1) = X∗(A1)R.

Let’s explain some notations.

δP1(R)(γ) := |det(ad(γ),Lie(N1))|R

∆M(γ) :=
∏
α∈Φ+

M

(1− α−1(γ)).

Also we have
Rγ := {α ∈ R|α(γ) > 0} = R.

Let R+
γ = {α ∈ R|α(γ) > 1}. Namely, we have R+

γ = {−ε1 − ε2}. Define

εR(γ) := (−1)|Φ+∩(−R+
γ )|.

In other words, εR(γ) is −1 to the number of positive roots in R that send γ into ]0, 1[. We
have

εR(γ) = (−1)1 = −1.

For ω ∈ Ω, define
• Φ(ω) = Φ+ ∩ (−ωΦ+),
• l(ω) = |Φ(ω)|,
• ε(ω) = (−1)l(ω).
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Now we recall the definition of n(γ, ωB). Since T1(R) is connected, we have γ ∈ G(R)0,
and n(γ, ωB) can be computed using the discrete series constants. (If γ were not in
ZG(R)G(R)0 = ZG(R) im(GSC(R)), we would have n(γ, ωB) = 0.) As the root system
R = Rγ in X∗(A1)R has its Weyl group {±1} containing −1, we have the "discrete series
constant" function:

c̄ = c̄R : X∗(A1)R ×X∗(A1)R → Z.
For the general definition of the discrete series constants cf. [GKM97, §3]. We have

n(γ, ωB) = c̄(x, ℘(ωλ+ ωρ)).

In our case, we have assumed a2 + b2 < 1, so

x = log
√
a2 + b2 ∈ R<0

∼= R>0(−ε∨1 − ε∨2 ).

Hence

n(γ, ωB) =

{
2, ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0(ε1 + ε2)

0, ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0(−ε1 − ε2).

We conclude that

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = 2(−1)q(G)+1δP1(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1

∑
ω∈Ω

℘(ω(λ+ρ))∈R>0(ε1+ε2)

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).

(4.9.3)

Now we compute the RHS of (4.9.1). Let Ω1 be the Weyl group of (MC, T1). It is naturally
a subgroup of Ω. Consider

Ω′1 := {ω ∈ Ω|Φ(ω) ⊂ Φ(T1, N1)} ⊂ Ω.

It is a set of representatives of Ω1\Ω. We now apply Kostant’s Theorem ([Kos61]), in the
form as on p. 1700 of [Mor11]. This states that as an algebraic representation of MC, we
have

Hk(Lie(N1),V) ∼=
⊕
ω′∈Ω′1
l(ω′)=k

Vω′(λ+ρ)−ρ.

Here Vω′(λ+ρ)−ρ denotes the irreducible algebraic representation of MC whose highest weight
with respect to the fixed positive system in Φ(M1,C, T1) is ω′(λ+ ρ)− ρ. Consequently,

Hk(Lie(N1),V)>t1
∼=

⊕
ω′∈Ω′1
l(ω′)=k

〈ω′(λ+ρ)−ρ,$1〉>t1

Vω′(λ+ρ)−ρ.

As we have

t1 = 〈−ρ,$1〉(4.9.4)

by a simple computation, the condition that 〈ω′(λ+ ρ)− ρ,$1〉 > t1 is equivalent to

〈ω′(λ+ ρ), $1〉 > 0.

According to Weyl’s character formula (cf. [Mor11, Fait 3.1.6 ]), we have

Tr(γ,Vλ′) = ∆M(γ)−1
∑
ω1∈Ω1

ε(ω1)(ω1λ
′)(γ)

∏
α∈ΦM (ω1)

α−1(γ),
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where ΦM(ω1) := Φ+
M ∩ (−ω1Φ+

M) is defined analogously as Φ(ω). Therefore we have

Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(N1),V)>t1) =
∑
ω′∈Ω′1

〈ω′(λ+ρ),$1〉>0

(−1)l(ω
′) Tr(γ,Vω′(λ+ρ)−ρ)

=
∑
ω′∈Ω′1

〈ω′(λ+ρ),$1〉>0

ε(ω′)∆M(γ)−1
∑
ω1∈Ω1

ε(ω1)(ω1(ω′(λ+ ρ)− ρ))(γ)
∏

α∈ΦM (ω1)

α−1(γ).

Since $1 are invariant under Ω1, and multiplication induces a bijection Ω1 × Ω′1 → Ω, the
last formula is equal to∑

ω∈Ω
〈ω(λ+ρ),$1〉>0

ε(ω)∆M(γ)−1(ωλ)(γ)(ωρ− p1(ω)ρ)
∏

α∈ΦM (p1(ω))

α−1(γ),

where for ω ∈ Ω we have denoted by p1(ω) the unique element in Ω1 such that ω = p1(ω)ω′

for some ω′ ∈ Ω′1. Now for any three elements ω1 ∈ Ω1, ω
′ ∈ Ω′1, ω ∈ Ω satisfying ω = ω1ω

′,
we have the relation

ω(ρ)− ω1(ρ)−
∑

α∈ΦM (ω1)

α = −
∑

α∈Φ(ω)

α.

We conclude that

Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(N1),V)>t1) =
∑

ω∈Ω,〈ω(λ+ρ),$1〉>0

ε(ω)∆M(γ)−1(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ),

so by Definition 2.4.1,

LM(γ) = δ
1/2
P1(R)

∑
ω∈Ω,〈ω(λ+ρ),$1〉>0

ε(ω)∆M(γ)−1(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).(4.9.5)

Comparing (4.9.3) and (4.9.5), we see that the proof is complete once we check that for
ω ∈ Ω,

〈ω(λ+ ρ), $1〉 > 0⇐⇒ ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0(ε1 + ε2).

Since either ℘(ω(λ+ρ)) ∈ R>0(ε1 +ε2) or ℘(ω(λ+ρ)) ∈ R>0(−ε1−ε2), the above equivalence
is true. �

4.10. Kostant-Weyl traces and discrete series characters, odd case M2. In the even
case the following discussion on M2 is not needed since TrM2 = 0 (cf. Remark 2.6.2). We
thus assume that d is odd.

Let M := M2, isomorphic to
Gm × SO(V ⊥1 /V1).

Let T2 be as in §4.1. Let Θ be as in §4.9. We will consider the values ΦG
M(γ,Θ), for regular

γ ∈ T2(R). Recall from §4.1 that

T2 = Gm × TV ⊥1 /V1 .

Accordingly we write
γ = (a, γV ⊥1 /V1), a ∈ R×

Recall from §4.1 that the real roots of (GC, T2) are R = {±ε1}.
Denote

$2 := 2ε∨1 ∈ X∗(T12)
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t2 := 0− (d− 2) = 2− d

as in Definition 2.2.1.
Recall that LM(γ) is defined in Definition 2.4.2.

Proposition 4.10.1. When a < 0, we have ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = 0. When 0 < a < 1, we have

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = (−1)q(G)+1LM(γ).

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.9.1, we have the following formula for ΦG
M(γ,Θ):

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = (−1)q(G)εR(γ)δP1(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1

∑
ω∈Ω

ε(ω)n(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).

Now T2 is isomorphic to Gm × U(1)m−1. Let A2 be the maximal split sub-torus of T2.
Then A2 = Gm. The maximal compact subgroup T2(R)1 of T2(R) is {±1} × U(1)(R)m−1.
We have the decomposition

T2(R) = A2(R)0 × T2(R)1,

under which the projection of γ to A2(R)0 equals to exp(x) = |a|, where

x = log |a| ∈ R ∼= Lie(A2) = X∗(A2)R.

When a < 0, we have Rγ = ∅, so its Weyl group in X∗(A2) does not contain −1. Then as
argued in [GKM97, §4], γ cannot lie inside ZG(R) im(GSC(R)) = G(R)0 (which can also be
seen directly), and hence all n(γ, ωB) = 0.

Assume 0 < a < 1. Then γ ∈ G(R)0. Thus the numbers n(γ, ωB) are computed using the
root system Rγ = R = {±ε1} in X∗(A2)R = R.

We have
εR(γ) = −1.

n(γ, ωB) = c̄(x, ℘(ωλ+ ωρ)) =

{
2, ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0ε1
0, ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0(−ε1).

Note that analogously to (4.9.4), we have

t2 = 〈−ρ,$2〉.(4.10.1)

Using this, a similar computation as (4.9.5) yields

Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(N2),V)>t2) =
∑
ω∈Ω

〈ω(λ+ρ),$2〉>0

ε(ω)∆M(γ)−1(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ),

where Ω is the complex Weyl group for (GC, T2). Regarding Definition 2.4.2, we are reduced
to checking that for ω ∈ Ω,

〈ω(λ+ ρ), $2〉 > 0⇐⇒ ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ R>0ε1,

which is obvious. �
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4.11. Kostant-Weyl traces and discrete series characters, case M12. In this sub-
section we drop the assumption that d is odd made in §4.10. Let M := M12, isomorphic
to

Gm ×Gm × SO(V ⊥2 /V2).

Let T12 be as in §4.1. Let Θ be the same as in §4.9 and §4.10. We will consider the values
ΦG
M(γ,Θ), for regular γ ∈ T12(R). In fact, we will also consider a variant of it, denoted by

ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc.

Recall from §4.1 that
T2 = Gm ×Gm × TV ⊥2 /V2 .

Accordingly we write
γ = (a, b, γV ⊥1 /V1), a, b ∈ R×.

Recall from §4.1 that the real roots of (GC, T12) are{
R = {±ε1,±ε2,±ε1 ± ε2} , odd case
R = {±ε1 ± ε2} , even case.

As in §4.9, we fix the positive system in Φ(GC, T
′) ∼= Φ(GC, T12) corresponding to the

natural order. Denote by B the corresponding Borel subgroup of GC containing T12. This
choice also endows the root datum Φ(M12,C, T12) with a positive system.

Denote:
• Φ+ := positive roots in Φ(GC, T12).
• Φ+

M := positive roots in Φ(MC, T12).
• Φ+

M2
:= positive roots in Φ(M2,C, T2). (This can be viewed also as a subset of X∗(T12),

as we have fixed isomorphisms T12
∼−→ T ′

∼−→ T2 over C.)
• ρ ∈ X∗(T12)⊗Q the half sum of the positive roots in Φ(GC, T12).
• λ ∈ X∗(T12) the highest weight of V.
• $1, $2, t1, t2 as in §4.9 and §4.10, or Definition 2.2.1.
• Ω := the complex Weyl group for (GC, T12).

Recall that LM(γ) is defined in Definition 2.3.5.

Lemma 4.11.1. We have

LM(γ) = δ
1/2
P12(R)(γ) Tr(γ,RΓ(LieNP12 ,V)>t12)(4.11.1)

+ δ
1/2
P12(R)(n12γn

−1
12 ) Tr(n12γn

−1
12 , RΓ(LieNP12 ,V)>t12)

−
∣∣DM2

M (γ)
∣∣1/2 δ1/2

P2(R)(γ) Tr(γ,RΓ(LieNP2 ,V)>t2).

Proof. From Definition 2.3.5 and Lemma 2.3.3, it suffices to compute the two quantities

(−1)dimAgMg−1/AMP

(nMP

gMg−1)
−1 :=

∣∣NorMP
(gMg−1)(Q)/(gMg−1)(Q)

∣∣−1

for (P, g) = (P12, 1) or (P12, n12) or (P2, 1). To compute the second quantity, we use the
observation on p. 532 of [GKM97] that for a Q-Levi subgroup M ′ of a reductive group G′
over Q, we have NorG′(M

′)(Q) = NorG′(AM ′)(Q).
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For (P, g) = (P12, 1) or (P12, n12),

(−1)dimAgMg−1/AMP = (−1)0 = 1

(nMP

gMg−1)
−1 = 1.

For (P, g) = (P2, 1)

(−1)dimAgMg−1/AMP = (−1)1 = −1

(nMP

gMg−1)
−1 = 2−1

Here the non-trivial element in NorMP
(gMg−1)(Q)/(gMg−1)(Q) is represented by n12 defined

in Definition 2.3.2. �

We next compute the Tr terms in (4.11.1). Note that the case S = {2} in the following
lemma was already used in the proof of Proposition 4.10.1.

Lemma 4.11.2. For S = {12} or {2}, we have

Tr(γ,RΓ(Lie(NS),V)>tS) =
∑
ω∈Ω

〈ω(λ+ρ),$i〉>0, ∀i∈S

ε(ω)∆MS
(γ)−1(ωλ)(γ)

∏
α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).(4.11.2)

Proof. The lemma follows from Kostant’s Theorem similarly as (4.9.5). �

In the following definition we define certain quantities that will appear both in the odd
case and even case computation.

Definition 4.11.3. Define

η2(γ) :=
∏

α∈Φ+
M2
−Φ+

M

|1− α−1(γ)|
1− α−1(γ)

.

For ω ∈ Ω, define

N1(ω) =

{
1, 〈ω(λ+ ρ), $i〉 > 0, i = 1, 2

0, else

N2(ω) =

{
1, 〈ω(λ+ ρ), ω0$i〉 > 0, i = 1, 2

0, else

N3(ω) =

{
1, 〈ω(λ+ ρ), $2〉 > 0

0, else.

We now break our discussion into the odd case and the even case.

4.11.4. The odd case.

Lemma 4.11.5. Assume d is odd.
(1) When 0 < b < 1,

LM(γ) · (δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1)−1 =

=
∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω)−N2(ω) +N3(ω)]

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

 .
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(2) When b > 1,

LM(γ) · (δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1)−1 =

=
∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω)−N2(ω)−N3(ω)]

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

 .
(3) When b < 0,

LM(γ) · (δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1)−1 =

=
∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω) +N2(ω)−N3(ω)]

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

 .
Proof. Arguing as [Mor11, p. 1701], we have∣∣DM2

M (γ)
∣∣1/2 δP2(R)(γ)1/2∆M2(γ)−1 = η2(γ)δP12(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1.(4.11.3)

To proceed, we argue as [Mor11, p. 1702].
Denote γ′ := n12γn

−1
12 . The action Int(n12) on TM is induced by the element ω0 = sε2 (i.e.

reflection along ε2) in the Weyl group Ω. For ω ∈ Ω, we have:

δ
1/2
P12(R)(γ

′)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ′) =
∏
α∈Φ+

|α(γ′)|1/2
∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2
∏

α∈Φ+∩(−ωΦ+)

α(γ′)−1

=
∏

α∈ω0Φ+

|α(γ)|1/2
∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2
∏

α∈ω0Φ+∩(−ω0ωΦ+)

α(γ)−1.

Also by definition

δ
1/2
P12(R)(γ)

∏
α∈Φ(ω0ω)

α−1(γ) =
∏
α∈Φ+

|α(γ)|1/2
∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ)|−1/2
∏

α∈Φ+∩(−ω0ωΦ+)

α(γ)−1.

Hence

δ
1/2
P12(R)(γ

′)
∏

α∈Φ(ω) α
−1(γ′)

δ
1/2
P12(R)(γ)

∏
α∈Φ(ω0ω) α

−1(γ)
=

∏
α∈ω0Φ+ |α(γ)|1/2

∏
α∈Φ+

M
|α(γ′)|−1/2∏

α∈ω0Φ+∩(−ω0ωΦ+) α(γ)−1∏
α∈Φ+ |α(γ)|1/2

∏
α∈Φ+

M
|α(γ)|−1/2∏

α∈Φ+∩(−ω0ωΦ+) α(γ)−1

(4.11.4)

=
∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2
·

∏
α∈Φ+∩(−ω0Φ+)

|α(γ)|−1 α(γ).

Now for ω ∈ Ω,
(ωλ)(γ′) = (ω0ωλ)(γ),

ε(ω) = ε(ω0)ε(ω0ω)

〈ω(λ+ ρ), $i〉 = 〈ω0ω(λ+ ρ), ω0$i〉.
Hence by (4.11.2),

Tr(γ′, RΓ(Lie(N12),V)>t12) = ε(ω0)
∑

ω∈Ω,〈ω(λ+ρ),ω0$i〉>0

ε(ω)∆M(γ′)−1(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω0ω)

α−1(γ′).

(4.11.5)
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Combining (4.11.1)(4.11.2) (4.11.3) (4.11.4) (4.11.5), we have

LM(γ) · (δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1)−1 =(4.11.6) ∑
ω∈Ω

〈ω(λ+ρ),$i〉>0, i=1,2

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)+

+ ε(ω0)A(γ, γ′)
∑
ω∈Ω

〈ω(λ+ρ),ω0$i〉>0, i=1,2

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

− η2(γ)
∑
ω∈Ω

〈ω(λ+ρ),$2〉>0

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

=
∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω) + ε(ω0)A(γ, γ′)N2(ω)− η2(γ)N3(ω)]

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

 .
where

A(γ, γ′) :=
∆M(γ)

∆M(γ′)

∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2

∏
α∈Φ(ω0)

α(γ)

|α(γ)|
.

We have ε(ω0) = −1. To finish the proof it suffices to compute the two quantities

A(γ, γ′) and η2(γ).

To compute A(γ, γ′), note that

∆M(γ)

∆M(γ′)
=
∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2
= 1

because γγ′−1 ∈ ZM . To compute
∏

α∈Φ(ω0) |α(γ)|−1 α(γ), we have Φ(ω0) = {ε2, ε2 ± εj, j ≥ 3}
and we know that ε2 + εj is complex conjugate to ε2 − εj for j ≥ 3 (with respect to the real
structure of T12). Hence we have

A(γ, γ′) =
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

|α(γ)|−1 α(γ) = |ε2(γ)|−1 ε2(γ).(4.11.7)

We are left to compute η2(γ). We have Φ+
M2
− Φ+

M = {ε2, ε2 ± εj, j ≥ 3}. Using the
observation above that ε2 + εj is the complex conjugate to ε2 − εj for j ≥ 3, we have

η2(γ) =

∣∣1− ε−1
2 (γ)

∣∣
1− ε−1

2 (γ)
=

{
1, ε2(γ) < 0 or > 1

−1, 0 < ε2(γ) < 1
.(4.11.8)

We finish the proof by combining (4.11.6) (4.11.7) (4.11.8). �

Next we study ΦG
M and a variant of it, denoted by ΦG

M,endosc. As usual we have

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = (−1)q(G)εR(γ)δP1(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1

∑
ω∈Ω

ε(ω)n(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).

(4.11.9)
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Definition 4.11.6. When a, b > 0, consider Rendosc := {±ε1,±ε2}. This root system in
X∗(A12)R also has −1 in its Weyl group. We use this to define nendosc(γ, ω). When it is not
the case that a, b > 0, we define nendosc = 0.

Definition 4.11.7.

ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc := (−1)q(G)εR(γ)δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1×

×
∑
ω∈Ω

ε(ω)nendosc(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).

Here, as always, εR(γ) is −1 to the number of positive roots in R that send γ into ]0, 1[. We
deliberately use εR instead of εRendosc

.

Proposition 4.11.8. When ab < 0, we have ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = ΦG

M(γ,Θ)endosc = 0. When ab > 0,
we have

4(−1)q(G)LM(γ) = ΦG
M(γ,Θ) + ΦG

M(γ,Θ)endosc, for x1 < − |x2| , x2 6= 0,

where we have written x = (log |a| , log |b|) = (x1, x2).

Proof. We have T12
∼= Gm × Gm × TV ⊥2 /V2 . Its maximal split sub-torus is A12 = Gm × Gm.

The maximal compact subgroup T12(R)1 of T12(R) is {±1} × {±1} × TV ⊥2 /V2(R). Under the
decomposition

T12(R) = A12(R)0 × T12(R)1,

the coordinate of γ in A12(R)0 is (|a| , |b|) = exp(x), where we view x = (x1, x2) as an element
of R2 = Lie(A12) = X∗(A12)R.

We first treat the case ab < 0. Then ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc = 0 by definition. To show

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = 0, note that Rγ = {±ε1} or {±ε2}. Thus as a root system in X∗(A12)R ∼= R2,

Rγ does not have −1 in its Weyl group. Then as argued in [GKM97, §4], γ cannot lie inside
ZG(R) im(GSC(R)) = G(R)0 (which can also be seen directly), and hence all n(γ, ωB) = 0,
and ΦG

M(γ,Θ) = 0 as desired.
We now assume ab > 0. We first assume a, b > 0. In the range x1 < − |x2|, there are three

cases to consider, namely 0 < a < b < 1 or 0 < ab < 1 < b. We have

εR(γ) =

{
1, 0 < a < b < 1

−1, 0 < ab < 1 < b.

Comparing Lemma 4.11.5 and the formulas (cf. (4.11.9) and Definition 4.11.7) for ΦG
M(γ,Θ)

and ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc, it suffices to prove that, for any ω ∈ Ω:
• When 0 < a < b < 1,

1

4
(n(γ, ωB) + nendosc(γ, ωB)) = N1(ω)−N2(ω) +N3(ω).

• When 0 < ab < 1 < b,

1

4
(n(γ, ωB) + nendosc(γ, ωB)) = −N1(ω) +N2(ω) +N3(ω).
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We call the two sides of the above two desired relations LHS and RHS.
Since obviously γ ∈ T12(R)0 ⊂ G(R)0, the numbers n(γ, ωB) are computed using the root

system Rγ in X∗(A12)R. We also have Rγ = R. In R2 = {(x1, x2)}, the two coordinate axes
and the two diagonals x1 = ±x2 divide R2 into eight zones. Call the zone 0 < x2 < x1 zone
(I), and number the other zones counterclockwise, with (II), (III), · · · , (V III). We also
use the name of the zone to denote its characteristic function.

The functions ω 7→ n(γ, ωB), ω 7→ nendosc(γ, ωB), ω 7→ Ni(ω), which are functions in ω,
only depend on ℘(ω(λ+ ρ)) ∈ X∗(A12)R ∼= R2. We now view them as functions on R2.

When 0 < a < b < 1,
4−1n(γ, ·) = (II) + (V III)

4−1nendosc(γ, ·) = (I) + (II)

so LHS = (I) + 2(II) + (V III).

N1 = (I) + (II) + (V III),

N2 = (I) + (V II) + (V III),

N3 = (I) + (II) + (V II) + (V III)

so RHS = (I) + 2(II) + (V III). We have LHS = RHS as desired.
When 0 < ab < 1 < b,

4−1n(γ, ·) = (I) + (V II)

4−1nendosc(γ, ·) = (V II) + (V III)

so LHS = (I) + 2(V II) + (V III). The computations for N1, N2, N3 remain the same, so
RHS = (I) + 2(V II) + (V III). We have LHS = RHS as desired.

We now treat the case a, b < 0. In this case ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc = 0 by definition. We have

εR(γ) = 1. Comparing Lemma 4.11.5 and (4.11.9), it suffices to prove that, for any ω ∈ Ω:
1

4
n(γ, ωB) = N1(ω) +N2(ω)−N3(ω).

We claim that γ ∈ G(R)0. In fact, since TV ⊥2 /V 2(R) is connected (being a product of copies
of the circle group), it suffices to prove that

γ1 := (−1,−1, 1) ∈ Gm(R)×Gm(R)× TV ⊥2 /V2(R)

is in G(R)0. But γ1 acts as −1 on RX1 + RX2 and on RY1 + RY2, where Xi = ei + e′i and
Yi = ei−e′i. Now RX1 +RX2 is a positive definite plane and RY1 +RY2 is a negative definite
plane, and γ1 acts on both of them with determinant 1. It follows that γ, γ1 ∈ G(R)0.

By the claim, the numbers n(γ, ωB) are computed using the root system Rγ inX∗(A12)R =
R2. We have Rγ = {±ε1 ± ε2}.

Since x1 < − |x2|,
4−1n(γ, ·) = (I) + (V III)

Now
N1 = (I) + (II) + (V III),

N2 = (I) + (V II) + (V III),

N3 = (I) + (II) + (V II) + (V III),

so N1 +N2 −N3 = (I) + (V III) = 4−1n(γ, ·), as desired.
�
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The following two propositions will also be needed later.

Proposition 4.11.9. Assume d is odd. Let γ = (a, b, γV ⊥2 /V2) ∈ T12(R)0, with ab > 0, a 6= b.
Let γ′ ∈ T12(R)0 be the element obtained from γ by switching a and b. Then

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = ΦG

M(γ′,Θ)

and
εR(γ)εRendosc

(γ)ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc = −εR(γ′)εRendosc

(γ′)ΦG
M(γ′,Θ)endosc.

Here εRendosc
(γ) is −1 to the number of positive roots in Rendosc that send γ into ]0, 1[.

Proof. The first equality is true because γ 7→ γ′ is induced by an element of (NorGM12)(R),
and ΦG

M(·,Θ) is invariant under the latter group. In the following we prove the second
equality. The functions εRendosc

and ∆M are invariant under γ 7→ γ′, so we need to check

δP12(R)(γ)1/2
∑
ω

ε(ω)nendosc(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

= −δP12(R)(γ
′)1/2

∑
ω

ε(ω)nendosc(γ
′, ωB)(ωλ)(γ′)

∏
α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ′).

Let s := sε1−ε2 ∈ Ω, so that γ′ = sγ. For any ω ∈ Ω, we have nendosc(γ
′, sωB) =

nendosc(γ, ωB). (Both are zero in case a, b < 0.) Arguing in the same way as the discussion
around (4.11.4) (4.11.5), we reduce to checking the following:

−1 = −
∏

α∈Φ+∩(−sΦ+)

|α(γ)|−1 α(γ).

This is true because Φ+ ∩ (−sΦ+) = {ε1 − ε2}.
�

Proposition 4.11.10. Assume d is odd. Let γ = (a, b, γV ⊥2 /V2) ∈ T12(R)0, with ab > 0, a 6= b.
Let γ′ ∈ T12(R)0 be the element obtained from γ by switching replacing a with a−1. Then

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = ΦG

M(γ′,Θ),

and
εR(γ)εRendosc

(γ)ΦG
M(γ,Θ)endosc = εR(γ′)εRendosc

(γ′)ΦG
M(γ′,Θ)endosc.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.11.9, the first equality is true because γ 7→ γ′ is
induced by an element of (NorGM12)(R). To prove the second equality, let s := sε1 ∈ Ω, so
that γ′ = sγ. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.11.9, we need only check
that ∏

α∈Φ+∩(−sΦ+)

|α(γ)|−1 α(γ) =

{
1, εRendosc

(sγ)εRendosc
(γ) = −1

−1, εRendosc
(sγ)εRendosc

(γ) = 1
,

or equivalently, ∏
α∈Φ+∩(−sΦ+)

|α(γ)|−1 α(γ) = sgn(a).(4.11.10)

Now to compute the LHS of (4.11.10), we may restrict the product to only those α that are
real, because Φ+ ∩ (−sΦ+) is stable under complex conjugation and the product over all the
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non-real roots in it is obviously 1. The real roots in Φ+ ∩ (−sΦ+) are ε1, ε1 + ε2, ε1 − ε2.
Hence the LHS of (4.11.10) is equal to sgn(a)3 = sgn(a), as desired. �

4.11.11. The even case.

Lemma 4.11.12. Assume d is even. We have

LM(γ)(δP12(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1)−1 =
∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω) +N2(ω)−N3(ω)] ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ).

Proof. Since the choice of n12|V ⊥2 /V2 in Definition 2.3.2 does not affect the value of LM(γ),
we may and will assume that Intn12 stabilizes the torus T12. Moreover, we may and will
assume that the automorphism of T12 induced by it is given by the element ω0 := sε2sε3 in
Ω. (Note the difference in the definition of ω0 from the proof of Lemma 4.11.5 in the odd
case.) The identity (4.11.6) is still valid, where A(γ, γ′) has the same definition

A(γ, γ′) :=
∆M(γ)

∆M(γ′)

∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2

∏
α∈Φ(ω0)

α(γ)

|α(γ)|
.

Using the fact that ε(ω0) = 1, the quantity (4.11.6) in the even case is equal to

∑
ω∈Ω

[N1(ω) + A(γ, γ′)N2(ω)− η2(γ)N3(ω)]

ε(ω)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ)

 .(4.11.11)

To finish the proof it suffices to prove that

A(γ, γ′) = η2(γ) = 1.

We compute A(γ, γ′). Write xj := εj(γ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We have

∆M(γ)

∆M(γ′)
=
∏
α∈Φ+

M

1− α−1(γ)

1− α−1(γ′)
=

∏
α∈{ε3±εj ,j≥4}

1− α−1(γ)

1− α−1(γ′)
=
∏
j≥4

1− x−1
3 x−1

j

1− x3x
−1
j

1− x−1
3 xj

1− x3xj
=
∏
j≥4

x−2
3 .

(4.11.12)

Also ∏
α∈Φ+

M

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2
=

∏
α∈{ε3±εj ,j≥4}

|α(γ′)|−1/2

|α(γ)|−1/2
=
∏
j≥4

∣∣∣∣∣x−1
3 xj
x3xj

x−1
3 x−1

j

x3x
−1
j

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=
∏
j≥4

|x3|2 .(4.11.13)

To compute
∏

α∈Φ(ω0) α(γ) |α(γ)|−1, we have

Φ(ω0) = {ε2 ± εj, j ≥ 4} ∪ {ε3 ± εj, j ≥ 4} ∪ {ε2 ± ε3} .
Note that ε2 + εj is complex conjugate to ε2 − εj, for j ≥ 3. Hence we have∏

α∈Φ(ω0)

α(γ)

|α(γ)|
=

∏
α∈{ε3±εj ,j≥4}

α(γ)

|α(γ)|
=
∏
j≥4

x3xjx3x
−1
j∣∣x3xjx3x
−1
j

∣∣ =
∏
j≥4

x2
3

|x3|2
.(4.11.14)

Combining (4.11.12) (4.11.13) (4.11.14), we conclude that A(γ, γ′) = 1, as desired.
We are left to prove that η2(γ) = 1. We have Φ+

M2
− Φ+

M = {ε2 ± εj, j ≥ 3}. As observed
before ε2 + εj is complex conjugate to ε2 − εj for all j ≥ 3. Hence η2(γ) = 1 as desired. �
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Proposition 4.11.13. Assume d is even. When ab < 0, we have

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = 0.

When ab > 0, we have

4(−1)q(G)LM(γ) = ΦG
M(γ,Θ), for x1 < − |x2| , x2 6= 0,

where we have written x = (log |a| , log |b|) = (x1, x2).

Proof. As in the odd case, we have

ΦG
M(γ,Θ) = (−1)q(G)εR(γ)δP1(R)(γ)1/2∆M(γ)−1

∑
ω∈Ω

ε(ω)n(γ, ωB)(ωλ)(γ)
∏

α∈Φ(ω)

α−1(γ),

where εR(γ) is −1 to the number of positive roots in R that send γ into ]0, 1[.
Now if ab < 0, then Rγ = ∅. Thus as a root system inX∗(A12)R ∼= R2, Rγ does not have −1

in its Weyl group. Then as argued in [GKM97, §4] , γ cannot lie inside ZG(R) im(GSC(R)) =
G(R)0, and hence all n(γ, ωB) = 0. Therefore ΦG

M(γ,Θ) = 0.
Suppose ab > 0. Firstly note that in the range x1 < − |x2|, we have εR(γ) = 1. In view of

Lemma 4.11.12, it suffices to prove that, for any ω ∈ Ω:

4−1n(γ, ωB) = N1(ω) +N2(ω)−N3(ω).

Arguing as in the odd case, we know that γ ∈ G(R)0, so the numbers n(γ, ωB) are
computed using the root system Rγ in X∗(A12)R. We have Rγ = R = {±ε1 ± ε2}.

Since x1 < − |x2|,
4−1n(γ, ·) = (I) + (V III)

Now
N1 = (I) + (II) + (V III),

N2 = (I) + (V II) + (V III),

N3 = (I) + (II) + (V II) + (V III).

Hence N1 +N2 −N3 = (I) + (V III) = 4−1n(γ, ·), as desired. �

5. Global and v-adic endoscopy

5.1. Global and v-adic endoscopic data. We can fix representatives for the elliptic endo-
scopic data for GQ or GQv , v a finite place, just as for GR. More precisely, we will always use
the quasi-split quadratic space with the same dimension and discriminant as (V, q) (over Q
or Qv) to represent the quasi-split inner twisting of G; and we will use quasi-split quadratic
spaces with trivial discriminant to represent the endoscopic groups in the odd case, and use
quasi-split quadratic spaces, whose discriminants multiply to the discriminant of (V, q), to
represent the endoscopic groups in the even case. Here, quasi-split quadratic spaces with
given discriminants are defined in Definition 3.1.1 and Definition 3.2.1. Moreover, in the even
case, zero-dimensional quadratic spaces with non-trivial discriminants and two-dimensional
quadratic spaces with trivial discriminants will not appear in the endoscopic groups. As in
the case over R, for all the elliptic endoscopic data over Q or Qv we can and do choose a
fixed L embedding from the L-group of the endoscopic group to LG. In the odd case this
is trivial, since all the endoscopic groups are split. In the even case this is to be specified
below.
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Thus we may use pairs (d+, d−) (resp. quadruples (d+, δ+, d−, δ−)) to index elliptic endo-
scopic data in the odd (resp. even) case, just as over R. Of course now in the even case, δ±
lies in Q×/Q×,2 or Q×v /Q×,2v , rather than R×/R×,2 ∼= {±1}. Also, for M ∈ {M1,M2,M12} a
standard Levi subgroup of G, the (bi-elliptic) G-endoscopic data for M will be represented
similarly as over R. They are parametrized by the parameters (A, d+, d−) in the odd case
and (A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−) in the even case in exactly the same way as over R, the only difference
being that now in the even case δ+ and δ− range over Q×/Q×,2 or Q×v /Q×,2v .

We use notations E(GF ), E(MF ), EGF (MF ) analogously to the case over R, where F = Q
or Qv. When the context is clear, we omit the subscript F .

We make explicit some details in the even case. Let F = Q or Qv where v is an odd prime.

5.1.1. Even case with δ /∈ F×,2. In this case G∗ is quasi-split but not split. Denote Fδ :=
F (
√
δ). We represent LG as Ĝo Gal(Fδ/F ). Here Ĝ = SOd(C) as in the real case, and the

non-trivial element in Gal(Fδ/F ) acts on Ĝ by conjugation by the permutation matrix on
Cd that switches êd/2 and êd/2+1.

Consider an endoscopic group H = SO(d+, δ+) × SO(d−, δ−). Here d+ + d− = d and
δ+δ− = δ. Denote Fδ± := F (

√
δ±), and FH := F (

√
δ+,
√
δ−).

When F = Q, we know that either FH is a Z/2 × Z/2 extension of F , in which case
Fδ+ , Fδ− , Fδ are the three quadratic fields inside it, or FH = Fδ, in which case exactly one of
δ± is in F×,2.

When F = Qv (v > 2) and when H is unramified over F , we know that up to F×,2 all of
δ+, δ−, δ lie in Z×p /Z×,2p

∼= Z/2Z. Thus exactly one of δ± is in F×,2, and we may assume that
the other is equal to δ. In this case we have FH = Fδ. Note that the non-trivial element in
Gal(FH/F ) is the Frobenius.

In the situations of the above two paragraphs, we represent LH as ĤoGal(FH/F ), where
we let Gal(FH/F ) act on the two factors Ĥ+ and Ĥ− through its quotients Gal(FH/Fδ−)
and Gal(FH/Fδ+) respectively.

We fix the embedding

η : LH = Ĥ o Gal(FH/F )→ LG = Ĝo Gal(Fδ/F )

similarly to the real case. Here the map Gal(FH/F )→ ĜoGal(Fδ/F ) takes τ to (ρ(τ), τFδ),
where ρ(τ) ∈ Ĝ is defined to be

ρ(τ) :=

{
1, τ |Fδ− = id,

S, otherwise

Here

(5.1.1) S =

{
id, d+ = 0

the permutation matrix êm− ↔ êd−m−+1 and êm ↔ êm+1, d
= 6= 0.

similarly to the real case.
Note that when F = Qv with v > 2 a finite prime, and whenH is unramified, we know that

ρ takes the Frobenius to the non-trivial element S if and only if δ+ ∈ Q×,2p , δ− = δ /∈ Q×,2p .
We find that in this case, for tĤ = (t1, · · · , tm+ , s1, · · · , sm−) ∈ TĤ in the diagonal torus of
Ĥ, the embedding η takes tĤ o σ not into T o σ, where T is the diagonal torus of Ĝ, but
to an element in LG that is conjugate in LG (for instance, by the permutation matrix that
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switches êm− and êm, and switches êd−m−+1 and (−1)m
−+mêm++1) to the following element

in T o σ:
(s1, · · · , sm−−1, tm+ , t1, · · · , tm+−1, sm−) o σ.

5.1.2. Even case with δ ∈ F×,2. .
In this case G∗ is split, and we represent LG as Ĝ. Take an endoscopic group H =

SO(d+, δ+)× SO(d−, δ−). We have δ+ = δ− mod F×,2. When δ+, δ− ∈ F×,2, we know that
H is split, and we represent LH as Ĥ. We choose the embedding Ĥ → Ĝ as in the real case.

When δ+, δ− /∈ F×,2, we represent LH as Ĥ o Gal(FH/F ), where FH := F (
√
δ+) =

F (
√
δ−). We fix LH → LG by sending the non-trivial element τ ∈ Gal(FH .F ) to (S, 1),

where S is as in (5.1.1). Note that d+ = 0 cannot happen, as we do not allow d+ = 0 and
δ+ 6= 1. We find that in this case, for tĤ = (t1, · · · , tm+ , s1, · · · , sm−) ∈ TĤ in the diagonal
torus of Ĥ, the embedding η takes tĤ o σ not into T o σ, but to an element in LG that is
conjugate in LG to the following element in T o σ:

(s1, · · · , sm−−1, tm+ , t1, · · · , tm+−1, sm−) o σ.

5.2. Recall of the Satake isomorphism. We recall the Satake isomorphism, following
[Car79], [Bor79], [HR10], [ST16]. Let G1 be an unramified reductive group over a finite
extension F of Qp. Let q be the residue cardinality of F and let $F be a uniformizer of F .
Let K1 be a hyperspecial subgroup of G1(F ) determined by a hyperspecial vertex v0 in the
building of G1. Let S be a maximal split torus of G1 whose apartment contains v0, and let
T be the centralizer of S. Then T is a maximal torus and minimal Levi of G1. Let Ω(F )
(resp. Ω) be the relative (resp. absolute) Weyl group of S (resp. T ) in G. Then there is
a Gal(F̄ /F ) action on Ω such that the subgroup of fixed points is naturally identified with
Ω(F ). For any choice of Borel subgroup B of G1 containing T , the Satake isomorphism can
be viewed as the following algebra isomorphism, which depends only on S (or T ) and not
on B:

SG1
S : H(G1(F )//K1)

∼−→ H(T (F )/T (F ) ∩K1)Ω(F )(5.2.1)

f 7→ fT , fT (t) = δ
−1/2
B(F )(t)

∫
NB(F )

f(nt)dn, t ∈ T (F ),

where NB is the unipotent radical of B, and we normalize the Haar measure dn on NB(F )
such that NB(F ) ∩K1 has volume 1.

Note that since T (F )∩K1 is the maximal compact open subgroup of T (F ), so the algebra
H(T (F )/T (F ) ∩K1) is independent of the choice of K1, (as long as K1 is determined by a
hyperspecial vertex in the apartment of S). In fact, we have canonical isomorphisms

H(T (F )/T (F ) ∩K1) ∼= H(S(F )/S(F ) ∩K1) ∼= C[X∗(S)].

Thus we will also view the Satake isomorphism (5.2.1) as an isomorphism

SG1
S : H(G1(F )//K1)

∼−→ C[X∗(S)]Ω(F ).(5.2.2)

Moreover, note that for any two different maximal split tori S, S ′ in G1, there is a canonical
isomorphism

C[X∗(S)]Ω(F ) ∼−→ C[X∗(S ′)]Ω(F )

induced by conjugation by any element of G1(F ) that sends S to S ′.
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Definition 5.2.1. Define AG1 to be the inverse limit of the algebras C[X∗(S)]ΩF , for S
running through the maximal split tori of G1, with respect to the canonical isomorphisms
between them as transition maps.

The Satake isomorphisms (5.2.2) for various S (whose apartments contain v0) lift to an
isomorphism

SG1 : H(G1(F )//K1)
∼−→ AG1 ,(5.2.3)

which depends only onK1 and no other choices. From (5.2.3) we get a canonical isomorphism
between H(G1(F )//K1) and H(G1(F )//K2) for any two hyperspecial subgroups K1, K2.

Definition 5.2.2. Denote by Hur(G1(F )) the inverse limit of H(G1(F )//K1) over all hyper-
special subgroups K1 with respect to the canonical isomorphisms between them as transition
maps. We call Hur(G1(F )) the canonical unramified Hecke algebra.

Hence the Satake isomorphism may be viewed as a canonical isomorphism

SG1 : Hur(G1(F ))
∼−→ AG1 .(5.2.4)

By [Bor79, Chapter II], the algebra AG1 is canonically identified with an algebra defined
in terms of representations of LG1. Fix a finite unramified extension F ′/F splitting G1, and
let σ be the q-Frobenius generator in Gal(F ′/F ). Since F ′ splits G1, we may form LG1 using
Gal(F ′/F ). We introduce the notation LGur

1 to emphasize this.
LGur

1 := Ĝ1 o Gal(F ′/F ).

Following the notation of [ST16, §2], we define ch(LGur
1 ) to be the algebra consisting of

restrictions of characters of finite dimensional representations of LGur
1 to the set of semi-

simple Ĝ1-conjugacy classes in Ĝ1 o σ (i.e. σ-conjugacy classes in Ĝ1). Then there is a
canonical isomorphism AG1

∼= ch(LGur
1 ). Hence we may also view the Satake isomorphism

as a canonical isomorphism

SG1 : Hur(G1(F ))
∼−→ ch(LGur

1 ).(5.2.5)

Definition 5.2.3. In the following we will call (5.2.3) or (5.2.4) or (5.2.5) the canonical
Satake isomorphism.

Next we recall the main result of [Kot84a, §2]:

Theorem 5.2.4 (Kottwitz). Let µ1 be a cocharacter of G1 defined over F . Assume µ1 is
minuscule in the sense that the representation Ad ◦ µ1 of Gm on LieG1,F̄ has no weights
other than −1, 0, 1. For any hyperspecial subgroup K1 of G1(F ), let fµ1,K1 ∈ H(G1(F )//K1)
be the characteristic function of K1µ1($F )K1 inside G1(F ). Then the family (fµ1,K1)K1 is
compatible in the sense that it defines an element fµ1 in Hur(G1(F )). Moreover, for any
maximal split torus S inside G1, we have

SG1
S (fµ1) = q〈δ, µ1,dom〉

∑
µ′1∈Ω(F )µ1,dom

µ′1 ∈ C[X∗(S)]Ω(F ),

where T is the centralizer of S in G1, δ is the half sum of the positive roots of T with respect
to a fixed order, and µ1,dom is a cocharacter in X∗(S) that is G1(F )-conjugate to µ1 and
dominant with respect to the positive roots of T .
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Next we discuss the compatibility between the Satake isomorphism and constant terms.
Let S be a maximal split torus in G1 and K1 a hyperspecial subgroup determined by a
hyperspecial vertex in the apartment of S. Let T be the centralizer of S. Let M be a Levi
subgroup of a parabolic subgroup P of G. Assume M ⊃ T . Let N be the unipotent radical
of P . Then M(F ) ∩K1 is a hyperspecial subgroup of M(F ). We define the constant term
map

(·)M : H(G1(F )//K1)→ H(M(F )//M(F ) ∩K1)(5.2.6)

f 7→ fM , fM(m) = δ
−1/2
P (F )(m)

∫
N(F )

f(nm)dn, m ∈M(F ),

where the Haar measure dn on N(F ) is normalized by the condition that N(F ) ∩ K has
volume 1.

Remark 5.2.5. The above definition is a special case of the general definition of the constant
term map, recalled for instance in [GKM97, §7.13], [ST16, §6.1]. For M = T , (5.2.6) is by
definition the same as SGS . In [ST16] (5.2.6) is called a partial Satake transform.

Lemma 5.2.6. We have a commutative diagram:

H(G1(F )//K1)

(·)M
��

SG1
S // C[X∗(S)]Ω(F )

��

H(M(F )//M(F ) ∩K1)
SMS // C[X∗(S)]ΩM (F )

where ΩM(F ) is the relative Weyl group of S in M , the horizontal arrows are the Satake
transforms for G1 and M respectively, and the right vertical arrow is the natural inclusion
in view of the fact that ΩM(F ) is a subgroup of Ω(F ).

Proof. This is well known and follows from the formulas (5.2.1) (5.2.6). See also [HR10,
§12.3] or [ST16, §2, §6]. �

Corollary 5.2.7. The constant term maps (5.2.6) lift to a canonical map that only depends
on M ⊂ G1:

(·)M : Hur(G1(F ))→ Hur(M(F )).

Remark 5.2.8. Under the canonical Satake isomorphisms, the map

(·)M : Hur(G1(F ))→ Hur(M(F ))

becomes the map AG1 → AM or the map ch(LGur
1 )→ ch(LMur) induced by the embedding

LM ↪→ LG1 which is canonical up to Ĝ-conjugation.

5.3. Twisted transfer map. We recall the formalism of the twisted transfer map. Let G1

be an unramified reductive group over Qp. Let a ∈ Z≥1 and let F = Qpa be the degree
a unramified extension of Qp. Let σ be the p-Frobenius. Consider an elliptic endoscopic
datum (H,H, s, η) of H. For simplicity, assume that H = LH, and also that s ∈ Z(Ĥ)Γp .
We also assume that the datum (H, s, η) is unramified. Namely, H is unramified, and η is an
L-embedding LHur → LGur. Here we have denoted by LHur and LGur the L-groups formed
by Gal(Qur

p /Qp) or a large enough finite quotient of it.
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Let R := ResF/Qp G1. Then R̂ =
∏a

i=1 Ĝ1, and σ acts on R̂ by the formula

σ(x1, · · · , xa) 7→ (σx2, σx3, · · · , σxa−1, σx1).

Define
η̃ : LHur → LRur

by
Ĥ 3 x 7→ (η(x), · · · , η(x)) o 1

σ 7→ (s−1η(σ)σ−1, η(σ)σ−1, · · · , η(σ)σ−1) o σ.(5.3.1)

Definition 5.3.1. The twisted transfer map Hur(G1(F )) = Hur(R(Qp)) → Hur(H(Qp)) is
the map which under the canonical Satake isomorphisms corresponds to

(η̃)∗ : ch(LRur)→ ch(LHur).

Remark 5.3.2. η̃ is obtained by twisting the composition LHur η−→ LGur
1

∆−→ LRur by the 1-
cocycle σ 7→ (s, 1, · · · , 1) of Gal(Qur

p /Qp) in R̂. Here ∆ sends x ∈ Ĝ1 to (x, · · · , x) ∈ R̂ and
sends σ to σ.

Remark 5.3.3. For the definition in more general situations, cf. [Kot90, §7] or [KSZ].

Remark 5.3.4. The formula (5.3.1) can be replaced by

σ 7→ (t1η(σ)σ−1, t2η(σ)σ−1, · · · , taη(σ)σ−1)

for any choice of t1, · · · , ta ∈ Z(Ĥ)Γp such that t1t2 · · · ta = s−1. We have chosen t1 =
s−1, t2 = t3 = · · · = ta = 1 for definiteness.

Next we would like to explicate the map (η̃)∗ in view of the canonical isomorphisms
ch(LRur) ∼= AR

∼= AG1,F
and ch(LGur

1 ) ∼= AG1 . Thus we fix a maximal Qp-split torus SH in
H and let TH be its centralizer in H. Since G1 is quasi-split, we know that TH transfers to
a maximal torus T in G1. In particular, there is a Galois equivariant isomorphism

ι : X∗(TH)
∼−→ X∗(T )(5.3.2)

canonical up to the action of ΩH(Qp) on the left hand side and the action of Ω(Qp) on the
right hand side. Here ΩH(Qp) (resp. Ω(Qp)) is the Galois fixed subgroup of the absolute
Weyl group of TH in H (resp. T in G1), which is the same as the relative Weyl group of
the maximal split subtorus of TH (resp. T ). Such an ι is called an admissible isomorphism
from TH to T . Moreover, whenever an admissible ι is chosen, there is a resulting embedding
ι∗ : ΩH(Qp) ↪→ Ω(Qp) such that ι is equivariant with respect to it.

Let SH (resp. S) be the maximal split subtorus of TH (resp. T ). Then SH (resp. S) is a
maximal split torus in H (resp. G1). Let S ′ be the maximal F -split subtorus of S. Then S ′
is a maximal F -split torus in G1,F . We view both X∗(S ′) and X∗(S) naturally as subgroups
of X∗(T ). Note that they are respectively the fixed point of σa and of σ acting on X∗(T ).

The element s ∈ Z(Ĥ)Γp defines a canonical homomorphism 〈·, s〉 : X∗(TH) → C× that is
ΩH(Qp)-equivariant. Fix a choice of ι, and consider the map

fι : C[X∗(S
′)]Ω(F ) → C[X∗(TH)]∑

χ∈X∗(S′)

cχ[χ] 7→
∑

χ∈X∗(S′)

cχ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ι−1(χ+ σχ+ · · ·+ σa−1χ)].
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Lemma 5.3.5. fι is independent of the choice of ι among admissible isomorphisms. More-
over, fι has its image in C[X∗(SH)]ΩH(Qp).

Proof. Let ι′ be another admissible isomorphism as in (5.3.2). Then there exist ω0 ∈ Ω(Qp)
and ω1 ∈ ΩH(Qp) such that ι′ = ω0 ◦ ι ◦ ω1. Note that for ω2 := ι∗(ω1) ∈ Ω(Qp), we
have ι′ = ω0 ◦ ω2 ◦ ι. Thus we may simplify notation and assume ι′ = ω0 ◦ ι for some
ω0 ∈ Ω(Qp). Take an arbitrary element x =

∑
χ∈X∗(S′) cχ[χ] ∈ C[X∗(S

′)]Ω(F ). Then we have
cωχ = cχ,∀χ ∈ X∗(S ′),∀ω ∈ Ω(F ). For χ ∈ X∗(S ′), write Nχ := χ+ σχ+ · · ·+ σa−1χ. We
compute

fι′(x) =
∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1ω−1
0 χ, s〉[ι−1ω−1

0 Nχ] =
∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1ω−1
0 χ, s〉[ι−1 N(ω−1

0 χ)]

=
∑
χ

cω0χ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ι−1 Nχ]
cω0χ=cχ because ω0∈Ω(Qp)⊂Ω(F )

========================
∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ι−1 Nχ] = fι(x).

Now let ω1 ∈ ΩH(Qp) be arbitrary and let ω2 := ι∗(ω1) ∈ Ω(Qp). We compute

ω1(fι(x)) =
∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ω1ι
−1 Nχ] =

∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ι−1ω2 Nχ] =

=
∑
χ

cχ〈ι−1χ, s〉[ι−1 N(ω2χ)] =
∑
χ

cω2χ〈ω1ι
−1χ, s〉[ι−1 Nχ],

which is equal to fι(x) because cω2χ = cχ and 〈ω1ι
−1χ, s〉 = 〈ι−1χ, s〉 by the ΩH(Qp)-

equivariance of the map 〈·, s〉. Finally, note that for each χ ∈ X∗(S ′) ⊂ X∗(T ), we know that
χ is fixed by σa, and so Nχ is fixed by σ, i.e. Nχ ∈ X∗(S). It follows that ι−1 Nχ ∈ X∗(SH),
and so fι has its image in C[X∗(SH)]ΩH(Qp). �

Lemma 5.3.6. Under the canonical isomorphisms

ch(LRur) ∼= ch(LGur
1,F ) ∼= C[X∗(S

′)]Ω(F )

and
ch(LHur) ∼= C[X∗(SH)]ΩH(Qp),

the map
(η̃)∗ : ch(LRur)→ ch(LHur)

corresponds to the map

fι : C[X∗(S
′)]Ω(F ) → C[X∗(SH)]ΩH(Qp).

Proof. This follows from the definition of η̃ and the various definitions in [Bor79, §6]. �

5.4. Computation of twisted transfers. Recall the flag (1.1.1) inside V . Recall that we
have fixed a splitting of it and denoted by Wi the quadratic space V ⊥i /Vi, for i = 1, 2. Also
recall the fixed vectors e1, e2, e

′
1, e
′
2 in §1.1.

Fix an odd prime p at which G = SO(V ) is unramified. In the even case note that the
discriminant δ of V has even p-adic valuation, by Proposition 3.2.5. Then all the standard
Levi subgroups M1,M2,M12 are unramified too. Let M be one of them. We have a de-
composition M = MGL ×MSO, where MGL = GL2 or Gm or G2

m, and MSO = SO(W1) or
SO(W2).
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Consider an elliptic G-endoscopic datum for M of the form eA,d+,d−(M,G) (resp. of the
form eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(M,G)) in the odd case (resp. the even case.) To ease notation we always
write eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ− , omitting (M,G) from the notation and understanding that in the odd
case δ+ = δ− = 1. The associated endoscopic datum for G is ed++2|A|,δ+,d−+2|Ac|,δ− and the
underlying endoscopic datum for M is ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(M), which we abbreviate as ed+,δ+,d−,δ− .
Note that ed++2|A|,δ+,d−+2|Ac|,δ− is unramified if and only if ed+,δ+,d−,δ− is unramified if and
only if both δ+ and δ− have even p-adic valuation. (Note that the in the odd case both the
data ed++2|A|,d−+2|Ac| and ed+,d− are automatically unramified.)

Write
eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ− = (M ′, sM , ηM)

ed+,δ+,d−,δ− = (M ′, s′M , ηM)

ed++2|A|,δ+,d−+2|Ac|,δ− = (H, s, η).

Recall that sM is of the form

sM = (sGL, sSO) ∈ M̂GL × M̂SO,

and s′M is of the form

sM = (1, sSO) ∈ M̂GL × M̂SO.

Recall that the component sGL ∈ M̂GL is determined by the parameter A, in the way which
can be roughly summarized as saying that A records the positions of 1’s in sGL and in the
rest positions there are −1’s.

Since M ′ is naturally a Levi subgroup of H, we have the canonical constant term map (cf.
§5.2):

(·)M ′ : Hur(H(Qp))→ Hur(M ′(Qp)).

Fix a ∈ Z≥1. We have the twisted transfer map induced by the unramified endoscopic datum
(H, η, s) for G (cf. §5.3):

b : Hur(G(Qpa))→ Hur(H(Qp)).

Let µ be the identity cocharacter for the first Gm (i.e. GL(V2/V1)) in M12 = Gm × Gm ×
SO(W2). This is a minuscule cocharacter of G defined over Qp. In fact, µ is a Hodge
cocharacter of the Shimura datum O(V ) (§1.2).

Definition 5.4.1. Define f−µ ∈ Hur(G(Qpa)) as in Theorem 5.2.4. Define fH := b(f−µ) ∈
Hur(H(Qp)).

Lemma 5.4.2. Extend MGL
12 = G2

m to a maximal torus T in G (defined over Qp), of the
form T = G2

m×TW2 where TW2 is a maximal torus in MSO
12 = SO(W2). Let Ω be the absolute

Weyl group of T in G and let Ω(Qp) be the relative Weyl group of the maximal split subtorus
of T (for the ground field Qp). Let O (resp. O0) be the Ω-orbit (resp. Ω(Qp)-orbit) of the
cocharacter −µ of T . Then

O = (O0 ∩X∗(G2
m)) t (O ∩X∗(TW2))

and
O0 ∩X∗(G2

m) = {ε∨1 ,−ε∨1 , ε∨2 ,−ε∨2 } .
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Proof. Let m = bd/2c. As usual we let ε∨1 , ε∨2 be the standard basis of X∗(G2
m), and find a

basis ε∨3 , · · · , ε∨m for X∗(TW2), such that the coroots in

X∗(T ) ∼= X∗(G2
m)⊕X∗(TW2)

are given by
±ε∨i ± ε∨j , i 6= j, ±2ε∨i

in the odd case, and
±ε∨i ± ε∨j , i 6= j

in the even case. Using the basis ε∨1 , · · · , ε∨m to identify X∗(T ) with Zm, the action of Ω
becomes the natural action of {±1}m oSm (resp. ({±1}m)′ oSm) on Zm in the odd case
(resp. even case). Here ({±1}m)′ denotes the subgroup of {±1}m consisting of elements with
an even number of −1’s in the coordinates. We have −µ = −ε∨1 . Hence it is clear that

O = (O ∩X∗(G2
m)) t (O ∩X∗(TW2))

and that
O ∩X∗(G2

m) = {ε∨1 ,−ε∨1 , ε∨2 ,−ε∨2 } .
It suffices to show that the above set can be obtained by translating −ε∨1 under Ω0. But
clearly the above set is equal to the orbit of −ε∨1 under the group generated by the reflections
sε∨1−ε∨2 and sε∨1 +ε∨2

. Note that the two coroots ε∨1 + ε∨2 and ε∨1 − ε∨2 are both defined over Qp,
so their associated reflections are in Ω(Qp). �

Since MGL is Gm or GL2 or G2
m, its Satake isomorphism (over Qp) is from Hur(MGL(Qp))

to C[X1] or C[X1, X2]S2 or C[X1, X2] respectively. To ease notation we will identify an
element of the latter algebras C[X1] etc. with an element of Hur(MGL(Qp)). Recall that
M ′ = MGL × (M ′)SO, and therefore we have

Hur(M ′(Qp)) = Hur(MGL(Qp))⊗C Hur((M ′)SO(Qp)).

Proposition 5.4.3. The function pa(2−d)/2(fH)M ′ ∈ Hur(M ′(Qp)) is equal to a sum

k(A)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ h,
with k(A) ∈ Hur(MGL(Qp)) and h ∈ Hur((M ′)SO(Qp)). The element h depends only on the
parameters d+, δ+, d−, δ−, and not on the parameter A. The element k(A) is given as follows:

(1) When M = M12, so that MGL = G2
m and A ∈ {∅, {1} , {2} , {1, 2}},

k(A) = ε1(A)(Xa
1 +X−a1 ) + ε2(A)(Xa

2 +X−a2 ),

where εi(A) ∈ ±1 and εi(A) = 1 if and only if i ∈ A, for i = 1, 2.
(2) When M = M1, so that MGL = GL2 and A ∈ {∅, {1, 2}},

k(A) =

{
Xa

1 +X−a1 +Xa
2 +X−a2 , A = {1, 2}

−Xa
1 −X−a1 −Xa

2 −X−a2 , A = ∅
.

(3) When M = M2, so that MGL = Gm and A ∈ {∅, {1}}, we have

k(A) =

{
Xa

1 +X−a1 , A = {1}
−Xa

1 −X−a1 , A = ∅
.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.2.4, Lemma 5.2.6, Lemma 5.3.6, Lemma 5.4.2.
�
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6. Stabilization

6.1. Standard definitions and facts in Langlands-Shelstad transfer. Let F = Qv

where v is a finite place of Q. Let G1 be a reductive group over F . Fix an inner twisting
ψ : G1 → G∗1 to the quasi-split inner form and fix an L-group datum for G1, as in [LS87]. Let
(H,H, s, η) be an endoscopic datum for G1. Assume that H = LH. This last assumption is
satisfied for the applications in this work, and simplifies many aspects of the theory. Most
significantly, we do not need to take z-extensions of G1 and H in the statement of transfer
of orbital integrals.

We first recall the definition of κ-orbital integrals in the fashion of [Lab99, §2.7].
Let γ ∈ G1(F ) be semi-simple. Denote Iγ = (G1)0

γ. Define

D(Iγ, G1;F ) := ker(H1(F, Iγ)→ H1(F,G1)).

Recall (cf. [Lab99] for instance) that there is a finite-to-one surjective map from D(Iγ, G1;F )
to the set of conjugacy classes in the stable conjugacy class of γ. When Iγ = (G1)γ, this last
map is a bijection, but we will not assume that. We have a short exact sequence of pointed
sets:

1→ Iγ(F )\G1(F )→ H0(F, Iγ\G1)→ D(Iγ, G1;F )→ 1.(6.1.1)

Also we have a natural map (cf. loc. cit.)

H0(F, Iγ\G1)→ H0
ab(F, Iγ\G1),

where H0
ab(F, Iγ\G1) is a locally compact topological abelian group. Denote by K(Iγ, G;F )

the Pontryagin dual of H0
ab(F, Iγ\G1) 17

We fix a measure dx on H0(F, Iγ\G1) by choosing Haar measures on Iγ(F ) and G1(F )
and choosing the counting measure on D(Iγ, G1;F ) and require compatibility of the sequence
(6.1.1). For more details see [Lab99, §2.7].

For any f ∈ C∞c (G1(F )), any κ ∈ K(Iγ, G1;F ), define the κ-orbital integral

Oκ
γ(f) :=

∫
x∈H0(Af ,Iγ\G1)

e((G1)0
x−1γx)κ(x)f(x−1γx)dx.

Define
SOγ(f) := O1

γ(f).

More concretely, for any [x] ∈ D(Iγ, G1;F ), fix an element x ∈ G1(F̄ ) mapping to [x]
under the composition

G1(F̄ )→ H0(F, Iγ\G1)→ D(Iγ, G1;F ).

Then γx := x−1γx is in G1(F ) and Int(x) induces an inner twisting Iγ → Iγx . In particular,
a Haar measure on Iγx(F ) is fixed from that on Iγ(F ), and we define

Oγx(f) :=

∫
Iγx (F )\G1(F )

f(y−1γxy)dy,

17We have assumed that F is non-archimedean. The group K(Iγ , G;F ) is isomorphic to Kottwitz’s K(Iγ/F )
in [Kot86, §4.6]. In the archimedean case we may still define K(Iγ , G;F ) in the same way, but it will differ
from the definition loc. cit.
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where dy is determined by the fixed Haar measure on G1(F ) and the Haar measure on Iγx(F )
mentioned above. Then we have

Oκ
γ(f) =

∑
[x]∈D(Iγ ,G1;F )

e(Iγx)κ(x)Oγx(f).

Recall that the notion of when a semi-simple element γH ∈ H(F ) (not necessarily G1-
regular) is an image of a semi-simple element γ ∈ G1(F ) is defined in [LS90, §1.2]. For
(G1, H)-regular elements, Langlands-Shelstad [LS87] [LS90] define transfer factors. Thus
after choosing a common normalization we have numbers

∆(γH , γ) ∈ C,

where γH is a semi-simple (G1, H)-regular element in H(F ), up to stable conjugacy, and γ
is a semi-simple element in G1(F ), up to conjugacy, and ∆(γH , γ) = 0 unless γH is an image
of γ.18

The Langlands-Shelstad Transfer Conjecture and the Fundamental Lemma are now proved
theorems thanks to the work of Ngô [Ngô10], Waldspurger [Wal97] [Wal06], Cluckers-Loeser
[CL10], and Hales[Hal95]. Combined with the extension to (G1, H)-regular elements in [LS90,
§2.4], we state them in the following form:

Proposition 6.1.1. The following statements are true.
(1) Fix a normalization of the transfer factors. Fix Haar measures on G1(F ) and H(F ).

For any f ∈ C∞c (G1(F )), there exists fH ∈ C∞c (H(F )) (depending on the Haar
measures on G1(F ) and H(F )), called the Langlands-Shelstad transfer of f , with the
following properties: For any semi-simple (G1, H)-regular element γH in H(F ), we
have

(6.1.2) SOγH (fH) =

{
0, γH is not an image from G1

∆(γH , γ)Os
γ(f), γH is an image of γ ∈ G1(F )ss.

where in the second situation,
• s defines an element in K(Iγ, G1;F ), also denoted by s.
• Both SOγH (fH) and Os

γ(f) are computed using the fixed Haar measures on
G1(F ) and H(F ) and compatible Haar measures on (G1)0

γ(F ) and H0
γH

(F ),
where compatible means with respect to the natural inner twisting between (G1)0

γ

and H0
γH

(F ).
(2) Suppose G1 and (H, LH, s, η) are unramified. Normalize the Haar measures on G1(F )

and H(F ) such that all the hyperspecial subgroups have volume 1. Let K1 (resp.
KH) be an arbitrary hyperspecial subgroup of G1(F ) (resp. H(F )). Then 1KH is

18Strictly speaking, Langlands-Shelstad only define transfer factors in the generality of (G1, H)-regular ele-
ments under the assumption that Gder

1 is simply connected ([LS90, §2.4]). However under our assumption
that H = LH, we easily get the definition of ∆(γH , γ) by considering suitable z-extensions H̃ and G̃1 of H
and G1 by a common kernel Z and defining ∆(γH , γ) to be ∆(γ̃H , γ̃) where γ̃H (resp. γ̃) is a preimage of γH
(resp. γ) in H̃(F ) (resp. G̃1(F )). To show that this definition is independent of the choices of the preimages,
it suffices to check that the transfer factor ∆(γ̃H , γ̃) depends only on γ̃H modulo Z(F ) and γ̃ modulo Z(F ).
For this it suffices to treat the case where γ̃H is strongly G̃1-regular. Then the desired statement is proved
in [LS90, p. 55] (with λ = 1). See also Remark 6.1.3 below. It can also be shown that the definition of
∆(γH , γ) is independent of the choices H̃ and G̃1.
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a Langlands-Shelstad transfer of 1K1 as in part (1), for the canonical unramified
normalization of transfer factors defined in [Hal93].

(3) Suppose G1 is defined over Q and let (H, LH, s, η) be a global endoscopic datum.
Suppose for almost all places at which G1 and (H, LH, s, η) are unramified the transfer
factor is normalized under the canonical unramified normalization. Let S be a finite
set of places including ∞ and let AS denote the adeles aways from S. For any
f ∈ C∞c (G1(AS)), there exists fH ∈ C∞c (H(AS)) such that the AS-analogue of (6.1.2)
holds. Here the meaning of an adelic (G1, H)-regular element is as in [Kot90, §7,
pp. 178-179], and all the orbital integrals are computed with respect to adelic Haar
measures.

Remark 6.1.2. In Proposition 6.1.1 part (3) is a consequence of parts (1) and (2)

Remark 6.1.3. We have stated the Langlands-Shelstad Transfer Conjecture in a seemingly
stronger form than the original form in two ways. Firstly, the original conjecture allows for
a suitable z-extension of H when Gder

1 is not simply connected, in order to take care of the
failure of H = LH. Let us recall the setting. One considers z-extensions

1→ Z → H̃ → H → 1

1→ Z → G̃1 → G1 → 1,

sharing the same central kernel Z, such that Z is a product of induced tori, and H̃ and G̃1

have simply connected derived subgroups. One then asks to transfer functions in C∞c (G1(F ))
to functions in C∞c (H̃, λ), where λ is a certain character on Z(F ). In our case, since we have
assumed H = LH, it turns out that one may easily arrange λ = 1. Hence there is a canonical
bijection C∞c (H̃, 1)

∼−→ C∞c (H), such that a Langlands-Shelstad transfer of f in C∞c (H̃, 1)
corresponds to a Langlands-Shelstad transfer of f in C∞c (H̃, 1) in the sense of Proposition
6.1.1.

Secondly, the original conjecture is only about G1-regular elements. Namely, (6.1.2) is
only required to hold for all G1-regular elements. Let us call fH satisfying (6.1.2) only
for G1-regular elements a weaker transfer of f . In [LS90, §2.4], Langlands-Shelstad proves
that a weaker transfer in fact satisfies (6.1.2) for all (G1, H)-regular elements, but under
the assumption that Gder

1 is simply connected. We do not assume Gder
1 is simply connected,

but we assume H = LH, and it is quite easy to reduce to the result of Langlands-Shelstad.
In fact, keeping the notation in the previous paragraph, for any f ∈ C∞c (G1(F )) we define
f̃ ∈ C∞(G̃1(F )) to be the pull back of f . Let f H̃ ∈ C∞c (H̃(F ), 1) be a weak transfer
of f . Again define fH ∈ C∞c (H(F )) to be the function canonically induced by f H̃ . One
easily checks that f H̃ is a weak transfer of f̃ , in the sense that there is a natural way of
enhancing H̃ to an endoscopic datum of G̃1. By [LS90, §2.4], f H̃ and f̃ satisfy (6.1.2) for all
(G̃1, H̃)-regular elements. From there it is easy to deduce that fH and f satisfy (6.1.2) for all
(G1, H)-regular elements. Among the key points is the observation that we have surjections
H̃(F )→ H(F ) and G̃1(F )→ G1(F ), and natural bijections

D(Iγ̃, G̃1;F )
∼−→ D(Iγ, G1;F )

D(IγH̃ , H̃;F )
∼−→ D(IγH , H;F ),

when we have semi-simple elements γ̃ ∈ G̃1(F ) mapping to γ ∈ G1(F ) and γH̃ ∈ H̃(F )
mapping to γH ∈ H(F ).
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Similar remarks apply to part (2) of Proposition 6.1.1.

6.2. Calculation of τ and k. Let G1 be the special orthogonal group of an arbitrary
quadratic space over Q. Let m1 be the Q̄-rank of G1.

Proposition 6.2.1. τ(G1) = 2.

Proof. By [Kot84b] and [Kot88], τ(G1) =
∣∣∣π0(Z(Ĝ1)Γ)

∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣ker1(Q, Z(Ĝ1))
∣∣∣. Now Ĝ1 is a

symplectic group or an even orthogonal group, so Z(Ĝ1) ∼= µ2. Thus any group action
on Z(Ĝ1) must be trivial. In particular, ker1(Q, Z(Ĝ1)) = 0 by Chebotarev density. Also
π0(Z(Ĝ1)Γ) = Z(Ĝ1) has cardinality 2. �

Definition 6.2.2. Suppose G1,R has elliptic maximal tori. Let Te be one such. Define

k′(G1) :=
∣∣H1(R, Te)

∣∣ ,
k(G1) :=

∣∣im(H1(R, Te ∩GSC
1 )→ H1(R, Te))

∣∣ .
Proposition 6.2.3. Suppose G1,R has elliptic maximal tori. k′(G1) = 2m1 , k(G1) = 2m1−1.

Proof. By Tate-Nakayama duality,

k′(G1) =
∣∣∣π0(T̂e

Γ∞
)
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣Ĥ−1
(Γ∞, X∗(Te))

∣∣∣ .
As argued in the proofs of [Mor10b, Lemma 5.4.2] Lemma 5.4.2 and [Mor11, Lemme 5.2.2],
we have19

k(G1) =
∣∣∣π0(T̂e

Γ∞
)
∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣π0(Z(Ĝ1)Γ∞)

∣∣∣ .
We have seen in the proof of the previous Proposition that

∣∣∣π0(Z(Ĝ1)Γ∞)
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣Z(Ĝ1)
∣∣∣ = 2.

We know that Te ∼= U(1)m1 , and X∗(U(1)) ∼= Z on which the non-trivial element in Gal(C/R)
acts as multiplication by −1. Hence∣∣∣Ĥ−1

(Γ∞, X∗(Te))
∣∣∣ = X∗(Te)

N/AugΓ∞(X∗(Te)) = X∗(Te)/2X∗(Te) ∼= (Z/2Z)m1 .

�

Proposition 6.2.4. For any j ≥ 1, τ(GLj) = 1. For j = 1, 2, k(GLj) = 1. (GLj,R has
elliptic maximal tori precisely when j = 1, 2.)

Proof. For j ≥ 1, Z(ĜLj) = C×, on which Γ acts trivially. Hence

π0(Z(ĜLj)
Γ) = π0(C×) = 1,

and
ker1(Q, Z(ĜLj)) = 1

by Chebotarev density theorem. Thus τ(GLj) = 1. Also

π0(Z(ĜLj)
Γ∞) = 1.

For j = 1, GLSC
j = 1, so k(GLj) = 1. (Alternatively, Te ∼= Gm, so by Hilbert 90, H1(R, Te) =

1.) For j = 2, Te ∼= ResC/R Gm, and H1(R, Te) = 1 by Shapiro’s Lemma. �

19In loc. cit. k(·) is defined using Gder instead of GSC, but Gder = GSC in that case, and this formula for
k(·) generalizes to our definition of k(·) here.
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Corollary 6.2.5. Let M be a Levi subgroup of G defined over Q. Let M ′ be the first entry
of a G-endoscopic datum for M . Let H ′ be the first entry of the induced endoscopic datum
for G. Then we have

τ(G)

τ(H)

τ(M ′)

τ(M)
=
k(H)

k(G)

k(M)

k(M ′)
.

Proof. First suppose M ′ ∼= M∗. Then we need to prove that
τ(G)

τ(H)
=
k(H)

k(G)
.

If H ∼= G∗, then both sides are equal to 1. Otherwise, both sides are equal to 1/2.
Suppose M ′ 6∼= M∗. Then H 6∼= G∗. Hence τ(G) = 2, τ(H) = 4, τ(M ′) = 4, τ(M) = 2, and

k(H)/k(G) = k(M ′)/k(M) = 1/2. The claim follows. �

6.3. The simplified geometric side of the stable trace formula. We recall the def-
inition, due to Kottwitz in his unpublished notes, of the simplified geometric side of the
stable trace formula, applicable to the situation where the test function at infinity is stable
cuspidal. We follow [Mor10b, §5.4]. In this work we do not prove the relation between this
definition and Arthur’s stabilization.

Definition 6.3.1. Let M be a cuspidal reductive group over R. Fix a Haar measure on
M(R). Let M̄ be the compact-mod-center inner form of M . Then there is an induced Haar
measure on M̄(R). Define

v̄(M) := e(M̄) vol(M̄(R)/AM(R)0).

Definition 6.3.2. Let G1 be a reductive group over R. Let ν : AG1(R)0 → C× be a quasi-
character. Let M be a cuspidal Levi subgroup of G1 , and f ∈ C∞c (G1(R), ν−1) be stable
cuspidal ([Art89, §4], [Mor10b, 5.4]). For γ ∈M(R) semi-simple elliptic, define

SΦG1
M (γ, f) := (−1)dimAMk(M)k(G1)−1v̄(M0

γ )−1
∑

Π

ΦM(γ−1,ΘΠ) Tr(f,Π),

where Π runs through the discrete series L-packets belonging to ν. This definition depends
on the choice of a Haar measure on M0

γ (R) (to define v̄(M0
γ )) and a Haar measure on G1(R)

(to define Tr(f,Π)). For a non-cuspidal Levi subgroup M of G1, define SΦG1
M ≡ 0.

Definition 6.3.3. Let G1 be a reductive group over Q. To avoid the issue discussed in
Remark 4.1.2, assume that all the Levi subgroups M of G1 defined over Q (including G1

itself) satisfy the condition that AMR = (AM)R. Assume that G1 is cuspidal. For f =
f∞f∞ ∈ C∞c (G1(A)) with f∞ ∈ C∞c (G1(R), ν−1) stable cuspidal, and M ⊂ G1 a Q-Levi
subgroup, define

STG1
M (f) := τ(M)

∑
γ

ῑM(γ)−1SOγ(f
∞
M )SΦG1

M (γ, f∞),

where γ runs through a set of representatives of the stable conjugacy classes of the R-elliptic
semi-simple elements of M(Q), and

ῑM(γ) :=
∣∣(Mγ/M

0
γ )(Q)

∣∣ .
Here each SOγ(f

∞
M ) is defined using fixed Haar measures on M0

γ (Af ) and on M(Af ), and
SΦG1

M (γ, f∞) is defined using fixed Haar measures on M0
γ (R) and on G1(R). We assume that
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the product measure on M0
γ (A) is the Tamagawa measure. Also, the constant term f∞M is

defined using the fixed Haar measure on M(Af ) mentioned above, and a fixed Haar measure
on G1(Af ). We assume that the product measure on G1(A) is the Tamagawa measure. Then
STG1

M (f) is independent of the choices of Haar measures.

Definition 6.3.4. Let G1 be as in Definition 6.3.3. Define

STG1(f) :=
∑
M

(nG1
M )−1STG1

M (f),

where M runs through the Levi subgroups of G1 defined over Q, up to G1(Q)-conjugacy,
and as before nG1

M := |[NorG1(M)/M ](Q)| .

6.4. Test functions on endoscopic groups. As in Theorem 1.7.2, we fix an integer a ≥ 1,
an irreducible algebraic representation V of GC, an odd prime p, and a hyperspecial subgroup
Kp ⊂ G(Qp). Also fix a test function fp,∞ ∈ C∞c (G(Ap

f )), and fix a Haar measure dgp on
G(Ap

f ).
Let (H, LH, s, η) be an elliptic endoscopic datum for G, presented in the explicit form as

in §5.1. In the following we will avoid using the representative of the endoscopic data with
s = −1. Namely, we will only use the trivial representative for the trivial endoscopic datum
H = G∗. Later when we want to recall this assumption we simply say s 6= −1.

We follow Kottwitz [Kot90] to define a test function fH ∈ C∞c (H(A)). By definition fH is
of the form fH = fH∞f

H
p f

H,p,∞, with fH∞ ∈ C∞c (H(R)) stable cuspidal. (As H is semi-simple
we do not need central characters.) By definition, fH = 0 unless H is cuspidal (at infinity)
and unramified at p. Note that by our explicit presentation of (H, LH, s, η) in §5.1, the
algebraic group H is unramified at p if and only if the endoscopic datum (H, LH, s, η) is
unramified at p. In the following we assume that H is cuspidal and unramified at p.

We fix a Haar measure on H(Ap
f ) arbitrarily, and fix the Haar measure on H(Qp) such

that hyperspecial subgroups have volume 1. Then there is a unique Haar measure on H(R)
such that the product measure on H(A) is the Tamagawa measure.

We first recall the definition of fH∞. The definition of fH∞ depends on the choice of (j, BG,H).
Here j : TH → TG is an admissible isomorphism between two fixed elliptic maximal tori TH
and TG of HR and GR respectively, i.e. j is the composition of an admissible embedding
TH → G∗ (which is defined over R) and the fixed inner twisting G∗ → G and a certain inner
automorphism of GC, such that j : TH → TG is defined over R. The choices of such j form
a torsor under Ω = Ω(GC, TG,C)20. Moreover, BG,H is a Borel of GC containing TG,C.

6.4.1. Fixing the choice of (TH , TG, j, BG,H) once and for all. Choose (TG, BG,H) to arise
from an elliptic decomposition (Definition 4.4.1 ) DH of VR which involves the following two
planes:

R(e1 + e′1) + R(e2 + e′2), a positive definite plane
R(e1 − e′1) + R(e2 − e′2), a negative definite plane.

We also assume in the even case that DH gives rise to the fixed orientation on VR. As the
notation suggests, we do not assume that DH is independent of H. Recall that H is of the
form H = H+ ×H− = SO(V +)× SO(V −). We define j by choosing elliptic decompositions

20Note that any algebraic group automorphism of TG,C is necessarily defined over R because TG is a product
of U(1).
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DH of V ±, which are assumed to be compatible with the given orientations in the even case.
Then we define j using the trivializations of TDH

∼−→ U(1)m and TDH
∼−→ U(1)m

− ×U(1)m
+

and the isomorphism
U(1)m

− × U(1)m
+ ∼−→ U(1)m

((z1, · · · , zm−), (w1, · · · , wm+)) 7→ (z1, · · · , zm− , w1, · · · , wm+).

In the odd case, we assume that DH is convenient, in the sense of Definition 4.5.12. This
means that the negative definite plane R(e1 − e′1) + R(e2 − e′2) is the last member of DH .
In particular, the factor U(1) of TDH corresponding to this plane is sent under j−1 into
SO(V +) ⊂ H.

In the even case, unless m = d/2 is odd and m+ = 1, we assume that DH is convenient in
the sense of Definition 4.6.11 and Definition 4.7.10. Then the aforementioned factor U(1) of
TDH is sent under j−1 into SO(V +) ⊂ H.

In the even case with m odd and m+ = 1, we assume that the negative definite plane
R(e1 − e′1) + R(e2 − e′2) is the last member of DH . Then the corresponding factor U(1)
of TDH is again sent under j−1 into SO(V +) ⊂ H. In this case DH is not convenient in
the sense of Definition 4.6.11, but differs from a convenient e.d. by applying the element
(m− 1,m) ∈ Sm.

6.4.2. Definition of fH∞. The fixed choice of (j, BG,H) determines a Borel BH ofHC containing
TH , a subgroup Ω∗ of Ω = Ω(GC, TG,C), and a bijection

ΩH × Ω∗ → Ω,

where ΩH := Ω(HC, TH,C).
Let V∗ be the contragredient representation of V. Let ϕV∗ be the elliptic Langlands

parameter of GR corresponding to V∗ (whose L-packet is the packet of discrete series repre-
sentations of G(R) corresponding to V∗.) Let ΦH(φV∗) be the set of equivalence classes of
elliptic Langlands parameters of HR that induces ϕV∗ via η : LH → LG. We have a map

ΦH(ϕV∗)→ Ω∗

ϕH 7→ ω∗(ϕH),

characterized by the condition that ϕH is aligned with (ω∗(ϕH)−1 ◦ j, BG,H , BH).
For any ϕH ∈ ΦH(ϕV∗), define

fϕH := d(H)−1
∑

π∈Π(ϕH)

fπ,

where
• the summation is over the discrete series representations π of H(R) inside the L-
packet Π(ϕH) of ϕH .
• For each π, the function fπ ∈ C∞c (H(R)) is a pseudo-coefficient for π. (cf. [CD85]).
Note that this notion depends on the choice of a Haar measure on H(R). We use the
one fixed at the beginning of §6.4.
• d(H) = |Π(φH)|. Note that this number is an invariant of HR, equal to the cardinality
of the absolute Weyl group divided by the cardinality of the relative Weyl group of
an elliptic maximal torus (over R).
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Definition 6.4.3.

fH∞ := (−1)q(GR)〈µTG , s〉j
∑

ϕH∈ΦH(ϕV∗ )

det(ω∗(ϕH))fϕH .

Here µTG is the Hodge cocharacter of any h in the Shimura datum X that factors through
TG, and s is in the endoscopic datum. The pairing 〈µTG , s〉j is defined as follows: First we
use j to view µTG as a cocharacter of TH . Then µTG can be paired with s, which is viewed
as an element of Z(Ĥ), via the canonical pairing

X∗(TH)× Z(Ĥ)→ π1(H)× Z(Ĥ) = X∗(Z(Ĥ))× Z(Ĥ)→ C×.

Remark 6.4.4. From how we have chosen j, and the assumption that s 6= −1 (i.e. the trivial
endoscopic datum is represented by the trivial representative), we have

〈µTG , s〉j = 1.

Remark 6.4.5. By construction fH∞ is stable cuspidal.

6.4.6. Normalizing the transfer factors. We normalize the transfer factors between

(H, LH, s, η)

and G at various places as follows:
We use the canonical unramified normalization for the transfer factor at p (cf. [Hal93]) and

use ∆j,BG,H for the transfer factor at ∞, and normalize the transfer factors away from p and
∞ such that at almost all unramified places we have the canonical unramified normalization
and such that the global product formula is satisfied ([LS87, §6]).

Suppose M is a standard Levi subgroup of G and (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M) inducing
(H, s, η) ∈ E (G) and (M ′, s′M , ηM) ∈ E (M). Again we assume H is cuspidal and unramified
at p. It follows that M ′ is unramified at p, and the endoscopic datum (M ′, s′M , ηM) for M
is unramified at p. We normalize the transfer factors between (M ′, LM, s′M , ηM) and M as
follows:

Away from p and ∞, we normalize the transfer factors by inheriting the transfer factors
between G and H chosen above, in view of the natural identification of M ′ with a Levi
subgroup ofH. cf. Remark 6.4.7 below. At p, we use the canonical unramified normalization,
which is also the same as that inherited from the canonical unramified normalization between
H and G. At ∞, we do not fix an a priori normalization. In fact, a comparison between
different normalizations in this case is key to the computation.

Remark 6.4.7. At any place of Q, there is the notion of the normalization of the transfer
factor between (M ′, s′M , ηM) and M inherited from the normalization of the transfer factor
between H and G. It is described using a simple formula as in [Mor10b, §5.2] or [Mor11,
§5.1]. Roughly speaking, this means that apart from the difference in ∆IV , the transfer factor
between M ′ and M is equal to the transfer factor between H and G. Obviously, this notion
depends not just on (M ′, s′M , ηM) ∈ E (G), but in fact on (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M), because
at least (H, s, η) ∈ E (G) already depends on the latter. The most important property of
this notion is that if the normalizations between H and G at all the places satisfy the global
product formula, then so do the inherited normalizations betweenM ′ andM at all the places.
The validity of this notion is claimed in Kottwitz’s unpublished notes but unfortunately it
seems that there is no proof in the published literature. As indicated by Kottwitz, this is an
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easy consequence of the definition in [LS87]. It can be proved similarly as [Hal93, Lemma
9.2]. Alternatively, in our specific situation, a proof also easily follows from the explicit
formulas for the transfer factors in [Wal10].

6.4.8. Definition of fHp and fH,∞.

Definition 6.4.9. Define fH,p,∞ to be a Langlands-Shelstad transfer of fp,∞ as in Proposition
6.1.1 with respect to the fixed Haar measures on G(Ap

f ) andH(Ap
f ). Define fHp ∈ Hur(H(Qp))

to be the object denoted by fH in Definition 5.4.1.

Remark 6.4.10. Once an element fHp ∈ Hur(H(Qp)) is specified, it still corresponds ambigu-
ously to different functions on H(Qp). Namely, for each choice of a hyperspecial subgroup
KH,p of H(Qp) there is a resulting KH,p-bi-invariant function. These functions potentially
have different orbital integrals, but they have the same stable orbital integrals, as notes in
[Kot90, §7]. The same remark applies to the various canonical constant terms (cf. Corollary
5.2.7) (fHp )M ′ ∈ Hur(M ′(Qp)) for Levi subgroups M ′ of H defined over Qp. In particular,
the value of the simplified geometric side of the stable trace formula STH , defined in §6.3,
is well defined when evaluated at the test function fH = fH∞f

H
p f

H,p,∞.

Remark 6.4.11. The definition of fH∞ depends on the choice of a Haar measure on H(R).
The definition of fH,p,∞ depends on Haar measures on H(Ap

f ) and G(Ap
f ). The product

function fH depends only on the Haar measure on G(Ap
f ), since we assume that the product

Haar measure on H(A) (with the factor at p determined by the condition that hyperspecial
subgroups have measure 1) is the Tamagawa measure.

Proposition 6.4.12. Let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G, and let (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈
EG(M). Let (H, s, η) ∈ E (G) be the induced endoscopic datum for G, and let (M ′, s′M , ηM) ∈
E (M) be the underlying endoscopic datum forM . ThenM ′ is naturally identified with a Levi
subgroup of H, so we may take constant terms of functions on H along M . The function
(fH,p,∞)M ′ ∈ C∞c (M ′(Ap

f )) is a Langlands-Shelstad transfer of (fp,∞)M ∈ C∞c (M(Ap
f )) in

the sense of Proposition 6.1.1, with respect to the normalization of the transfer factors away
from p and ∞ between (M ′, s′M , ηM) and M as fixed in §6.4.6.

Proof. This can be proved similarly as [Mor10b, Lemma 6.3.4], which follows Kottwitz’s
unpublished notes. The only modifications needed are:

• We replace Gγ and Mγ in the argument by G0
γ and M0

γ .
• When citing [LS90] to deduce that a weak transfer in the sense of Remark 6.1.3 is a
transfer in the sense of Proposition 6.1.1, we use the arguments in Remark 6.1.3 to
reduce to the case where the result of [LS90] applies.

�

6.5. Statement of the main computation. We fix the following data:
• a Haar measure dgp on G(Ap

f ).
• an integer a ≥ 1.
• an irreducible algebraic representation V of G defined over a number field L, as in
§1.6. We will freely view V also as a representation of GC.
• a prime number p > 2 at which G is unramified.
• a hyperspecial subgroup Kp of G(Qp).
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• a function fp,∞ ∈ C∞c (G(Ap
f )).

Then as in §6.4, for any elliptic endoscopic datum (H, LH, s, η) ∈ E (G) (with s 6= −1) we
obtain a function fH = fH∞f

H,p,∞fHp on H(A). On the other hand, for any standard Levi
subgroup M of G, we obtain TrM(fp,∞dgp, a) as in Definition 2.6.1. We shall abbreviate the
last object as TrM(V).

Definition 6.5.1. Let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G. Define

Tr′M(V) = (nGM)−1
∑

(M ′,sM ,ηM )∈EG(M)

|OutG(M ′, sM , ηM)|−1
τ(G)τ(H)−1STHM ′(f

H),

where for each (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M), we write H for the induced endoscopic datum for
G. Here we also avoid the representative (M ′, sM , ηM) with sM = −1, and as a consequence
(the explicit representative of) the induced endoscopic datum H for G satisfies s 6= −1.

Theorem 6.5.2. Let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G. We have TrM(V) = Tr′M(V) for
a large enough.

In the following we abbreviate TrM := TrM(V) and Tr′M := Tr′M(V). We prove Theorem
6.5.2 in the following, from §6.6 until §6.14.

6.6. First simplifications.

Definition 6.6.1. Denote by E (M)c (resp. E (G)c) the subset of E (M) (resp. E (G)c)
consisting of endoscopic data whose groups are cuspidal and unramified at p. Denote by
EG(M)c the subset of EG(M) consisting of elements such that their images in E (G) are in
E (G)c and their images in E (M) are in E (M)c.

Remark 6.6.2. In the odd case, E (M) = E (M)c,E (G) = E (G)c,EG(M) = EG(M)c.

6.6.3. In Definition 6.5.1, we may restrict the range of the summation to

(M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M)c,

because all the other terms are by definition automatically zero. Also note that in the even
case and M = M2, both sides of Theorem 6.5.2 are automatically zero because M2 is not
cuspidal. (cf. Remark 2.6.2.)

Lemma 6.6.4. nGM12
= 8, nGM1

= nGM2
= 2.

Proof. Direct computation. �

Lemma 6.6.5.

nGM Tr′M =
∑

M ′∈E (M)c

|OutM(M ′)|−1
∑
A

τ(G)τ(H)−1STHM ′(f
H).

Here the summation over A is for A running through the following sets:
• In the odd case for M = M12, A ∈P({1, 2}).
• In the even case for M = M12, A ∈ {∅, {1, 2}}.
• For M = M1, A ∈ {∅, {1, 2}}.
• In the odd case for M = M2, A ∈ {∅, {1}}.
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In the above summation, whenever M ′ ∈ E (M) and A are fixed, we use them to get
an element in EG(M), from which we define H ∈ E (G). (Recall that the set EG(M) is
parametrized by suitable combinations of a choice of A and a choice of a parameter (d+, d−) or
(d+, δ+, d−, δ−) for the set E (M).) We also assume that the summation over M ′ ∈ E (M)c is
over the explicitly chosen representatives and the representative (M ′, s′M , ηM) with s′M = −1
is not used.

Proof. To unify notation, in the odd case we shall sometimes write eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(G,M) for
elements in EG(M) and write ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(M) for elements in E (M), understanding that
δ± = 1. We also write (A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−) := eA,d+,δ+,d−,δ−(G,M) and (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) :=
ed+,δ+,d−,δ−(M).

We turn the summation in Definition 6.5.1 over EG(M)c (cf. §6.6.3) into a double summa-
tion: the summation over E (M)c of the summations over the fibers of the natural forgetful
map

EG(M)c → E (M)c(6.6.1)

(A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−) up to simultaneous swapping 7→ (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) up to swapping.

Odd case M12:
When d+ 6= d−, the fiber of (6.6.1) over (d+, d−) is equal to P({1, 2}) and has 4 elements.

When d+ = d−, the fiber over (d+, d−) is equal to P({1, 2})/(A ∼ Ac), and has 2 elements.
In this case we will still sum over P({1, 2}), and introduce a factor 1/2 in the summation.
Note that OutG(eA,d+,d−) is trivial and OutM(ed+,d−(M)) is trivial unless d+ = d−, in which
case it has order 2. The lemma follows.
Even case M12:
When (d+, δ+) 6= (d−, δ−), the fiber over (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) of (6.6.1) is equal to {∅, {1, 2}},

because the choices A = {1} or {2} violate the cuspidality condition. When (d+, δ+) =
(d−, δ−), the fiber over (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) is a singleton. In this case we will still sum over
{{1, 2} , ∅}, and introduce a factor 1/2 in the summation.

Note that |OutG(M ′, sM , ηM)| = 2 for all (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M) such that M ′ 6= M∗, and
in the rest cases |OutG(M ′, sM , ηM)| = 1. Therefore, when A ∈ {∅, {1, 2}}, we have

∣∣OutM(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)
∣∣ / ∣∣OutG(A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−)

∣∣ =

{
1, (d+, δ+) 6= (d−, δ−)

2, (d+, δ+) = (d−, δ−)

The lemma follows.
Case M1:
When (d+, δ+) 6= (d−, δ−), the fiber of (6.6.1) over (d+, δ+, d−, δ−) is equal to {∅, {1, 2}}.

Other wise the fiber is a singleton. In this case we will still sum over {{1, 2} , ∅}, and
introduce a factor 1/2.

Note that we have∣∣OutM(d+, δ+, d−, δ−)
∣∣ / ∣∣OutG(A, d+, δ+, d−, δ−)

∣∣ =

{
1, (d+, δ+) 6= (d−, δ−)

2, (d+, δ+) = (d−, δ−)

The lemma follows.
Odd case M2:
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When d+ 6= d−, the fiber of (6.6.1) over (d+, d−) is equal to P({1}) = {∅, {1}}. When
d+ = d−, the fiber over (d+, d−) is a singleton. In this case we will still sum over P({1}),
and introduce a factor 1/2.

Note that OutG(eA,d+,d−) is trivial and OutM(ed+,d−(M)) is trivial unless d+ = d−, in which
case it has order 2. The lemma follows.

�

6.7. Computation of STHM ′(f
H). We study the terms STHM ′(fH) in Lemma 6.6.5.

Definition 6.7.1. Let Σ(M ′) be a set of representatives in M ′(Q) of the stable conjugacy
classes in M ′(Q) that are R-elliptic. When M = M1, so that MGL = (M ′)GL = GL2,
we assume that each element γ′ ∈ Σ(M ′) satisfies the condition that its component in
(M ′)GL(Q) = GL2(Q), which by assumption lies in an elliptic maximal torus of GL2,R, lies
in the standard elliptic maximal torus

T std
GL2

=

{(
a b
−b a

)}
.

By definition, each term STHM ′(f
H) in Lemma 6.6.5 has an expansion:

STHM ′(f
H) := τ(M ′)

∑
γ′∈Σ(M ′)

ῑM
′
(γ′)−1SOγ′(f

H,∞
M ′ )SΦH

M ′(γ
′, fH∞).(6.7.1)

Lemma 6.7.2. In (6.7.1), only those γ′ that are (M,M ′)-regular contribute non-trivially.

Proof. If X, Y are two quantities we write X ∼ Y to mean that "Y = 0 ⇒ X = 0". Let γ′
be any semi-simple elliptic element of M ′(R). We have

SΦH
M ′(γ

′, fH∞) ∼
∑

Π for H
ΦH
M ′(γ

′−1,ΘΠ) Tr(fH∞,Π) ∼

∼
∑

ϕH∈ΦH(ϕV∗ )

det(ω∗(ϕH))ΦH
M ′(γ

′−1
,ΘϕH ),

where the summation
∑

Π for H is over the discrete series L-packets for HR. By [Mor11,
Proposition 3.2.5, Remarque 3.2.6], the last quantity above is zero provided that γ′ is not
(M,M ′)-regular. �

We continue the study of (6.7.1). By Lemma 6.7.2, we only need to sum over those
γ′ ∈ Σ(M ′) that are (M,M ′)-regular. By Proposition 6.4.12, we may further restrict to
those γ′ that is an image of a semi-simple element γM ∈M(Ap

f ) (in the adelic sense), and in
this case we have

SOγ′(f
H,p,∞
M ′ ) = (∆M

M ′)
p,∞
A (γ′, γM)O

s′M
γM (fp,∞M ),(6.7.2)

where s′M is as in the endoscopic datum (M ′, s′M , ηM) ∈ E (M). We remind the reader that
it is different from sM as in (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M) as the latter depends on A. The transfer
factor (∆M

M ′)
p,∞
A is the one inherited from ∆G

H (cf. Remark 6.4.7), which indeed depends on
(M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ EG(M) (i.e. it depends on A).

Definition 6.7.3. Let εp,∞(A) ∈ C× be the constant such that

(∆M
M ′)

p,∞
A = εp,∞(A)(∆M

M ′)
p,∞
∅ .
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Definition 6.7.4. Define Σ(M ′)1 to be the subset of Σ(M ′) consisting of elements γ′ such
that γ′ is (M,M ′)-regular and is an image of a semi-simple element in M(Ap

f ).

Definition 6.7.5. For a fixed e = (M ′, sM , ηM) ∈ E (M), and a fixed γ′ ∈ Σ(M ′)1, let
γM ∈M(Ap

f ) be a semi-simple element of whom γ′ is an image, and define

I(e, γ′) := ῑM
′
(γ′)−1(∆M

M ′)
p,∞
∅ (γ′, γM)O

s′M
γM (fp,∞M )×

×
∑
A

εp,∞(A)τ(G)τ(H)−1τ(M ′)SOγ′(f
H
p,M ′)SΦH

M ′(γ
′, fH∞)

where
∑

A is the same as Lemma 6.6.5. By (6.7.2) this definition is independent of the choice
of γM .

Lemma 6.7.6. We have

nGM Tr′M =
∑

e∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑

γ′∈Σ(M ′)1

I(e, γ′).

Proof. Direct consequence of Lemma 6.6.5 and the above discussion. �

Definition 6.7.7. For e and γ′ as in Definition 6.7.5, and A as in Lemma 6.6.5, we define

K(e, γ′, A) := (−1)q(GR)
∑

ϕH∈ΦH(ϕV∗ )

det(ω∗(ϕH))ΦH
M ′(γ

′−1,ΘϕH ).

Lemma 6.7.8. For e and γ′ as in Definition 6.7.5, we have

I(e, γ′) = ῑM
′
(γ′)−1(∆M

M ′)
p,∞
∅ (γ′, γM)O

s′M
γM (fp,∞M )τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1(−1)dimAM′ v̄(M ′0

γ′)
−1×

×
∑
A

εp,∞(A)SOγ′(f
H
p,M ′)K(e, γ′, A).

Here
∑

A is the same as in Lemma 6.6.5.

Proof. Direct consequence of (6.7.5), Definition 6.4.3, Remark 6.4.4, Corollary 6.2.5. �

6.8. Computation of K. We use the notation of Lemma 6.7.8 and focus our attention to
one term

K(e, γ′, A) := (−1)q(GR)
∑

ϕH∈ΦH(ϕV∗ )

det(ω∗(ϕH))ΦH
M ′(γ

′−1,ΘϕH ).

We would like to apply [Mor11, Proposition 3.2.5] to compute the above summation. First
we need some preparations.

Fix an elliptic maximal torus TM ′ of M ′
R, such that γ′ ∈ TM ′(R). Then TM ′ is of the form

TM ′ = T(M ′)GL × T(M ′)SO,− × T(M ′)SO,+

where T(M ′)GL (resp. T(M ′)SO,− , resp. T(M ′)SO,+) is an elliptic maximal torus of (M ′)GL
R (resp.

(M ′)SO,−
R , resp. (M ′)SO,+

R ). When M = M12 or when in the odd case M = M2, we have
necessarily T(M ′)GL = (M ′)GL. When M = M1, by our assumption on γ′ in Definition 6.7.1,
we know that we may assume T(M ′)GL = T std

GL2
. We assume this, which shall have important

consequences in §6.10.
We then fix an elliptic maximal torus TM of MR, and an admissible isomorphism

jM : TM ′
∼−→ TM .
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We may and will assume that TM is of the form

TM = T(M)GL × TMSO ,

where TMGL = T(M ′)GL , and TMSO is an elliptic maximal torus of MSO. We also assume that
jM is the product of the identity on T(M ′)GL and an admissible isomorphism

T(M ′)SO,− × T(M ′)SO,+
∼−→ TMSO ,

in the sense that (M ′)SO (and the additional datum induced by e = (M ′, s′M , ηM)) is naturally
an endoscopic datum for MSO.

For any choice of a Borel B0 of GC containing TM,C, we get a unique isomorphism

ΥB0 : TM,C
∼−→ Gm

m,

characterized by the condition that under ΥB0 , the based root system on X∗(TM) determined
by B0 is transported to the standard based root system on X∗(Gm

m) of type B or D. Under
Υ−1
B0
, the m copies of Gm define an ordered m-tuple of trivialized (i.e. with an isomorphism

to Gm) subgroups of TM,C. We name them by

τ01 , τ02 , τ1, τ2, · · · , τm−2 if M = M12 or M1,

and by
τ0, τ1, · · · , τm−1 if M = M2 (odd case).

Thus for example whenM = M12, ΥB0 maps τ02 to the subgroup {(1, z, 1, · · · , 1)|z ∈ Gm} of
Gm
m. We fix a choice of B0, depending on the choice of jM , satisfying the following conditions.
(1) WhenM = M12, we require that τ01 and τ02 are respectively the firstGm (i.e. GL(V1))

and the second Gm (i.e. GL(V2/V1)) of TGL
M = MGL. When M = M1, we require

that τ01 × τ02 is equal to TMGL,C. When M = M2, we require that τ0 is equal to
TMGL = MGL = GL(V1).

(2) j−1
M (τ1 × τ2 × · · · × τm−) = T(M ′)SO,−,C.

Remark 6.8.1. We emphasize that we choose (TM , TM ′ , jM) only depending on (e, γ′), and
independently of A.

Up to now the discussion has not involved A. We now take A into account, so we have
an endoscopic datum (H, s, η) for G induced by (e, A). Recall from §6.4.1 that we have
fixed (TH , TG, j, BG,H). Similarly as above, the pair (TG, BG,H) defines an ordered m-tuple
of trivialized subgroups of TG,C. We name them respectively by

ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρm.
By the construction in §6.4.1, we know that

j−1(ρ1 × ρ2 × · · · × ρm−) ⊂ H−, j−1(ρm−+1 × ρm−+2 × · · · × ρm) ⊂ H+.

Definition 6.8.2. Define an isomorphism iG(A) : TM,C
∼−→ TG,C as follows. WhenM = M12

or M1, let iG(A) map τ01 , τ02 , τ1, · · · , τm−2 respectively to
ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρm, A = ∅
ρm−+1, ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρm− , ρm−+2, · · · , ρm, A = {1}
ρ1, ρm−+1, ρ2, · · · , ρm− , ρm−+2, · · · , ρm, A = {2}
ρm−+1, ρm−+2, ρ1, · · · , ρm− , ρm−+3, · · · , ρm, A = {1, 2}
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(WhenM = M1 or in the even case whenM = M12, the parameter A can only assume {1, 2}
and ∅, but we still use the above formula).

When M = M2 (in the odd case), let iG(A) map τ0, τ1, · · · , τm−1 respectively to{
ρ1, · · · , ρm, A = ∅
ρm−+1, ρ1, · · · , ρm− , ρm−+2, · · · , ρm, A = {1}

Definition 6.8.3. Define iH(A) to be the unique isomorphism TM ′,C
∼−→ TH,C that fits into

the following commutative diagram:

TH,C
j // TG,C

TM ′,C
jM //

iH(A)

OO

TM,C

iG(A)

OO

Lemma 6.8.4. iG(A) (resp. iH(A)) is induced by an inner automorphism of GC (resp. HC).

Proof. Obvious from the definition. �

Definition 6.8.5. Define the four Borel subgroups:
• BM , the Borel of MC containing TM,C, defined to be B0 ∩M .
• BG, the Borel of GC containing TG,C, defined to be iG(A)∗B0. This can be different
from BG,H fixed in §6.4.1.
• BM ′ , the Borel of M ′

C containing TM ′,C, defined to be the one induced by (BM , jM).
• B′H , the Borel of HC containing TH,C, defined to be iH(A)∗(BM ′), or equivalently
defined from (BG, j). This can be different from BH fixed in §6.4.1.

We recall [Mor11, Proposition 3.2.5] in our notation.

Proposition 6.8.6.

εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1)∆A
jM ,BM

(γ′, jM(γ′))ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘH

ϕV∗
) =(6.8.1)

=
∑

ϕH∈ΦH(ϕV∗ )

det(ω′∗(ϕH))ΦH
M ′(γ

′−1,ΘϕH )

where εR is defined using BM (i.e. it is −1 to the number of BM -positive roots for (GC, TM,C)
that are real and map jM(γ′−1) to ]0, 1[), and εRH is defined similarly using BM ′. The
elements ω′∗(ϕH) ∈ Ω′∗ are determined using (j, BG) in the way similar to that described in
§6.4.2 (which used (j, BG,H) instead). The transfer factor ∆A

jM ,BM
is defined as 21

∆A
jM .BM

:= (−1)q(GR)+q(HR)+q(MR)+q(M ′R)∆jM ,BM .

The term ΦG
M(·,ΘH

ϕV∗) is given as follows. When M = M12 in the odd case,

ΦG
M(·,ΘH

ϕV∗
) :=

{
ΦG
M(·,ΘV∗), A = {1, 2} or ∅

ΦG
M(·,ΘV∗)endosc, A = {1} or {2}

In all the other cases,
ΦG
M(·,ΘH

ϕV∗
) := ΦG

M(·,ΘV∗).

21In loc. cit. ∆A
jM ,BM

is denoted simply by ∆jM ,BM
, but its definition indeed involves the sign

(−1)q(GR)+q(HR), instead of (−1)q(MR)+q(M
′
R).
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�

For a fixed ϕH , we investigate the relation between ω∗(ϕH) and ω′∗(ϕH). Write ω∗ :=
ω∗(ϕH) and ω′∗ := ω′∗(ϕH) in short. By definition, ϕH is aligned with (ω−1

∗ ◦ j, BG,H , BH) and
also aligned with ((ω′∗)

−1 ◦ j, BG, B
′
H). Suppose ω0 ∈ Ω(GC, TG,C) measures the difference

between BG and BG,H in the sense that the map T̂G → Ĝ determined by BG and ϕV∗ ,
is equal to the map T̂G → Ĝ determined by BG,H and ϕV∗ , precomposed with ω0. Write
ω0 = ω0,Hω0,∗ according to the decomposition of Ω(GC, TG,C) determined by (j, BG,H). Then
we have

ω′∗ = ω−1
0 ω∗ω0,H .

In particular,
det(ω′∗) = det(ω∗) det(ω−1

0,∗).

Understanding that A only assumes the ranges in Lemma 6.6.5, we compute:

(6.8.2) det(ω0,∗) =


1, A = ∅
(−1)m

−
, A = {1}

(−1)m
−+1, A = {2}

1, A = {1, 2}

Corollary 6.8.7. We have

K(e, γ′, A) = (−1)q(GR) det(ω0,∗)εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1)×

×∆A
jM ,BM

(γ′, jM(γ′))ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘH

ϕV∗
),

where det(ωo,∗) is given in (6.8.2).

Proof. Consequence of Proposition 6.8.6. �

6.9. Computation of some signs. We continue computing I(e, γ′) from Lemma 6.7.8 and
Corollary 6.8.7.

Definition 6.9.1. Let �(A) ∈ C×, be the constant such that

(∆M
M ′)

p,∞
A , (∆M

M ′)p, �(A)∆A
jM ,BM

satisfy the global product formula. Equivalently, �(A)∆A
jM ,BM

is inherited from ∆j,BG,H . cf.
§6.4.6 and Remark 6.4.7.

Remark 6.9.2. We have

∆A
jM ,BM

εp,∞(A) = ∆∅jM ,BM �(A)�(∅)−1.

Proposition 6.9.3. For all M , understanding that A only assumes the ranges in Lemma
6.6.5, we have

�(∅) = −1.

�(A)�(∅)−1 =


1, A = ∅
−1 A = {1, 2}
(−1)m

−+1, A = {1} or {2}
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Proof. The sign �(A) is determined by the condition that �(A)∆
(H)
jM ,BM

is inherited from
∆j,BG,H . In the rest part of the proof we pass to the local notation over R. We use the
phrase "Whittaker normalization" or "Whittaker normalized" to mean the notions defined
in Definition 4.5.8 and Definition 4.6.8, and the type I Whittaker normalization defined in
Definition 4.7.7.

We claim that the Whittaker normalized transfer factor between M ′ and M and the
Whittaker normalized transfer factor between H and G satisfy the condition that the former
is inherited from the latter as in Remark 6.4.7. In fact, when d is not divisible by 4 the
claim follows from the uniqueness of Whittaker datum for G∗ and M∗ and the compatibility
assumptions (1)(2) in the beginning of §4.8 (around (4.8.1)). When d is divisible by 4,
the claim follows from the compatibility assumptions (1)(2) just mentioned and Proposition
4.7.14.

It follows from the above claim that �(A) is the product of the following three signs:
(1) the sign between ∆

(H)
jM ,BM

and ∆jM ,BM , namely (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′).
(2) the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whittaker normalization.
(3) the sign between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normalization.

Denote by m± (resp. n±) the absolute ranks of (M ′)SO,± (resp. H±). Denote by m the
absolute rank of G.
Odd case M12:
We have

q(G) =
(2m− 1)2

2
= 2m− 1,

q(H) =
m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1)

2
,

q(M) = 0,

q(M ′) =
n+(n+ + 1) + n−(n− + 1)

2
.

When A = ∅ or {1, 2}, we have{
m+ = n+

m− = n− + 2
or

{
m+ = n+ + 2

m− = n−

respectively. First assume the first case. Then

q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′) = 2m−1+
2m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1) + (m− − 2)(m− − 1)

2
≡

≡ 1 +m+(m+ + 1) +
2(m−)2 − 2m− + 2

2
≡

≡ 1 +m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− − 1) + 1 ≡ 0 mod 2.

Observing symmetry we get the same result for the second case. We conclude that when
A = ∅ or {1, 2}, the sign (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′) is 1.

Now assume A = {1} or {2}. Then m+ = n+ + 1,m− = n− + 1. We have

q(G) + q(H) + q(M) + q(M ′) =

= 2m− 1 +
m+(m+ + 1) +m+(m+ − 1) +m−(m− + 1) +m−(m− − 1)

2
≡
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≡ 1 +
2(m+)2 + 2(m−)2

2
≡ 1 +m+ +m− = m+ 1 mod 2.

We conclude that

(−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′) =

{
1, A = {1, 2} or ∅
(−1)m+1, A = {1} or {2}

.

We now compute the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whittaker normalization. Applying
the q = 0 case of Corollary 4.5.14, this sign is

(−1)dn
+/2e.

Also applying the q = 2 case of Corollary 4.5.14, we see that the sign between ∆j,BG,H and
the Whittaker normalization is

(−1)dm
+/2e+1.

Thus
�(A) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′)+dn+/2e+dm+/2e+1.

We have
�(∅) = (−1)dn

+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)dm
+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = −1.

�({1, 2}) = (−1)dn
+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)d(m

+−2)/2e+dm+/2e+1 = 1.

�({1}) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′)+dn+/2e+dm+/2e+1 =

= (−1)m+1+d(m+−1)/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m+m+

= (−1)m
−

�({2}) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′)+dn+/2e+dm+/2e+1 =

= (−1)m+1+d(m+−1)/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m+m+

= (−1)m
−

This finishes the proof in this case.
Even case M12:
Note that q(G), q(H), q(M), q(M ′) are all even, since all the four real groups are of the

form of a torus times a cuspidal even orthogonal group, namely some SO(a, b) with a, b even,
and we have q(SO(a, b)) = ab/2.

When A = ∅ or {1, 2}, we have{
m+ = n+

m− = n− + 2
or

{
m+ = n+ + 2

m− = n−

respectively.
We now compute the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whittaker normalization. Applying

the q = 0 case of Corollary 4.6.13 and Corollary 4.7.12, this sign is

(−1)bn
−/2c.

Assume it is not the case that m is odd and m+ = 1. Then DH which was used to
define (j, BG,H) in §6.4.1 is convenient in the sense of Definition 4.6.11 and Definition 4.7.10.
Applying the q = 2 case of Corollary 4.6.13 and Corollary 4.7.12, we see that the sign between
∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normalization is

(−1)bm
−/2c.

Now assume m is odd and m+ = 1. In this case DH used to define (j, BG,H) differs from
a convenient e.d. by the transposition (m − 1,m) ∈ Sm. Let B′G,H be the image of BG,H
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under (m− 1,m), viewed as an element in the complex Weyl group. Similarly as the proof
of the second statement of Lemma 4.7.4, it is easy to show that

∆j,BG,H = 〈a(m−1,m), s〉∆j,B′G,H
= −∆j,B′G,H

.

Hence the sign between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normalization is −1 times the sign
(−1)bm

−/2c+1 in Corollary 4.6.13. Namely, it is again

(−1)bm
−/2c.

Thus
�(A) = (−1)bn

−/2c+bm−/2c.

We have
�(∅) = (−1)b(m

−−2)/2c+bm−/2c = −1.

�({1, 2}) = (−1)bm
−/2c+bm−/2c = 1.

This finishes the proof in this case.
Odd case M1:
We have

q(G) =
(2m− 1)2

2
= 2m− 1,

q(H) =
m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1)

2
,

q(M ′) = q((M ′)SO) + q((M ′)GL) =
n+(n+ + 1) + n−(n− + 1)

2
+ 1.

q(M) = q(GL2) = 1.

When A = ∅ or {1, 2}, we have{
m+ = n+

m− = n− + 2
or

{
m+ = n+ + 2

m− = n−

respectively. First assume the first case. Then

q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′) = 2m+1+
2m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1) + (m− − 2)(m− − 1)

2
≡

≡ m+(m+ + 1) +
2(m−)2 − 2m− + 2

2
+ 1 ≡

≡ m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− − 1) ≡ 0 mod 2.

Observing symmetry we get the same result for the second case. We conclude that

(−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′) = 1, A = ∅ or {1, 2} .
We now compute the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whittaker normalization. Applying

the q = 0 case of Corollary 4.5.14, this sign is

(−1)dn
+/2e.

Also applying the q = 2 case of Corollary 4.5.14, we see that the sign between ∆j,BG,H and
the Whittaker normalization is

(−1)dm
+/2e+1.
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Thus
�(A) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′)+dn+/2e+dm+/2e+1.

We have
�(∅) = (−1)dn

+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)dm
+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = −1.

�({1, 2}) = (−1)dn
+/2e+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)d(m

+−2)/2e+dm+/2e+1 = 1.

This finishes the proof in this case.
Even case M1:
Now q(G), q(H) are even, and q(M), q(M ′) are odd.
When A = ∅ or {1, 2}, we have{

m+ = n+

m− = n− + 2
or

{
m+ = n+ + 2

m− = n−

respectively.
Similarly as in the even case M12 treated before, the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whit-

taker normalization is
(−1)bn

−/2c,

and the sign between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normalization is

(−1)bm
−/2c.

Thus
�(A) = (−1)bn

−/2c+bm−/2c.

We have
�(∅) = (−1)b(m

−−2)/2c+bm−/2c = −1.

�({1, 2}) = (−1)bm
−/2c+bm−/2c = 1.

This finishes the proof in this case.
Odd case M2:
Now

q(G) =
(2m− 1)2

2
= 2m− 1,

q(H) =
m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1)

2
,

q(M) =
d− 3

2
= m− 1,

q(M ′) =
n+(n+ + 1) + n−(n− + 1)

2
.

When A = ∅ or {1}, we have{
m+ = n+

m− = n− + 1
or

{
m+ = n+ + 1

m− = n−

respectively. Assume A = ∅, then

q(G) + q(H) + q(M) + q(M ′) = 3m− 2 +
2m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1) + (m− − 1)m−

2
≡
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≡ m+m+(m+ + 1) +
2(m−)2

2
≡

≡ m+m+(m+ + 1) + (m−)2 ≡ m+m− ≡ m+ mod 2.

Similarly, for A = {1}, we have

q(G) + q(H) + q(M) + q(M ′) ≡ m− mod 2.

We now compute the sign between ∆jM ,BM and the Whittaker normalization. Applying
the q = 1 case of Corollary 4.5.14, this sign is

(−1)bn
+/2c.

Also applying the q = 2 case of Corollary 4.5.14, we see that the sign between ∆j,BG,H and
the Whittaker normalization is

(−1)dm
+/2e+1.

Thus
�(A) = (−1)q(G)+q(H)+q(M)+q(M ′)+bn+/2c+dm+/2e+1.

We have

�(∅) = (−1)m
++bn+/2c+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m

++bm+/2c+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m
++m++1 = −1.

�({1}) = (−1)m
−+bn+/2c+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m

−+b(m+−1)/2c+dm+/2e+1 = (−1)m
−
.

This finishes the proof of in this case.
�

Definition 6.9.4. Define

☼(A) :=

{
1, A = ∅ or {2}
−1, A = {1} or {1, 2}

Definition 6.9.5. Let e, γ′ be as in Definition 6.7.5. Suppose for each A as in Lemma 6.6.5,
we have an element g(A) ∈ Hur(M ′(Qp)). Define

J(e, γ′, A 7→ g(A)) :=
∑
A

☼(A)SOγ′(g(A))εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘH

ϕV∗
),

where
∑

A is the same as in Lemma 6.6.5.

Definition 6.9.6. Let e, γ′, γM be as in Definition 6.7.5. Define

Q(e, γ′) = ῑM
′
(γ′)−1(∆M

M ′)
p,∞
∅ (γ′, γM)O

s′M
γM (fp,∞M )τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1(−1)dimAM′ v̄(M ′0

γ′)
−1×

×(−1)q(GR)∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′)).

Here, as in Definition 6.7.5, the choice of γM ∈ M(Ap
f ), of which γ′ is an image, does not

affect the definition.

Corollary 6.9.7. With J defined in Definition 6.9.5 and Q defined in 6.9.6, we have

I(e, γ′) = Q(e, γ′)J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′).

Proof. By (6.8.2) and Proposition 6.9.3, we have ☼(A) = �(A)�(∅)−1 det(ω0,∗). The corol-
lary follows from Lemma 6.7.8, Corollary 6.8.7, Remark 6.9.2. �
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6.10. Symmetry of order nGM .

Definition 6.10.1. Define a subgroup W ⊂ Aut((M ′)GL) = Aut(MGL) as follows: When
M = M12, so that MGL = (M ′)GL = G2

m, we define

W := {±1}2 oS2,

where each factor {±1} acts on each Gm non-trivially and S2 acts by swapping the two
factors of Gm. When M = M1, so that MGL = (M ′)GL = GL2, we define

W := Z/2Z
where the non-trivial element acts on GL2 by transpose inverse. When M = M2 in the odd
case, so that MGL = (M ′)GL, we define

W := Z/2Z.
When the context is clear we also viewW as a subgroup of Aut(M) or Aut(M ′), by extending
its action trivially to MSO or (M ′)SO.

Remark 6.10.2. As a subgroup of Aut(M), W consists of automorphisms defined over Q and
is contained in the image of the natural map

(NorGM)(Q)→ Aut(M).

Lemma 6.10.3. |W| = nGM .

Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.6.4. �

6.10.4. The group W acts on the set of stable conjugacy classes in M ′(Q) preserving the
following conditions

• being R-elliptic.
• being (M,M ′)-regular.
• being an image of a semi-simple element in M(Ap

f ).
Therefore we may and will assume that the sets Σ(M ′) and Σ(M ′)1 chosen in Definition
6.7.1 and Definition 6.7.4 are stable under W.

Lemma 6.10.5. Consider the term Q(e, γ′) in Definition 6.9.6. It is invariant under the
action of W on the variable γ′.

Proof. By (6.7.2), we have

Q(e, γ′) = C × SOγ′(f
H(∅),p,∞
M ′ )∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′)),

where C is an expression that is obviously invariant W, and H(∅) is the endoscopic datum
for G induced by the G-endoscopic datum for M that is parametrized by e ∈ E (M) and
A = ∅. Note that the subgroup W ⊂ Aut(M ′) is contained in the image of22

(NorH(∅) M
′)(Q)→ Aut(M ′).

We first check that γ′ 7→ SOγ′(f
H(∅),p,∞
M ′ ) is invariant under W. Denote φ := fH(∅),p,∞.

Let w ∈ W be an arbitrary element. It suffices to check that φM ′ and (φM ′)
w have the

same orbital integrals, where (φM ′)
w(g) := φM ′(w(g)). By the density of regular semi-simple

22This is not true if H(∅) is replaced by H({1}) for instance when M = M12.
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orbital integrals, it suffices to check that for all (H(∅),M ′)-regular elements g ∈M ′(Ap
f ), we

have
Og(φM ′) = Ow(g)(φM ′).

Without loss of generality we may replace Ap
f by a local field F = Qv, v 6= p,∞. By [ST16,

Lemma 6.1] (which follows [vD72]), we know that

Og(φM ′) = D
H(∅)
M ′ (g)1/2Og(φ)

and
Ow(g)(φM ′) = D

H(∅)
M ′ (w(g))1/2Ow(g)(φ).

Here DH(∅)
M ′ (g) :=

∏
α |1− α(g)|Apf , where the product is over the roots α of H(∅)F̄ with

respect to an arbitrary maximal torus of H(∅)F̄ containing g, such that α is not a root of
M ′

F̄
and α(g) 6= 1.

Now because w is induced by an element in (NorH(∅) M
′)(Q), we know that DH(∅)

M ′ (g) =

D
H(∅)
M ′ (w(g)) and Og(φ) = Ow(g)(φ). Thus Og(φM ′) = Ow(g)(φM ′) as desired, and we have

proved that γ′ 7→ SOγ′(f
H(∅),p,∞
M ′ ) is invariant under w.

We are left to check that for all w ∈W, we have

∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′)) = ∆∅jM ,BM (w(γ′), jM(w(γ′))),

or equivalently
∆jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′)) = ∆jM ,BM (w(γ′), jM(w(γ′)))(6.10.1)

By the assumption on γ′ in Definition 6.7.1 and the assumption on TM ′ in the beginning of
§6.8, we know that both γ′ and w(γ′) lie in TM ′ . Also both γ′ and wγ′ are (M,M ′)-regular.
Recall the formula for ∆jM ,BM from [Kot90, p. 184], which is valid for any (M,M ′)-regular
element t ∈ TM ′(R):

∆jM ,BM (t, jM(t)) = (−1)q(M
′
R)+q(MR)χM,M ′(jM(t))

∏
α

(1− α(jM(t))),

where α runs through the BM -positive roots of TM,C in MC that do not come from M ′ via
jM . The quasi-character χM,M ′ on TM(R), whose construction is given in loc. cit. (with the
notation χG,H), obviously restricts to the trivial character on TMGL . Thus we only need to
check that the term

T (t) :=
∏
α

(1− α(jM(t)))

is the same for t = γ′ and t = w(γ′). Since M is a direct product M = MGL ×MSO, and
since all the roots of MGL, if any, come from M ′, we see that the value of T (t) does not
depend on the component of t in (M ′)GL. This finishes the proof.

�

Corollary 6.10.6. For each e = (M ′, s′M , ηM) ∈ (M), choose a set Σ(M ′)1 as in Definition
6.7.4 and §6.10.4. Let Σ(M ′)2 be an arbitrary set of representatives of the W-orbits in
Σ(M ′)1. We have

nGM Tr′M =
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑

γ′∈Σ(M ′)2

Q(e, γ′)
∑
w∈W

J(e, w(γ′), A 7→ fHp,M ′).

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.7.6, Corollary 6.9.7, Lemma 6.10.5. �
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6.11. Computation of J. We compute J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′) in Definition 6.9.5 using results
from 5.4.

Lemma 6.11.1. When M = M12 in the odd case, we have

εR(jM(γ′−1)) = εRH (γ′−1), A = {1, 2} or ∅
εR(jM(γ′−1))|A={1} = εR(jM(γ′−1))|A={2}

εRH (γ′−1)|A={1} = εRH (γ′−1)|A={2}.

In all the other cases, we have

εR(jM(γ′−1)) = εRH (γ′−1).

Proof. Easy consequences of the definition. �

Definition 6.11.2. Write p∗ := pa(d−2)/2. Write

fHp,M ′ = p∗k(A) + p∗h,

as in Proposition 5.4.3. When M = M12, further write

k(A) = k1(A) + k2(A),

where ki(A) has Satake transform εi(A)(Xa
i +X−ai ), as in Proposition 5.4.3. Thus we have

J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′) = p∗J(e, γ′, k) + p∗(e, γ′, h),

and when M = M12 we further have

J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′) = p∗J(e, γ′, k1) + p∗J(e, γ′, k2) + p∗J(e, γ′, h).

Here we have abbreviated

J(e, γ′, k) := J(e, γ′, A 7→ k(A)),

etc.

6.11.3. Some abbreviations. Write

ΦG
M := ΦG

M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗).

ΦG
M,endosc := ΦG

M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗)endosc.

εRεRH := εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1).

6.11.4. Odd case M12. With the above abbreviations, it follows from Lemma 6.11.1 that we
have

J(e, γ′, h) = SOγ′(h)
∑
A

☼(A)εRεRHΦG
M(ΘH

ϕV∗
) =

= SOγ′(h)

[
ΦG
M − ΦG

M − (εRεRH )|A={1}Φ
G
M,endosc + (εRεRH )|A={2}Φ

G
M,endosc

]
= 0.

Similarly

J(e, γ′, k1) = SOγ′(k1(∅))
[
ΦG
M + ΦG

M + (εRεRH )|A={1}Φ
G
M,endosc + (εRεRH )|A={2}Φ

G
M,endosc

]
=

= 2SOγ′(k1(∅))
[
ΦG
M + (εRεRH )|A={1}Φ

G
M,endosc

]
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and

J(e, γ′, k2) = 2SOγ′(k2(∅))
[
ΦG
M − (εRεRH )|A={1}Φ

G
M,endosc

]
6.11.5. Even case M12. With similar computations as above, we get

J(e, γ′, h) = 0

J(e, γ′, k1) = 2SOγ′(k1(∅))ΦG
M

J(e, γ′, k2) = 2SOγ′(k2(∅))ΦG
M .

6.11.6. Case M1 and odd case M2. Similar computations give

J(e, γ′, h) = 0

J(e, γ′, k) = 2SOγ′(k(∅))ΦG
M .

6.12. Breaking symmetry, case M12. We keep the notation in Corollary 6.10.6 and §6.11.

Definition 6.12.1. We say that an element in M ′(R) is good at ∞ its component in
(M ′)GL(R) = R× × R× has two equal signs. We say that an element in M ′(Qp) is good
at p if its component in (M ′)GL(Qp) = Q×p ×Q×p has p-adic valuations (−a, 0). Here the first
Gm-factor is GL(V1) and the second is GL(V2/V1).

Corollary 6.12.2. Let M = M12. We have

nGM Tr′M =
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

Q(e, γ′)4p∗J(e, γ′, k1),

where γ′ runs through the elements in Σ(M ′)1 that are good at ∞ and good at p.

Proof. We start with the formula for the LHS in Corollary 6.10.6. Fix a pair (e, γ′) in that
formula.

We first treat the odd case. Let w1 := (−1, 1) ∈ {±1} × {±1} ⊂ W = {±1}2 oS2. Let
w12 be the non-trivial element in S2 ⊂ W. Namely, w1 inverts the first coordinate of G2

m

and w12 swaps the two coordinates. Using the computations of J(e, γ′, k1) and J(e, γ′, k2) in
§6.11, it follows from the vanishing statement in Proposition 4.11.8 that

J(e, γ′, k1) = J(e, γ′, k1) = 0

unless γ′ is good at ∞. Suppose γ′ is good at ∞. Then by Proposition 4.11.9, Proposition
4.11.10, and the computation in §6.11, we have

J(e, γ′, k1) = J(e, w12(γ′), k2)(6.12.1)

J(e, γ′, k1) = J(e, w1(γ′), k1)(6.12.2)

because the functions k1(∅) and k2(∅) are pull-backs of each other under w12, and the function
k1(∅) is invariant under w1. From §6.11 we have

J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′) = p∗J(e, γ′, k1) + p∗J(e, γ′, k2).

Therefore, if ∑
w∈W

J(e, w(γ′), A 7→ fHp,M ′) 6= 0,
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then γ′ is good at ∞, and moreover from (6.12.1) we know that there exists w ∈ W such
that

J(e, w(γ′), k1) 6= 0.

By §6.11, the last condition implies that SOw(γ′)(k1(∅)) 6= 0, and it follows easily that either
w(γ′) or w1(w(γ′)) is good at p. Note that in the orbit Wγ′ there is at most one element
that is good at p. Without loss of generality assume γ′ is that element. Then we have

(p∗)−1
∑
w∈W

J(e, w(γ′), A 7→ fHp,M ′) =
∑
w∈W

J(e, w(γ′), k1) + J(e, w(γ′), k2) =

(6.12.1)
======

∑
w∈W

2J(e, w(γ′), k1) = 2J(e, γ′, k1) + 2J(e, w1(γ′), k1)
(6.12.2)

====== 4J(e, γ′, k1).

The corollary in the odd case follows.
The even case is treated with almost identical arguments. The only differences are in that

we now use the vanishing statement in Proposition 4.11.13 rather than Proposition 4.11.8,
and in that we simply use the invariance of ΦG

M(·,ΘV∗) under (NorGM)(R) to deduce (6.12.1)
and (6.12.2) . �

6.13. Breaking symmetry, caseM1 and odd caseM2. We keep the notation in Corollary
6.10.6 and §6.11.

Definition 6.13.1. Suppose M = M1. We say that an element in M ′(Qp) is good at p if
its component in (M ′)GL(Qp) = GL2(Qp) has determinant of p-adic valuations −a. We say
that any element in M ′(R) is good at ∞.

Suppose M = M2 in the odd case. We say that an element in M ′(Qp) is good at p if its
component in (M ′)GL(Qp) = Q×p has valuation −a. We say that an element inM ′(R) is good
at ∞ if its component in (M ′)GL(R) = R× is positive.

Corollary 6.13.2. Suppose M = M1, or M = M2 in the odd case. We have

nGM Tr′M =
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

Q(e, γ′)2p∗J(e, γ′, k),

where γ′ runs through the elements in Σ(M ′)1 that are good ∞ and good at p.

Proof. We start with the formula for the LHS in Corollary 6.10.6. Fix a pair (e, γ′) in
that formula. Let w0 ∈ W be the non-trivial element. Using the computation of J(e, γ′, k)
in §6.11, we see that if it is non-zero, then ΦG

M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗) 6= 0, and by the vanishing
statement in Proposition 4.10.1 this implies that γ′ is good at ∞ when M = M2. Moreover,
it follows from the invariance of k(∅) under w0 and the invariance of ΦG

M(·,ΘV∗) under
(NorGM)(R) that we have

J(e, γ′, k) = J(e, w0(γ′), k).(6.13.1)

From §6.11 we have
J(e, γ′, A 7→ fHp,M ′) = p∗J(e, γ′, k).

Therefore by (6.13.1) we have∑
w∈W

J(e, w(γ′), A 7→ fHp,M ′) = 2p∗J(e, γ′, k).
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If this is non-zero, then SOγ′(k(∅)) 6= 0, and it follows easily that either γ′ or w0γ
′ is good

at p. Note that at most one of them can be good at p. The corollary follows. �

6.14. Main computation.

Proposition 6.14.1. Let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G. When a ∈ Z>0 is large
enough (for a fixed fp,∞), we have

Tr′M = 4p∗
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

(−1)dimAM′+q(GR) |OutM(e)|−1(6.14.1)

∑
γ′

Q(e, γ′)SOγ′(k1(∅))LM(jM(γ′)),

where γ′ runs through the elements in Σ(M ′)1 that are good at ∞ and good at p. Here we
understand that k1(∅) := k(∅) when M = M1 or M2.

Proof. Note that (−1)dimAM′ only depends on M . In fact,

(−1)dimAM′ =

{
1, M = M12

−1, otherwise
.

This dichotomy is to be compared with the dichotomy of signs in Propositions 4.11.8, 4.11.13
for M12, against Propositions 4.9.1, 4.10.1 for M1 and M2. We first treat the odd case M12.
By Lemma 6.6.4, Corollary 6.12.2, and §6.11, we have

8 Tr′M =
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

Q(e, γ′)4p∗J(e, γ′, k1) =

=
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

Q(e, γ′)8p∗SOγ′(k1(∅))×

×
[
ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗) + εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1)|A={1}Φ

G
M(jM(γ′−1),ΘV∗)endosc

]
,

where γ′ runs through the elements in Σ(M ′)1 that are good at ∞ and good at p. Suppose
that γ′ contributes non-trivially to the above sum. Then Q(e, γ′) 6= 0. From Definition 6.9.6,
we have

O
s′M
γM (fp,∞M ) 6= 0.

Therefore the component of γM in MGL(Ap
f ) = (M ′)GL(Ap

f ) lies in a compact subset that
only depends on fp,∞ and not on a. Note that because γ′ is an image of γM , the component
of γ′ in (M ′)GL(Q) is equal to the component of γM inMGL(Ap

f ). When a is large enough, we
deduce from this observation and the assumption that γ′ is good at p that the real absolute
value of the component of γ′ in the first Gm is strictly smaller than the ±1-st power of that
of the second. In other words, jM(γ′) is in the range x1 < − |x2| considered in Proposition
4.11.8 and Proposition 4.11.13. Observe

ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗) = ΦG

M(jM(γ′),ΘV)

ΦG
M(jM(γ′)−1,ΘV∗)endosc = ΦG

M(jM(γ′),ΘV)endosc

and
εR(jM(γ′−1))εRH (γ′−1) = 1 for jM(γ′−1) in the range mentioned above.
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The proposition now follows from Proposition 4.11.8.
The even case M12, odd and even case M1, and odd case M2, are proved in exactly the

same way, by applying Lemma 6.6.4, the corresponding computation in §6.11, Corollary
6.13.2, Proposition 4.11.13, Proposition 4.9.1, and Proposition 4.10.1. When M = M1, we
only know that the component of γ′ in MGL(Q) = GL2(Q) is (stably) conjugate to the
component of γM in (M ′)GL(Ap

f ) = GL2(Ap
f ) (as opposed to that they are equal), but that

already implies that they have equal determinant. Again from the assumption that a is
large and γ′ is good at p, we deduce that jM(γ′) is in the range a2 + b2 < 1 considered in
Proposition 4.9.1.23 When M = M2 in the odd case, we deduce that jM(γ′) is in the range
0 < a < 1 considered in Proposition 4.10.1 in the same way as when M = M12. �

We now plug the definition of Q(e, γ′) in Definition 6.9.6 into the formula (6.14.1):

Tr′M = 4p∗τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

SOγ′(k1(∅))LM(jM(γ′))

(6.14.2)

ῑM
′
(γ′)−1(∆M

M ′)
p,∞
∅ (γ′, γM)O

s′M
γM (fp,∞M )v̄(M ′0

γ′)
−1∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′)).

Observe that when γ′ is good at p, we have:

SOγ′(k1(∅)) = SOγ′(ka ⊗ 1(M ′)SO),(6.14.3)

where (using the notation of Proposition 5.4.3)
(6.14.4)

Hur((M ′)GL(Qp)) 3 ka :=

{
−X−a1 , M = M12 or M2 (so that (M ′)GL = G2

m or Gm resp.)
−X−a1 −X−a2 , M = M1 (so that (M ′)GL = GL2)

and 1(M ′)SO denotes the unit in Hur((M ′)SO(Qp)). Let γ′GL (resp. γ′SO) be the component of
γ′ in (M ′)GL (resp. (M ′)SO). Then we can rewrite (6.14.3) as

SOγ′(k1(∅)) = SOγ′GL
(ka)SOγ′SO

(1(M ′)SO).(6.14.5)

Consider the natural bijection
E (M)c

∼−→ E (MSO)c

(M ′, s′M = (1, sSO), ηM = 1× ηSO) 7→ ((M ′)SO, sSO, ηSO).

Note that γ′GLγ
′
SO is (M,M ′)-regular if and only if γ′SO is (MSO, (M ′)SO)-regular. We have

assumed γ′ ∈ Σ(M ′)1, so this is the case. By the Fundamental Lemma (Proposition 6.1.1 (2)),
we know that SOγ′SO

(1) 6= 0 only if γ′SO is an image of a semi-simple element γp,SO ∈MSO(Qp),
and in this case we have

SOγ′SO
(1(M ′)SO) = (∆MSO

(M ′)SO)p(γ
′
SO, γp,SO)OsSO(1MSO),(6.14.6)

where (∆MSO

(M ′)SO)p is the canonical unramified normalization of transfer factors and 1MSO

denotes the unit in Hur(MSO(Qp)).

23Note that the two symbols a in this sentence have different meanings.
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Note that when γ′SO is an image of γp,SO ∈ MSO(Qp) as above, γ′ = γ′GLγ
′
SO is an image

of γ′GLγp,SO ∈M(Qp), and for the canonical unramified normalizations of transfer factors we
have

(∆MSO

(M ′)SO)p(γ
′
SO, γp,SO) = (∆M

M ′)p(γ
′, γ′GLγp,SO).(6.14.7)

From (6.14.2) (6.14.5) (6.14.6) (6.14.7), we obtain

Tr′M = 4p∗τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1(6.14.8)

∑
γ′

ῑM
′
(γ′)−1v̄(M ′0

γ′)
−1SOγ′GL

(ka)LM(jM(γ′))(∆M
M ′)

p,∞
∅ (γ′, γM)∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′))

(∆M
M ′)p(γ

′, γ′GLγp,SO)O
s′M
γM (fp,∞M )OsSO

γp,SO
(1MSO),

where γ′ runs through a set of representatives of the stable conjugacy classes in M ′(Q) that
are R-elliptic and good at ∞, such that γ′ is an image from G(Af ). For each γ′, we choose
γM ∈M(Qp) and γp,SO ∈MSO(Qp) such that γ′ is an image of γM over Ap

f and an image of
γ′GLγp,SO over Qp.

Lemma 6.14.2. If γ′ ∈ M ′(Q) is R-elliptic and is an image of from M(Af ), then it is an
image from M(Q). Moreover, if γ∞ ∈M(R) is a prescribe elliptic element of which γ′ is an
image, then γ′ is an image of some γ ∈M(Q) such that γ is conjugate to γ∞ in M(R).

Proof. We recall a construction from [Lab99] in our setting. Let γ∗ ∈M∗(Q) such that γ′ is
an image of it. Note that γ′ is also an image fromM(R) since it is R-elliptic. Let γA ∈M(A)
such that γ′ is an image of it. When γ∞ is prescribed as in the statement of the lemma,
we take γA such that its archimedean component is γ∞. From γ∗ and γA, Labesse ([Lab99,
§2.6], with L = M,H = M∗) constructs an element

obs ∈ E(I∗,M∗;A/Q) := H0
ab(A/Q, I∗\M∗)/H0

ab(A,M∗),

generalizing the construction of Kottwitz in [Kot86]. By [Lab99, Théorème 2.6.3], it suffices
to prove that we may modify γA by replacing (γA)v with another element stably conjugate
to it over Qv, for some finite place v, to achieve obs = 1. This follows from exactly the
same argument as the second paragraph of [Kot90, p. 188], noting that E(I∗,M∗;Q) is
isomorphic to the dual group of the finite abelian group K(I∗/Q) (for I∗ ⊂M∗) from [Kot86,
§4.6], and that for any finite place v we have K(I∗/Qv)

D ∼= E(I∗,M∗;Qv) ∼= D(I∗,M∗;Qv) =
ker(H1(Qv, I

∗)→ H1(Qv,M
∗)) so that given any element of it we may use it to modify (γA)v

to obtain an element stably conjugate to it over Qv. For more details also see [KSZ]. �

By the above lemma, we may assume that each γ′ in (6.14.8) is an image of an element
γ ∈ M(Q), and that γ is conjugate to jM(γ′) in M(R). Note that we have LM(jM(γ′)) =
LM(γ). (In fact LM(·) only depends on C-conjugacy classes). Of course we may assume
that the MGL-component of γ is equal to γ′GL. Thus we may take γM and γ′GLγp,SO to be
localizations of γ in M(Ap

f ) and M(Qp) respectively.
Recall from Definition 6.9.1 that we have assumed that the transfer factors

(∆M
M ′)

p,∞
∅ , ∆M

M ′,p, ∆∅jM ,BM
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satisfy the global product formula up to the constant �(∅). We have seen �(∅) = −1 in
Proposition 6.9.3. Therefore[

(∆M
M ′)

p,∞
∅ ∆M

M ′,p∆
∅
jM ,BM

]
(γ′, γ) = −1.

We summarize the above discussion in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.14.3. Let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G. When a ∈ Z>0 is large
enough (for a fixed fp,∞), we have

Tr′M = −4p∗τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1
∑

e=(M ′,s′M ,ηM )∈E (M)c

|OutM(e)|−1
∑
γ′

A (γ′)(6.14.9)

where γ′ runs through the stable conjugacy classes in M ′(Q) such that it is (M,M ′)-regular
and is an image from M(Q), and such that its (M ′)GL-component γ′GL is good at ∞. For
each γ′, there is an element γ of M(Q) of which γ′ is an image, and we have

A (γ′) = ῑM(γ)−1v̄(M0
γ )−1SOγGL

(ka)LM(γ)O
s′M
γ (fp,∞M )OsSO

γSO
(1MSO)×(6.14.10)

×∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, jM(γ′))∆∅jM ,BM (γ′, γ)−1.

�

Definition 6.14.4. For a connected reductive group I over R that is cuspidal, define D(I)
to be the cardinality of ker(H1(R, T ) → H1(R, I)), where T is any elliptic maximal torus
of I. This is also equal to the cardinality of each discrete series L-packet, and equal to the
cardinality of the complex Weyl group divided by the cardinality of the real Weyl group for
T .

Lemma 6.14.5. IfM = M1 orM12, thenMR has no endoscopy, in the sense that D(M) = 1.
In particular, any R-elliptic elements that are stably conjugate to each other are conjugate
over R. If M = M2 in the odd case, then D(M) = 2. In particular, any R-elliptic element
γ ∈M(R) satisfies D(M0

γ )
∣∣D(M0

γ ,M ;R)
∣∣ = 2.

Proof. Suppose M = M1 or M12. Then MR is a product of GL2 or Gm and a compact
group, so D(M) = 1. For the second statement it suffices to prove that D(I,M ;R) is trivial
for any reductive subgroup I of MR that contains an elliptic maximal torus T of MR. By
[Kot86, Lemma 10.2] we know that H1(R, T ) surjects onto both H1(R, I) and H1(R, G),
so D(T,G;R) surjects onto D(I,G;R), implying that D(I,M ;R) is trivial. Now suppose
M = M2 in the odd case. We have MR = Gm × SO(n − 1, 1), so D(M) = D(SO(n −
1, 1)) = 2.24 Let γ ∈ M(R) be an elliptic semi-simple element. Then I := M0

γ contains
an elliptic maximal torus T of MR. As in the first part of the proof D(T,M ;R) surjects
onto D(I,M ;R), so D(I,M ;R) has cardinality at most 2. If |D(I,M ;R)| = 1, then D(I) =
|D(T, I;R)| = |D(T,M ;R)| = 2. If |D(I,M ;R)| = 2, then D(T, I;R) cannot be non-trivial,
because the non-trivial element of D(I,M ;R) has a preimage x ∈ D(T,M ;R) and we have
{x} tD(T, I;R) ⊂ D(T,M ;R). �

24To compute D(SO(n − 1, 1)), consider the elliptic maximal torus T = SO(2)(n−1)/2 of SO(n − 1, 1). It is
inside the maximal compact subgroup SO(n− 1) of SO(n− 1, 1), therefore ([Lab11, §6.4]) D(SO(n− 1, 1)) is
equal to the cardinality of the complex Weyl group of SO(n− 1, 1) divided by the cardinality of the complex
Weyl group of SO(n− 1), which is 2.
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Corollary 6.14.6. Let CM = 1 for M = M12 or M1, and let CM = 2 for M = M2 (in the
odd case). We have

CM Tr′M = −4p∗τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1
∑
γ0

∑
κ

ῑM(γ0)−1v̄(I0)−1SOγ0,GL
(ka)LM(γ0)(6.14.11)

Oκ
γ0

(fp,∞M )OκSO

γ0,SO
(1MSO)

∑
x∈D(I0,M ;R)

D(x)〈κ, x〉,

where

• γ0 runs through a fixed set of representatives of the stable conjugacy classes in M(Q)
that are elliptic over R and good at ∞.
• I0 := M0

γ0
.

• κ runs through K(I0/Q) = E(I0,M ;A/Q)D.
• D(x) := D(M0

x,R).

Proof. This is a consequence of the usual conversion from (e, γ′) to (γ0, κ) (cf. [Lab04,
Corollary IV.3.6] and [KSZ]) and the following arguments.

When M = M12 or M2, any set D(I0,M ;R) in (6.14.11) is a singleton. Also for any γ′ in
(6.14.9), the formula (6.14.10) simplifies to

A (γ′) = ῑM(γ)−1v̄(M0
γ )−1SOγGL

(ka)LM(γ)O
s′M
γ (fp,∞M )OsSO

γSO
(1MSO)

because γ is automatically conjugate to jM(γ′) over R.
Suppose M = M2 in the odd case. Given γ0 and κ as in (6.14.11), we first claim that the

function

〈κ, ·〉 : D(I0,M ;R)→ C×

takes values in {±1}. It suffices to prove the claim withMR ∼= Gm×SO(n−1, 1) replaced by
MSO

R
∼= SO(n− 1, 1). Now the above function is the pull-back of a character on the abelian

group

E(ISO
0 ,MSO;R) := ker(H1

ab(R, ISO
0 )→ H1

ab(R,MSO)),

where ISO
0 is the component of I0 in MSO. It suffices to show that H1

ab(R, ISO
0 ) is 2-torsion.

By [Kot86, Lemma 10.2] and [Bor98, Theorem 5.4] we know that H1
ab(R, ISO

0 ) is mapped
onto by H1(R, T ), where T is a torus in ISO

0,R that is elliptic maximal in MSO
R . Then T is in

fact a product of U(1) and H1(R, T ) is 2-torsion. The claim is proved.
It follows from the above claim and Lemma 6.14.5 that we have∑

x∈D(I0,M ;R)

D(x)〈κ, x〉 =

{
2, 〈κ, ·〉 ≡ 1 on D(I0,M ;R)

0, otherwise

Thus to prove the corollary it suffices to prove that for any γ′ in (6.14.9), if it satisfies the
following property † then A (γ′) = 0.

†: For one (hence any) γ ∈ M(Q) of which γ′ is an image, the function 〈s′M , ·〉 is
non-trivial on D(M0

γ ,M ;R).
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Take such a γ′ satisfying condition †. Take γ ∈ M(Q) such that γ′ is an image of γ. Then
we have (6.14.10), which is equivalent to

A (γ′) = ῑM(γ)−1v̄(M0
γ )−1SOγGL

(ka)LM(γ)O
s′M
γ (fp,∞M )OsSO

γSO
(1MSO)〈s′M , inv(jM(γ′), γ)〉.

(6.14.12)

By the condition † we know D(M0
γ ,M ;R) is non-trivial, and so by Lemma 6.14.5 it has

cardinality 2 and for any elliptic maximal torus T of M0
γ,R we have a bijection

D(T,M ;R)
∼−→ D(M0

γ ,M ;R).

Therefore it is possible to modify jM , keeping its domain TM ′ and target TM , to obtain a
second admissible isomorphism j′M : TM ′ → TM , such that j′M(γ′) represents the element in
D(M0

γ ,M ;R) different from that represented by jM(γ′). The derivation of (6.14.12) does not
depend on the choice of jM , except for that it should satisfy the mild assumptions made in
§6.8 when it was chosen, but we can easily arrange so that these assumptions are still true
for the modified j′M . Therefore (6.14.12) is still valid when we replace jM by j′M . However,
the right hand side of it would be multiplied by a constant not equal to 1 (in fact −1 by the
claim we proved in the beginning of the proof) because of the condition †. We conclude that
both sides of (6.14.12) are equal to zero, as desired. �

Now by Fourier analysis on the finite abelian groups K(I0/Q)D = E(I0,M ;A/Q), (cf.
[Kot86], [Kot90], [KSZ]), from the previous corollary we deduce

CM Tr′M = −4p∗τ(M)k(M)k(G)−1
∑
γ0,γ1

ῑM(γ0)−1v̄(I0)−1e(I0,R)D(γ1)(6.14.13)

SOγ0,GL
(ka)LM(γ0)Oγ1(f

p,∞
M )Oγ1,SO(1MSO)

[
τ(M)−1τ(I0)

∣∣ker(ker1(Q, I0)→ ker1(Q,M))
∣∣ ],

where
• γ0 runs through a fixed set of representatives of the stable conjugacy classes inM(Q)
that are elliptic over R and good at ∞.
• I0 := M0

γ0
.

• γ1 runs through the subset of D(I0,M ;A) consisting of elements whose images in
E(I0,M ;A/Q) are trivial. Each such γ1 determines a conjugacy class in M(A) which
we also denote by γ1.

• The number
[
τ(M)−1τ(I0)

∣∣ker(ker1(Q, I0)→ ker1(Q,M))
∣∣ ] is equal to the cardinal-

ity of |K(I0/Q)|.
The final major step needed to compute Tr′M is to apply the Base Change Fundamental

Lemma to relate SOγ0,GL
(ka) to the twisted orbital integrals in Kottwitz’s point counting

formula. We only need this result for Gm, in which case it is trivial, and for GL2, in which
case it was initially proved by Langlands [Lan80]. For an account of the theory for GLn cf.
[AC89] and for the proof in the general case cf. [Clo90].

Observe that the function ka ∈ Hur(MGL(Qp)) defined in (6.14.4) is equal to the image
under the base change morphism

Hur(MGL(Qpa))→ Hur(MGL(Qp))
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(associated to the natural L-embedding LMGL ↪→ L(Res
Qpa
Qp MGL)) of the element p−a/2φMh

a ,
resp. −φMh

a , resp. −φMh
a ⊗ 1, in Hur(MGL(Qpa)), where φMh

a is defined in Definition 2.5.9,
whenM = M1, resp. M2, resp. M12. Here whenM = M12 we haveMGL = Mh×Gm, and we
write −φMh

a ⊗ 1 corresponding to this decomposition, where 1 is the unit of Hur(Gm(Qpa)).
Hence by the Base Change Fundamental Lemma, we have, for any semi-simple conjugacy
class (=stable conjugacy class) γ0,GL in MGL(Q),

SOγ0,GL
(ka) =


−
∑

δ e(δ)TOδ(φ
Mh
a ), M = M2

−p−a/2
∑

δ e(δ)TOδ(φ
Mh
a ), M = M1

−
∑

δ e(δ)TOδ(φ
Mh
a )1Z×p (y), M = M12, γ0,GL = (x, y) ∈Mh ×Gm

(6.14.14)

where δ runs through the σ-conjugacy classes in Mh(Qpa) such that it has norm the Mh-
component of γGL, and e(δ) denotes the Kottwitz sign of the twisted centralizer of δ, which
is a reductive group over Qp. (In fact the summation is either empty or over a singleton,
which can be checked directly, or follows from [AC89].)

The next lemma is sometimes called prestabilization in the literature.

Lemma 6.14.7. Let F (x, y) be a C-valued function on the set of compatible pairs (x, y) of
a stable conjugacy class x in M(Q) and a conjugacy class y in M(A). Then we have∑

γ

ιM(γ)−1F (γ, γ) =
∑
γ0,γ1

ῑM(γ0)−1
∣∣ker(ker1(Q, I0)→ ker1(Q,M))

∣∣F (γ0, γ1),

where on the LHS γ runs through the conjugacy classes in M(Q) which are R-elliptic, and on
the RHS γ0 runs through an arbitrary set of representatives of the stable conjugacy classes
in M(Q) that are R-elliptic, and γ1 runs through the subset of D(I0,M ;A) consisting of
elements whose images in E(I0,M ;A/Q) are trivial. Here we have denoted I0 := M0

γ0
.

Moreover, we may restrict the summation on the LHS to only those γ good at ∞, and
restrict the summation on the RHS to only those γ0 good at ∞, and still get equality.

Proof. The multiplicity of a M(Q)-conjugacy class γ appearing in the set D(I0,M ;Q) times
ῑM(γ0)−1 is equal to ιM(γ)−1. The fibers of the map D(I0,M ;Q) → D(I0,M,A) all have
size

∣∣ker(ker1(Q, I0)→ ker1(Q,M))
∣∣. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.5.2.

Proof of Theorem 6.5.2. By (6.14.13) and Lemma 6.14.7, we have

CM Tr′M = −4p∗k(M)k(G)−1
∑
γ

ιM(γ)−1

[
v̄(M0

γ )−1e(M0
γ,R)D(M0

γ )τ(M0
γ )

]
(6.14.15)

SOγGL
(ka)LM(γ)Oγ(f

p,∞
M )OγSO(1MSO),

where γ runs through conjugacy classes in M(Q) that are elliptic over R and good at ∞.
By Harder’s formula (cf. [GKM97, §7.10]), we have

χ(M0
γ ) = v̄(M0

γ )−1e(M0
γ,R)D(M0

γ )τ(M0
γ ).(6.14.16)
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Hence from (6.14.14) (6.14.15) (6.14.16) we have

CM Tr′M = 4p∗∗k(M)k(G)−1
∑
γ,δ

ιM(γ)−1χ(M0
γ )(6.14.17)

e(δ)TOδ(φ
Mh
a )LM(γ)Oγ(f

p,∞
M )OγL(1Ml

),

where γL denotes the component of γ in Ml under the decomposition M = Mh ×Ml (which
only differs from the decomposition M = MGL×MSO when M = M12), and 1Ml

denotes the
unit in Hur(Ml(Qp)). The number p∗∗ denotes p∗ when M = M2 or M12 and denotes p−a/2p∗
when M = M1. To finish the proof we discuss in cases.
Case M = M12.
In Definition 2.6.1, δ runs through those elements in Q×pa with norm γ0 and such that

the Kottwitz invariant of δ in π1(Mh)Γp = X∗(Gm) = Z is equal to the image of −µ.
The last condition is equivalent to requiring that vp(δ) = −1, which is a necessary (and
also sufficient) condition for TOδ(φ

Mh
a ) 6= 0. Hence we may drop this condition in the

summation in Definition 2.6.1. Every term c(γ0, γ, δ) is easily computed to be 2−1 (with
c1 = vol(Gm(R)/Gm(R)0)−1 = 2−1, c2 = 1). On the other hand in (6.14.17) every term
e(δ) is 1. Comparing Definition 2.6.1 and (6.14.17), we see that it suffices to prove that for
γ = γhγL contributing to (6.14.17), we have

2−1δ
1/2
P12(Qp)(γ) = 4p∗k(M)k(G)−1χ(Mh,γ).(6.14.18)

We have
χ(Mh,γ) = χ(Gm) = 2−1 by Harder’s formula

k(M) = 2m−3, k(G) = 2m−1 by Proposition 6.2.3
Moreover, if γ = γhγL contributes then vp(γh) = −a (because δ should exist) and γL lies in
a conjugate of Ml(Zp), so we can compute

δP12(Qp)(γLγ0) =
∏

α∈Φ+−Φ+
M

|α(γLγ0)|p = |γ0|2m−1
p = p(d−2)a = (p∗)2.

Here the contributing roots are ε1, ε1 ± εj, j ≥ 2. The equality (6.14.18) follows.
Case M = M1.
First we claim that if γ0 ∈ GL2(Q) is semi-simple and R-elliptic, then

c2(γ0) = τ(GL2,γ0) = 1.

In particular25,
c(γ0) = c1(γ0)c2(γ0) = vol(AGL2(R)0\GL2,γ0(R))−1.

In fact, abbreviate I0 := GL2,γ0 . If I0 = GL2, then τ(I0) = c(γ0) = 1. Otherwise I0 = T is
a maximal torus of GL2 that is elliptic over R. Assume this. We first show that c2(γ0) = 1.
Observe that T = ResF/QGm for some imaginary quadratic field F , so H1(Q, T ) = 0 by
Shapiro’s Lemma and Hilbert 90. Hence c2(γ0) = 1. Now by [Kot84b] and [Kot88], we have

τ(T )c2(γ0) = τ(T )
∣∣ker1(Q, T )

∣∣ = τ(I0)
∣∣∣ker1(Γ, T̂ )

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣π0(T̂ Γ)

∣∣∣ .
Thus it suffices to show that T̂ Γ is connected. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.5.6 that
T̂ Γ∞ ⊂ Z(ĜL2). On the other hand Z(ĜL2) ⊂ T̂ Γ. Hence T̂ Γ = Z(ĜL2) = C×, as desired.
25This also follows from the formula for c on p. 174 of [Kot90], the fact that τ(GL2) = 1, and Lemma 2.5.6
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We continue to consider such γ0 ∈ GL2(Q). By Harder’s formula we have

χ(I0) = e(I0,R)v̄−1(I0)τ(I0) |D(I0)| .

Note that since GL2,γ,R is either GL2,R or an elliptic maximal torus of GL2,R, we have
e(I0,R) = |D(I0)| = 1. Hence

χ(I0) = e(I0) vol(I0/AGL2(R)0)−1τ(I0)

where GL2,γ is the compact-mod-center inner form over R of GL2,γ.
If δ ∈ G(Qpa) has norm stably conjugate to some γ0 ∈ GL2(Q) and γ0 is good at p (i.e.

its determinant has valuation −a), then we have

e(δ) = e(I0).

This follows in general from the fact that the Kottwitz invariant automatically vanishes
(and the observation that for any place v 6= p or ∞, e(I0,v) = 1 since I0,v is either a torus or
GL2,v).

So far we have shown that for γ0 ∈ GL2(Q) we have c(γ0) = e(δ)χ(I0), for any δ ∈Mh(Qpa)
with norm γ0. Moreover, if δ ∈ Mh(Qpa) is such that TOδ(φ

Mh
a ) 6= 0, then necessarily

vp(det δ) = −1, and it follows easily that the Kottwitz invariant of δ in π1(Mh)Γp
∼= Z is

equal to the image of −µ. It remains to show that

δP1(Qp)(γhγL)1/2 = 4p∗∗k(M)k(G)−1,

for any γ = γhγL contributing to (6.14.17). We have k(M) = 2m−3, k(G) = 2m−1. For
γ = γhγL contributing, we have vp(det γh) = −a (because δ should exist) and γL is in a
conjugate of Ml(Zp). We can compute

δP1(Qp)(γ) =
∏

α∈Φ+−Φ+
M

|α(γ)|p = |det(γGL2)|
2m−2
p = p(d−3)a = (p∗∗)2.

Here the contributing roots are ε1, ε2, ε1 + ε2, ε1 ± εj, ε2 ± εj, j ≥ 3.
Case M = M2 (odd case).
Similarly to the case M = M12, we reduce to proving

2−1δ
1/2
P12(Qp)(γ) = 2−14p∗k(M)k(G)−1χ(Mh,γ).

The extra factor 2−1 on the RHS in comparison to (6.14.18) comes from the fact that CM = 2
for M = M2. We have

χ(Mh,γ) = χ(Gm) = 2−1 by Harder’s formula

k(M) = 2m−2, k(G) = 2m−1 by Proposition 6.2.3

Also as in the M12 case, if γ = γhγL contributes then

δP2(Qp)(γLγ0) =
∏

α∈Φ+−Φ+
M

|α(γLγ0)|p = |γ0|2m−1
p = p(d−2)a = (p∗)2.

Here the contributing roots are ε1, ε1 ± εj, j ≥ 2. �

Remark 6.14.8. The dichotomy of CM matches the dichotomy of k(M).
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6.15. Main computation, odd case vanishing. Assume we are in the odd case.
Consider an arbitrary cuspidal Levi subgroup M∗ of G∗. Then M∗ is of the form Gr

m ×
GLt2×(M∗)SO where (M∗)SO is a (split) odd special orthogonal group. The bi-elliptic G∗-
endoscopic data of M∗ are classified by tuples (A,B, d+ = 2n+ + 1, d− = 2n− + 1), where
A is a subset of [r] and B is a subset of [t], and n+ + n− equals the rank of (M∗)SO. Here
for an integer n ∈ N, we denote by [n] the set {1, 2, · · ·n}. A bi-elliptic G∗-endoscopic
datum induces an elliptic endoscopic datum (H, LH, s, η) for G∗, and A (resp. B) records
the positions of the Gm’s (resp. GL2’s) that go to the positive part of H. Now (H, LH, s, η)
can also be viewed as an endoscopic datum for G, and in particular we have the test function
fH on H (assuming s 6= 1), a fixed pair (j : TH → TG, BG,H), and a normalization for transfer
factors between H and G at all finite places, as before.

Theorem 6.15.1. Suppose M∗ does not transfer to G. Then∑
(M ′,sM ,ηM )∈EG(M∗)

|OutG(M ′, sM , ηM)|−1
τ(G)τ(H)−1STHM ′(f

H) = 0.

Proof. Denote the LHS by Tr′. In the proof we use the symbol Const. to denote a quantity
that is constant in a summation. By assumption, at least one of the following is true:

• rt > 0.
• r ≥ 3.
• t ≥ 2.

Firstly we may assume that M∗ transfers to G at all finite places l 6= p, because otherwise
it is easy to see that Tr′ = 0, for example by [Mor10b, Lemma 6.3.5 (ii)].

Then we may argue in the same way as the proof of Theorem 6.5.2, to see that Tr′ is
a linear combination of terms Tr′(e), parametrized by e ∈ E (M), and that each Tr′(e) is a
linear combination of terms Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, Tj, 1 ≤ j ≤ t, and S, defined as follows:

Ri = Ri(γ
′) :=

∑
A,B

εi(A)ω(A)�(A,B)εR(jM∗(γ
′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG∗

M∗(jM∗(γ
′−1),ΘH

φV∗
).

Tj = Tj(γ
′) :=

∑
A,B

υj(B)ω(A)�(A,B)εR(jM∗(γ
′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG∗

M∗(jM∗(γ
′−1),ΘH

φV∗
).

S = S(γ′) :=
∑
A,B

ω(A)�(A,B)εR(jM∗(γ
′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG∗

M∗(jM∗(γ
′−1),ΘH

φV∗
).

Here γ′ runs through the R-elliptic stable conjugacy classes in M ′(Q).
Our goal is to prove that for a fixed γ′, Ri = Tj = S = 0. By continuity, we may assume

that the r coordinates of γ′ in Gr
m and the t coordinates in GLt2 are all distinct.

Explanation of notations: jM∗ is an admissible isomorphism from an elliptic maximal torus
TM ′ of M ′ to one TM∗ of M∗. H is the endoscopic datum for G determined by e and (A,B).
The terms

εR(jM∗(γ
′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG∗

M∗(jM∗(γ
′−1),ΘH

φV∗
)(6.15.1)

are computed using the real root system R inside the root system for (TM∗ , G
∗) and its sub-

system RH defined by H 26 and using a choice of Borel B0 of G∗C containing TM∗,C. Note that

26The way to view RH as a root system on TM ′ is through the embedding M ′ ↪→ H determined by (A,B)
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when we chose B0 in the discussion above Remark 6.8.1, we required it to satisfy conditions
(1) and (2). In the current case we have also numbered the r factors of Gr

m as 1, 2, · · · , r,
(so that we are summing over A ⊂ [r] rather than over subsets A of the set of the r factors
of Gr

m,) and we require B0 to satisfy the analogue of conditions (1) (2) loc. cit. However,
we obviously have the liberty of numbering the r factors of Gr

m and re-trivialize Gm by the
inversion map Gm → Gm, in a way that depends on γ′. In fact, we may and will assume
that the conditions are satisfied:

(1) There exists r′ ∈ [r] ∪ {0} such that for i ∈ [r], the i-th coordinate of γ′ in Gr
m is

negative if and only if i > r′.
(2) For all 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ r′, or r′ + 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ r, we have

the i-th coordinate of γ′−1

the i′-th coordinate of γ′−1 ∈]0, 1[, the i-th coordinate of γ′−1 ∈]0, 1[.

We will denote the above product (6.15.1) simply as Φ(γ′, A), noting that it does not
depend on B.

Define

εi(A) =

{
1, i ∈ A
−1, i /∈ A

, υj(B) =

{
1, j ∈ B
−1, j /∈ B

.

We will use the familiar notations n+, n−,m+,m− to denote the ranks of the positive and
negative parts of (M ′)SO and H. Thus we have

m+ = n+ + |A|+ 2 |B| .

m− = n− + |Ac|+ 2 |Bc| .
The sign ω(A) is up to a multiplicative constant the analogue of det(ω0,∗) in §6.8. Define

ω0(A) := the sign of the element σ(A) in Sr sending

(1, 2, · · · , r) 7→ (b1, b2, · · · , b|Ac|, a1, a2 · · · , a|A|),

where we write A =
{
a1 < a2 < · · · < a|A|

}
and Ac =

{
b1 < b2 < · · · < b|A|c

}
. Then

ω(A) := ω0(A)(−1)|A|n
−
.

�(A,B) is up to a multiplicative constant (which is independent of A,B) the analogue
of �(A) in §6.9. Namely, in Definition 6.9.1 we replace the parameter A by the parameter
(A,B). We emphasize that the non-archimedean transfer factors in this modified version of
Definition 6.9.1 are still between M ′ and M , where M is a local transfer of M∗ to G, rather
than between M ′ and M∗. It can be proved similarly as Proposition 6.9.3 that �(A,B) is
up to a multiplicative constant the product of (−1)q(H) and the sign between ∆j,BG,H and
the Whittaker normalization. We compute

q(H) =
m+(m+ + 1) +m−(m− + 1)

2
=

=
(n+ + |A|+ 2 |B|)(n+ + |A|+ 2 |B|+ 1) + (n− + |Ac|+ 2 |Bc|) + (n− + |Ac|+ 2 |Bc|+ 1)

2

≡ Const.+(m+ 1)(|A|+ 2 |B|) ≡ Const.+(m+ 1) |A| mod 2.
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As in the proof of Proposition 6.9.3, the sign between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normaliza-
tion is

(−1)dm
+/2e+1 = (−1)d

n++|A|+2|B|
2

e+1.

When n+ is even, the above is equal to Const.(−1)d|A|/2e+|B|. When n+ is odd, the above is
equal to Const.(−1)b|A|/2c+|B|. In any case, taking into account of the fact m = n+ + n−+ r,
we can simplify

ω(A)�(A,B) = Const. ω0(A)(−1)r|A|+b|A|/2c+|B|.

Hence we have, up to multiplicative constants,

Ri =
∑
A,B

εi(A)ω0(A)(−1)r|A|+b|A|/2c+|B|Φ(γ′, A)

Tj =
∑
A,B

υj(B)ω0(A)(−1)r|A|+b|A|/2c+|B|Φ(γ′, A)

S =
∑
A,B

ω0(A)(−1)r|A|+b|A|/2c+|B|Φ(γ′, A).

We first treat the case t ≥ 2, which is the easiest. In this case we have, for any fixed A,∑
B

(−1)|B| = 0,

and ∑
B

υj(B)(−1)|B| =

=
t∑

k=0

(−1)k
[
# {B| |B| = k, j ∈ B} −# {B| |B| = k, j /∈ B}

]
=

t∑
k=0

(−1)k
[(

t− 1

k − 1

)
−
(
t− 1

k

)]
= 0.

(Note that the above is not true when t = 1.) Hence we have Ri = Tj = S = 0 in this case.
Before treating the other cases, we compute that

ω0(A)(−1)r|A|+b|A|/2c+|B|ω0(Ac)(−1)r|A
c|+b|Ac|/2c+|B| = (−1)dr/2e,(6.15.2)

using the observation that
ω0(A)ω0A

c = (−1)|A||A
c|.

Now suppose rt > 0 and r = 1 or 2. Again we have
∑

B(−1)|B| = 0, so Ri = S = 0. To
show Tj = 0, observe that Φ(γ′, A) = Φ(γ′, Ac), so it suffices to show that (6.15.2) is −1.
But this is true for r = 1, 2.

Finally we treat the case r ≥ 3, which is the most complicated case. We need a computa-
tion that is quite similar to [Mor11, pp. 1698-1699]. In particular we need to use the result
of Herb [Her79]. In the following we will view γ′ and B as being fixed, and let A vary.

Recall the definition of Φ(γ′, A). We have

AM ′ = AM∗ = Gr
m ×Gt

m,
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where the Gt
m is the product of the centers of the t copies of GL2’s. Write the natural

characters on Gr
m as ε1, · · · , εr, and the natural characters on Gt

m as α1, · · · , αt. Fix γ′.
Define

I+ := {i ∈ [r]|εi(γ′) > 0} .
I− := [r]− I+.

A+ := A ∩ I+

A− := A ∩ I−

Ac,+ := Ac ∩ I+

Ac,− := Ac ∩ I−.
(By the condition (1) on γ′ and the ordering of the r factors of Gr

m beneath (6.15.1), we
know that I+ = {i ∈ [r]|i ≤ r′}.) Then the real root system involved in the definition of
Φ(γ′, A) is of type

B|A+| ×B|Ac,+| ×D|A−| ×D|Ac,−| × A×t1 ,

where B|A+| consists of the roots

εi, εi ± εj, i, j ∈ A+, i 6= j

and D|A−| consists of the roots

εi ± εj, i, j ∈ A−, i 6= j,

and similarly for B|Ac,+| and D|Ac,−|, and A×t1 consists of the roots27

±α1, · · · ,±αt.
In particular we see that for γ′ to contribute it is necessary that |A−| and |Ac,−| (and

a fortiori |I−|) are even. This is equivalent to the condition that γ′ ∈ HA,B(R)0, because
the Levi subgroup of H in question, inside which the image of γ′ is elliptic, is of the form
Gr
m×GLt2× a compact SO× a compact SO. (We have written HA,B for H emphasizing the

dependence on A,B.)
Denote by RA,γ′ the above root system of type B|A+| ×B|Ac,+| ×D|A−| ×D|Ac,−| × A×t1 .
Then

Φ(γ′, A) =
∑
ω∈Ω

C(γ′, ω)εRH (γ′−1)nA(γ′, ωB0),

where the coefficients C(γ′, ω) are independent of A, and nA is computed using the root
system RA,γ′ :

nA(γ′, ωB0) := c̄RA,γ′ (x, ℘(ωλB0 + ωρB0)).

For us, it is only important to know that

x ∈ X∗(AM∗)R
is such that γ′−1 ∈ exp(x)TM∗(R)1, and that

χ = ℘(ωλB0 + ωρB0) ∈ X∗(AM∗)R
is independent of A.

27Note that if ε1, ε2 denote the two standard characters on the diagonal torus in GL2, and identified with
two characters on an elliptic maximal torus of GL2,R, then with respect to the real structure of the latter
±(ε1 + ε2) are the only real characters among ε1, ε2, ε1 ± ε2,−ε1 ± ε2.
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By the assumptions (1)(2) beneath (6.15.1), we easily compute

εRH (γ′−1) = (−1)2−1
[
|A+|(|A+|+1)+|Ac,+|(|Ac,+|+1)+|A−|(|A−|−1)+|Ac,−|(|Ac,−|−1)

]
.

Since |A−| and |Ac,−| are even, we have

εRH (γ′−1) = Const.(−1)(r+1)|A|.

Thus to show that Ri = Tj = S = 0, it suffices to show that the following two are zero,
where the sums run over A ⊂ [r] such that A− and Ac,− have even cardinality:

Mi :=
∑
A

εi(A)ω0(A)(−1)|A|+d|A|/2ec̄RA,γ′ (x, χ).

N :=
∑
A

ω0(A)(−1)|A|+d|A|/2ec̄RA,γ′ (x, χ).

More precisely, proving N = 0 already shows that Tj = S = 0.
We now need to apply Herb’s formula for c̄RA,γ′ . We will recall and follow the notation

and definitions of [Mor11, pp. 1698-1699]. Note that in loc. cit. one concerns root systems
of types C and D, whereas in our case we need to consider root systems of types B and D,
but the formulas for type B and type C root systems are identical. cf. [Her79].

To avoid confusion of notation, in the following we write B and D when we want to indicate
the type of a root system.

For a, b ∈ R, we define

c1(a) :=

{
1, a > 0

0, otherwise

c2,B(a, b) :=

{
1, 0 < a < b or 0 < −b < a

0, otherwise

c2,D(a, b) :=

{
1, a > |b|
0, otherwise

Our c2,B is equal to Morel’s c2,C . Also note that the specific positions of the non-zero areas
of the above functions are designed to suit the conditions (1)(2) of γ′−1 beneath (6.15.1).28

For a finite set I define P0
≤2(I) to be the set of unordered partitions {Iz, z ∈ Z} of I such

that all Iz have cardinality 2 or 1 and at most one Iz has cardinality 1. We will simplify
notation to write P(I) for P0

≤2(I). If I has a total order, we can define a sign function

ε : P(I)→ {±1}

as follows. Given p = {Iz|z ∈ Z} ∈ P(I), choose an enumeration Z
∼−→ {1, 2, · · · , |Z|}.

Thus p =
{
I1, I2, · · · , I|Z|

}
. Define σ ∈ S(I) such that

• For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |Z|, and for all s ∈ σ(Ii), s
′ ∈ σ(Ij), we have s < s′.

• For all z ∈ Z such that |Iz| = 2, writing Iz = {s1, s2} with s1 < s2, we have
σ(s1) < σ(s2).

28To compare with [Mor11], our γ′−1 is analogous to γM in loc. cit.
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Then we define
ε(p) := sgn(σ).

The definition does not depend on the choice of the enumeration of Z.
For µ ∈ Rr and J a subset of [r] of cardinality 1 or 2, we make the following definitions.

If J = {s}, define
cJ,B(µ) := c1(µs)

If J = {s1, s2} with s1 < s2, define

cJ,B(µ) := c2,B(µs1 , µs2)

cJ,D(µ) := c2,D(µs1 , µs2)

Now for I ⊂ [r] and p = {Iz|z ∈ Z} ∈ P(I), define

cB(p, µ) :=
∏
z∈Z

cIz ,B(µ).

If in addition |I| is even, define

cD(p, µ) :=
∏
z∈Z

cIz ,D(µ).

We can now state Herb’s formula. Let χ ∈ X∗(AM∗)R and let µ be its projection to
X∗(Gr

m)R ∼= Rr, where we have trivialized X∗(Gr
m) using the characters ε1, · · · , εr. Let x be

related to γ′−1 as above. Then Herb’s formula states that

c̄RA,γ′ (x, χ) = Const.
∑

p+1 ∈P(A+)

∑
p−1 ∈P(A−)

∑
p+2 ∈P(Ac,+)

∑
p−2 ∈P(Ac,−)

ε(p+
1 )ε(p−1 )ε(p+

2 )ε(p−2 )·

·cB(p+
1 , µ)cB(p+

2 , µ)cD(p−1 , µ)cD(p−2 , µ),

where Const. is independent of A.
(To compare with the formula on p. 1699 of [Mor11], note that the root system loc. cit.

is of type C|A−1 | ×C|A+
1 | ×D|A−2 | ×D|A+

2 | ×A
×t
1 , whereas our root system is B|A+|×B|Ac,+|×

D|A−| ×D|Ac,−| × A×t1 .)
First assume r is odd.
Since |A−| and |Ac,−| must be even, we know that |A+| and |Ac,+| must have different

parity. In particular I+ is non-empty. For p+
1 ∈ P(A+) and p+

2 ∈ P(Ac,+), we have p+ :=
p+

1 ∪ p+
2 ∈ P(I+). Also for p−1 ∈ P(A−) and p−2 ∈ P(Ac,−), we have p− := p−1 ∪ p−2 ∈ P(I−).

We also have
ω0(A)ε(p+

1 )ε(p−1 )ε(p+
2 )ε(p−2 ) = ε(p+)ε(p−).

Conversely, given p+ ∈ P(I+), write p+ = {I1, · · · , Ik} with k = d|I+| /2e ≥ 1, such that
I1, · · · , Ik−1 have cardinality 2 and |Ik| = 1. To recover A+ it suffices to choose a subset U
of [k − 1] and a subset V of {k}, by defining A+ :=

⋃
j∈U∪V Ij. We have |A+| = 2 |U |+ |V |.

If s ∈ Ij is a fixed element for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, we have s ∈ A if and only if j ∈ U . If
s ∈ Ik, we have s ∈ A if and only if k ∈ V . Thus, if we define

εs(p
+, U, V ) :=

{
εj(U), s ∈ Ij for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1

εk(V ), s ∈ Ik
then we have

εs(A
+) = εs(p

+, U, V ).
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(Strictly speaking the above definition of εs(p+, U, V ) depends on an enumeration of ele-
ments of p+ if we think of the domain of U as the power set of [k−1] and the domain of V as
the power set of [k] , but we can make the definition independent by viewing U, V abstractly
as suitable subsets of p+.)

Similarly, given p− ∈ P(I−), write p− = {I1, · · · , Il} with l = |I−| /2. To recover A− it
suffices to choose a subset W of [l] and define A− :=

⋃
j∈W Ij. We have |A−| = 2 |W | . For a

fixed s ∈ I−, define
εs(p

−,W ) := εj(s)(W ),

where j(s) ∈ [l] is such that s ∈ Ij(s). Then we have εs(A−) = εs(p
−,W ).

For s ∈ [r], we define

εs(p
+, p−, U, V,W ) :=

{
εs(p

+, U, V ), s ∈ I+

εs(p
−,W ), s ∈ I−

.

In conclusion, we have

N = Const.
∑

p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·

·
∑

U⊂[k−1],V⊂{k},W⊂[l]

(−1)2|U |+|V |+2|W |+d(2|U |+|V |+2|W |)/2e.

Hence
N = Const.

∑
U⊂[k−1],V⊂{k},W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W | = 0,

because either l > 0, or r = |I+| = 2k − 1 ≥ 3 and hence k − 1 ≥ 1. At this point we
have shown that Tj = S = 0 when r ≥ 3 is odd.

Similarly we have

Ms = Const.
∑

p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·

·
∑

U⊂[k−1],V⊂{k},W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(p
+, p−, U, V,W ).

To show Ms = 0, it suffices to prove for any fixed p+, p− that

L :=
∑

U⊂[k−1],V⊂{k},W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(p
+, p−, U, V,W )

is zero. We show this when r (assumed to be odd) is ≥ 5.
If εs(p+, p−, U, V,W ) = εk(V ), then L = 0 because

∑
V⊂{k} εk(V ) = 0.

Suppose εs(p+, p−, U, V,W ) = εs(p
−,W ) = εj(W ) for some j ∈ [l]. Then for l ≥ 2 we are

done because for any fixed j ∈ [l] we have∑
W⊂[l]

εj(W )(−1)|W | = 0.

For l ≤ 1, we have |I+| = 2k − 1 = r − 2l ≥ 5 − 2 = 3, so k − 1 ≥ 1, and L = 0 because∑
U⊂[k−1](−1)|U | = 0.
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Suppose εs(p+, p−, U, V,W ) = εj(U) for some j ∈ [k − 1]. If l ≥ 1 we are done because∑
W⊂[l](−1)|W | = 0. Suppose l = 0. Then r = 2k − 1 ≥ 5, and hence k − 1 ≥ 2. We have∑

U⊂[k−1]

(−1)|U |εj(U) = 0,

and so L = 0.
At this point we have shown that L = 0 for r ≥ 5. For odd r ≥ 3 the only thing left to be

proved is that for r = 3 we have Ri = 0. Now for r = 3, the value of (6.15.2) is 1, and we
have εi(A) = −εi(Ac), which implies that Ri = 0.
Now assume r is even. Then |I+| and |I−| are both even. Write k := |I+| /2 and

l := |I−| /2.
For a set I of even cardinality, we define P ′(I) to be the set of unordered partitions
{Iz|z ∈ Z} of I equipped with a marked element in Z, such that exactly two Iz’s are singletons
and all the rest Iz’s have cardinality 2, and for the marked z the corresponding Iz is a
singleton.

For p ∈ P ′(I) and a total order on I, we can still define a sign ε(p), using the definition
similar to the sign on P(I), with the only modification that when enumerating Z ∼−→ [|Z|],
we require that the number in [|Z|] corresponding to the marked z is larger than that
corresponding to the other z ∈ Z whose associated Iz is a singleton.

If I is a subset of [r] and p = {Iz|z ∈ Z} ∈ P ′(I), define

cB(p, µ) :=
∏
z∈Z

cIz(µ).

If |A+| is odd then so is |Ac,+|, and for p+
1 ∈ P(A+), p+

2 ∈ P(Ac,+), we can define p+ :=
p+

1 ∪ p+
2 ∈ P ′(I+), where the marked singleton in p+ is defined to be the singleton in p+

1 .
Conversely, suppose k ≥ 1. Given p+ ∈ P ′(I+), write p+ = {I1, I2, · · · , Ik−1, Ik, I∞}, such
that I∞ is the marked singleton and Ik is the other singleton. To recover A+ it suffices to
choose a subset U of [k − 1] and define A+ =

⋃
j∈U Ij ∪ I∞. We have |A+| = 2 |U | + 1. For

s ∈ I+, define

εs(p
+, U) :=


εj(s)(U), s ∈ Ij(s), 1 ≤ j(s) ≤ k − 1

−1, s ∈ Ik
1, s ∈ I∞

Then we have εs(p+, U) = εs(A
+).

If |A+| is even, then so is |Ac,+|. For p+
1 ∈ P(A+) and p+

2 ∈ P(Ac,+), we can define
p+ := p+

1 ∪ p+
2 ∈ P(I+). Conversely, given p+ ∈ P(I+), write p+ = {I1, I2, · · · , Ik}. To

recover A+ it suffices to choose a subset U of [k] and define A+ =
⋃
j∈U Ij. We have

|A+| = 2 |U |. For s ∈ I+, define

εs(p
+, U) := εj(s)(U),

where j(s) ∈ [k] is such that s ∈ Ij(s).
Similarly, for p−1 ∈ P(A−) and p−2 ∈ P(Ac,−), we can define p− := p−1 ∪ p−2 ∈ P(I−).

Conversely, given p− ∈ P(I−), write p− = {I1, I2, · · · , Il}. To recover A− it suffices to
choose a subset W of [l] and define A− =

⋃
j∈W Ij. We have |A−| = 2 |W |. For s ∈ I−,

define
εs(p

−,W ) := εj(s)(W ),
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where j(s) ∈ [l] is such that s ∈ Ij(s).
For both parity of |A+|, we have

ω0(A)ε(p+
1 )ε(p+

2 )ε(p−1 )ε(p−2 ) = ε(p+)ε(p−).

For s ∈ [r], define

εs(p
+, p−, U,W ) :=

{
εs(p

+, U), s ∈ I+

εs(p
−,W ), s ∈ I−

.

We split
N =

∑
A,|A−| even

ω0(A)(−1)|A|+d|A|/2ec̄RA,γ′ (x, χ)

into the two sub-sums N(1), N(2) over A, under the condition that |A+| is odd or even
respectively. Similarly we split

Mi =
∑

A,|A−| even
εi(A)ω0(A)(−1)|A|+d|A|/2ec̄RA,γ′ (x, χ)

into Mi = Mi,(1) +Mi,(2). The above discussion shows that

N(1) = Const.
∑

p+∈P ′(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·

·
∑

U⊂[k−1],W⊂[l]

(−1)2|U |+1+2|W |+d(2|U |+1+2|W |)/2e

= Const.
∑

U⊂[k−1],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |.

This is zero because either l > 0 or r = 2k ≥ 4 and hence k − 1 ≥ 1.
Also

N(2) = Const.
∑

p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·

·
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)2|U |+2|W |+d(2|U |+2|W |)/2e

= Const.
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |,

which is zero because kl > 0.
Similarly

Ms,(1) = Const.
∑

p+∈P ′(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·

·
∑

U⊂[k−1],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(p
+, p−, U,W ),

and
Ms,(2) = Const.

∑
p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cB(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)·
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·
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(p
+, p−, U,W ).

Thus to show Ms,(1) = Ms,(2) = 0, it suffices to show that the following L(1) and L(2) are zero
for fixed q+ ∈ P ′(I+), p+ ∈ P(I+), p− ∈ P(I−):

L(1) :=
∑

U⊂[k−1],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(q
+, p−, U,W )

L(2) :=
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |εs(p
+, p−, U,W ).

We first treat L(2). By symmetry we may assume that l > 0 and s ∈ I−, so that
εs(p

+, p−, U,W ) = εj(W ) for some j ∈ [l]. If k > 0, then L(2) = 0 because
∑

U⊂[k](−1)|U | = 0.
If k = 0, then r = 2l ≥ 4, so l ≥ 2. Then we have∑

W⊂[l]

(−1)|W |εj(W ) = 0

so L(2) = 0.
We now treat L(1). If s ∈ Ik or I∞, then εs(q+, p−, U,W ) is independent of (U,W ), and

L(1) = Const.
∑

U⊂[k−1],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W | = 0,

because either l > 0 or r = 2k ≥ 4 and so k − 1 ≥ 1.
For the rest cases, we assume r ≥ 6. Suppose εs(q+, p−, U,W ) = εj(U) for some j ∈

[k−1]. If l > 0, then L(1) = 0 because
∑

W⊂[l](−1)|W | = 0. Suppose l = 0. Then r = 2k ≥ 6,
so k − 1 ≥ 2, and we have ∑

U⊂[k−1]

(−1)|U |εj(U) = 0,

which implies that L(1) = 0.
Suppose εs(q+, p−, U,W ) = εj(W ) for some j ∈ [l]. If k ≥ 2, then L(1) = 0 because∑
U⊂[k−1](−1)|U | = 0. If k ≤ 1, then 2l = r − 2k ≥ 6− 2 = 4, and so∑

W⊂[l]

(−1)|W |εj(W ) = 0,

which implies that L(1) = 0.
For even r it only remains to show that for r = 4 we have Ri = 0. This is true because

again, for r = 4, the value of (6.15.2) is 1, and we have εi(A) = −εi(Ac), which implies that
Ri = 0.

�

6.16. Main computation, even case vanishing. Assume we are in the even case. We
are to state and prove the analogue of Theorem 6.15.1.

Consider an arbitrary cuspidal Levi subgroup M∗ of G∗. Then M∗ is of the form Gr
m ×

GLt2×(M∗)SO where (M∗)SO is a quasi-split even special orthogonal group. Cuspidality
forces r to be an even number. The bi-elliptic and bi-cuspidal G∗-endoscopic data of M∗ are
classified by tuples (A,B, d+ = 2n+, d− = 2n−, δ+, δ−), where A is a subset of [r] and B is
a subset of [t], and n+ + n− equals the rank of (M∗)SO. When localized over R, the images
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of δ± in R×/R×,2 = {±1} are determined by d± by the cuspidality condition. A bi-elliptic
bi-cuspidal G∗-endoscopic datum induces an elliptic cuspidal endoscopic datum (H, · · · ) for
G∗, and A (resp. B) records the positions of the Gm’s (resp. GL2’s) that go to the positive
part of H. Now (H, · · · ) can also be viewed as an endoscopic datum for G, and in particular
we have the test function fH on H, a fixed pair (j : TH → TG, BG,H), and a normalization
for transfer factors between H and G at all finite places, as before.

Theorem 6.16.1. Suppose M∗ does not transfer to G. Then∑
(M ′,sM ,ηM )∈EG(M∗)

|OutG(M ′, sM , ηM)|−1
τ(G)τ(H)−1STHM ′(f

H) = 0.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to the odd case. We follow most of the notations established
in the proof of Theorem 6.15.1 and indicate the differences.

By assumption at least one of the following is true:
• rt > 0
• r ≥ 4
• t ≥ 2.

(Recall that r is even).
Again, it suffices to prove the following terms are zero:

Ri =
∑
A,B

εi(A)ω(A)�(A,B)Φ(γ′, A)

Tj =
∑
A,B

υj(B)ω(A)�(A,B)Φ(γ′, A)

S =
∑
A,B

εi(A)ω(A)�(A,B)Φ(γ′, A).

In the above sums A only runs through even subsets of [r], and B runs through subsets
of [t].

Here as in the odd case

Φ(γ′, A) = εR(jM∗(γ
′−1))εRH (γ′−1)ΦG∗

M∗(jM∗(γ
′−1),ΘH

φV∗
).

The Borel B0 of G∗C containing TM∗,C which is chosen implicitly for the above definition is
assumed to satisfy the analogues of conditions (1) (2) above Remark 6.8.1. We also assume
that the r factors of Gr

m are numbered in such a way that the following conditions analogous
to the odd case are satisfied:

(1) There exists r′ ∈ [r] ∪ {0} such that for i ∈ [r], the i-th coordinate of γ′ in Gr
m is

negative if and only if i > r′.
(2) For all 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ r′, or r′ + 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ r, we have

the i-th coordinate of γ′−1

the i′-th coordinate of γ′−1 ∈]0, 1[.

We define �(A,B) analogously as in the odd case. To get a closed formula of it, we
need to compute the product of (−1)q(H) and the sign between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker
normalization. Here we observe that even when d is divisible by 4, we do not need to be
specific about which Whittaker datum of G∗ and which Whittaker datum of M∗ we are
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considering in order to prove the desired vanishing, because changing these choices would
only contribute a sign in front of �(A,B) that is independent of A and B. We note that
q(H) ≡ 0 mod 2 by the cuspidality condition. As in the proof of Proposition 6.9.3 the sign
between ∆j,BG,H and the Whittaker normalization is up to a constant

(−1)bm
−/2c = Const.(−1)|B|+|A|/2.

Thus we may define
�(A,B) := (−1)|B|+|A|/2.

Since |A| is even, we have ω(A) = ω0(A). Also we have

ω0(A) = ω0(Ac)(−1)|A||A
c| = ω0(Ac)

because |A| is even. In particular,

ω(A)�(A,B)ω(Ac)�(Ac, B) = (−1)r/2.(6.16.1)

As in the odd case, the case t ≥ 2 is the easiest. In this case we have∑
B

(−1)|B| =
∑
B

υj(B)(−1)|B| = 0,

so Ri = Tj = S = 0.
Assume t = 1 and r = 2. Then Ri = S = 0 because

∑
B(−1)|B| = 0. To show Tj = 0, we

use the fact that (6.16.1) is −1.
Finally we treat the case r ≥ 4. The discussion in the odd case for r ≥ 3 needs almost no

change to be carried over here, only except that all the sets I+, I−, A+, Ac,+, A−, Ac,− have
to have even cardinality in the even case, and that the root system RA,γ′ in question here is
of type D|A+| ×D|Ac,+| ×D|A−| ×D|Ac,−|. In particular, Herb’s formula reads

c̄RA,γ′ (x, χ) = Const.
∑

p+1 ∈P(A+)

∑
p−1 ∈P(A−)

∑
p+2 ∈P(Ac,+)

∑
p−2 ∈P(Ac,−)

ε(p+
1 )ε(p−1 )ε(p+

2 )ε(p−2 )·

·cD(p+
1 , µ)cD(p+

2 , µ)cD(p−1 , µ)cD(p−2 , µ).

We compute
εRH (γ′−1) = (−1)α,

where

α = 2−1[
∣∣A+

∣∣ (∣∣A+
∣∣− 1) +

∣∣A−∣∣ (∣∣A−∣∣− 1) +
∣∣Ac,+∣∣ (∣∣Ac,+∣∣− 1) +

∣∣Ac,−∣∣ (∣∣Ac,−∣∣− 1)]

≡ r/2 mod 2.

Thus εRH (γ′−1) is independent of A. As in the odd case, define

Mi :=
∑
A

εi(A)ω0(A)(−1)|A|/2c̄RA,γ′ (x, χ)

N =
∑
A

ω0(A)(−1)|A|/2c̄RA,γ′ (x, χ),

where A runs through subsets of [r] such that |A±| and |Ac,±| are all even. Then to show
Tj = S = 0 it suffices to show N = 0, and to show Ri = 0 it suffices to show Mi = 0.
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Write k = |I+| /2, l = |I−| /2. For a fixed p+ ∈ P(I+), write p+ = {I1, · · · , Ik}. For a
subset U of [k], and for s ∈ Ij ⊂ I+, define

εs(p
+, U) := εj(U).

Similarly we define εs(p−,W ) for W a subset of the indexing set of p− and s ∈ I−, and we
define

εs(p
+, p−, U,W ) :=

{
εs(p

+, U), s ∈ I+

εs(p
−,W ), s ∈ I+

as in the odd case.
Herb’s formula together with an argument analogous to the odd case implies that

N =
∑

p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cD(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W | =

= Const.
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

(−1)|U |+|W |,

and that

Ms =
∑

p+∈P(I+)

∑
p−∈P(I−)

ε(p+)ε(p−)cD(p+, µ)cD(p−, µ)
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

εs(p
+, p−, U,W )(−1)|U |+|W |.

Since lk 6= 0, we have N = 0. We now show Ms = 0.
Fix p+, p−. We are going to show

L :=
∑

U⊂[k],W⊂[l]

εs(p
+, p−, U,W )(−1)|U |+|W |

is zero. By symmetry we may assume εs(p+, p−, U,W ) = εj(W ) for some j ∈ [l]. If k ≥ 1,
L = 0 because ∑

U⊂[k]

(−1)|U | = 0.

Suppose k = 0. Then r = 2l ≥ 4, so l ≥ 2. Then L = 0 because∑
W⊂[l]

εj(W )(−1)|W | = 0.

This concludes the proof. �

6.17. The main identity.

Corollary 6.17.1. For a ∈ N large enough, we have

TrM1(f
p,∞, a) + TrM2(f

p,∞, a) + TrM12(f
p,∞, a) =

∑
(H,s,η)∈E (G)

ι(G,H)[STH(fH)− STHe (fH)].

Here ι(G,H) := τ(G)τ(H)−1 |Out(H, s, η)|−1, and STHe := STHH as defined in §6.3.
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Proof. This follows from Theorems 6.5.2, 6.15.1, 6.16.1, and the following observation which
can be verified directly in our case (cf. also [Mor10b, Lemma 2.4.2] and the attribution to
Kottwitz’s unpublished notes loc. cit.):

Let
φ :

∐
(H,s,η)∈E (G)

L(H)→ C

be a finitely supported function, where L(H) denotes the set of H(Q)-conjugacy classes of
Levi subgroups of H. Assume that φ vanishes on L ∈ L(H) whenever L is not cuspidal, for
all H. Then we have ∑

(H,s,η)∈E (G)

|Out(H, s, η)|−1
∑

L∈L(H)

(nHL )−1φ(L) =

=
∑

M∈L(G∗)

(nG
∗

M )−1
∑

(M ′,sM ,ηM )∈EG∗ (M)

|OutG∗(M
′, sM , ηM)|−1

φ(M ′ ⊂ H(M ′, sM , ηM)),

where H(M ′, sM , ηM) is the endoscopic group for G∗ (or equivalently G) induced by the G∗-
endoscopic datum (M ′, sM , ηM) for M , so that M ′ is a Levi subgroup of H(M ′, sM , ηM). �

Remark 6.17.2. Strictly speaking STHe has its own definition, and should not have been
defined to be STHH . However for the particular form of fH∞, we have STHe (fH) = STHH (fH).
This essentially follows from the computation of Kottwitz in [Kot90, §7].

The following is a special case of the main result of [KSZ].

Theorem 6.17.3. Keep the setup of Theorem 1.7.2. For p a prime not in Σ and for a ∈ N
sufficiently large, we have

Tr(Frobap×fp,∞1Kpdg,H
∗
c(ShK ,FKλ V )⊗ C) =

∑
(H,s,η)∈E (G)

ι(G,H)STHe (fH).

�

Corollary 6.17.4. Keep the setup of Theorem 1.7.2. Let p be a prime not in Σ. For a ∈ N
sufficiently large, we have

Tr(Frobap×fp,∞1Kpdg, IH
∗(ShK , V)⊗ C) =

∑
(H,s,η)∈E (G)

ι(G,H)STH(fH).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.7.2, Corollary 6.17.1, and Theorem 6.17.3. �
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